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Foreword
Concurrent CP/M"is a multi- or single-user, multitasking operating system that allows
you to do two or more jobs at the same time on one or more terminals. This simultaneous
multitasking capability is defined by the term concurrentmbence, Concurrent CP/M. For
example, you can edit one or more documents, review one, and print another. Simply switch
from one task to another with the touch of a key. Concurrent CP/M also lets you use many
powerful software tools, such as word processors, spreadsheet calculators, data base managers, and bookkeeping systems.
The primary difference between Concurrent CP/M and CP/M-86® is that Concurrent
CP/M is a multi-user, multitasking operating system, while CP/M-86 is a single-user, singletasking system. Concurrent CP/M differs from MP/M-86 TM primarily in its ability to handle
virtual consoles with screen-switching capability. MP/M-86, although multitasking, has only
physical consoles.
The following utilities have been added to this release of Concurrent CP/M:
• CHSETo to accommodate support for the lntel® 8087 Math Processor and support
for code sharing among tasks
• PRINT, to facilitate printing of files
• ERAQ, to include a query before erasure of files
• VCMODE, to help you manage your virtual consoles
•

HELP, to give you on-line descriptions of the utilities of the system

Utilities from the MP/M-86 system have been incorporated to Concurrent CP/M to include
time and date stamping and file password protection. The SET, SDIR, and SHOW utilities
replace the functions of the CP/M-86 STAT utility.

How This Book Is Organized

The Concurrent CPIM Operating System User's Guide, Release 3.1, (cited as User's Guide)
introduces you to Concurrent CP/M and explains how to use it. It assumes you haw read
the manuals supplied by the manufacturer of your computer system and that you are familiar
with the parts of your computer. You should know how to set up and turn on your computer,
and how to handle, insert, and store disks. However, this manual does not assume you have
had a great deal of experience with computers.

ifi

Section 1 provides you with an overview of operating systems in general and Concurrent
CP/M in particuiar. Section I also explains many of the words and phrases used in this
manual.
Section 2 develops the command concepts you need to understand and use the commands
defined in Section 3.
Section 3 all~habctically lists ail Concurrent CPfM commands, shows their syntax, and
provides explanations and examples for each command.
Section 4 describes ED, the Concurrent CP/M text editor, in detail.
Appendix A lists the error messages Concurrent CP/M displays when it encounters special
conditions. Remedies are suggested for both specific error nmsages and general situations.

Appendix B summarizes Concurrent CP/M controlclmract~rs.
Appendix C describesthe variousConcurrent CP/M filetypes.
Appendix D summarizes the kinds of drive and file status information Concurrent CP/M
returns to you.

The Glossary explainsthe terminologyand conceptsyou encounterin learningabout your
computer and Concurrent CP/M.
If your Concurrent CP/M is the first computer system you have used, you might find some
of these topics confusing. Begin with Section 1 and read this manual section by section. It
proceeds step-by-step, so you can easily understand how to use Concurrent CP/M.

Related Books
In addition to the User's Guide, Concurrent CP/M is supported and documented through
these manuals:

• The Concurrent CP/M Operating System Programmer's Reference Guide (cited as
Programmer's Guide), which documents Ihe applications programmer's interface to
Concurrent CP/M and explains the internal file structure and system entry points.
This is information essential for creating applications programs that run in the Concurrent CP/bi environment.
• The Concurrent CP/M-86 Programmer's Utilities Guide (cited as Programmer's Utilities Guide) documents the Digital Research utility programs that programmers use
to write, debug, and verify applications programs written for the Concurrent CP/M
environment.
• The Concurrent CP/M Operating System System Guide (cited as System Guide) documents the internal, hardware-dependent structures of Concurrent CP/M.
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Section 1
Introduction
This section briefly introduces you m operating systems and related concepts before
discussing Concurrent CP/M. It also defines terminology used throughout this manual.
If you are already familiar with operating system concepts, the family of CP/M ® systems,
and other versions of Concurrent CP/M, you may want to skip this section and begin with
Section 2, "Getting Started".

1.1 What Is An Operating System?
You have purchased a computer program named Concurrent CP/M. It is a specific kind
of computer program called an operating system. An operating system provides operators
and programmers the means to accomplish work on the particular computer on which it is
implemented. It is a supervisor that manages your computer's resources at its most basic
level.
There are other programs which you probably purchased with your computer. These
programs are referred to as applications programs, or applications software, which run under
the Concurrent CP/M operating system. Commonly-used applications programs are word
processors, accounting systems, data base managers, computer games, and so forth. Other
programs which may come with your computer are programs referred to as languages.
Languages are programs which programmers use to develop their applications software.
Some examples of languages are BASIC, FORTRAN, PASCAL, PIJI, and ASM-86". These
languages can run under Concurrent CP/M.
Concurrent CP/M allows the operator to manage the computer's resources and environment
through commands defined by the system. This manual describes these commands (also
referred to as utilities or functions) in detail in Section 3.
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Concurrent CP/M allows the progrurmrter to interface with the operating system through
system calls defined by the system. The Pro&rammer'sGuide describes these system calls
in detail. Concurrent CP/M performs the following three primary functions:
• It manages the input and outImt (I/O) of all devices attached to your computer. Input
is the information your computer receives from an input device, such as the keyboard.
A system r e ~ v e i input when you type information from the keyboard, or the
operating system reads data from a disk. Output is the information the system sends
to an output device, such as a printer. Thus, your operating system enables your
computer to respond to the information you enter at the keyboard or from a disk. It
also allows the information that you type to be sent to the comtole screen, the printer,
or some other output device.
• It manages the files in which you store information on your computer system. By
managing files, your system provides you with an orderly way to read (get informarion) or write (add information) to and from a disk. Your operating system also
gives you information about files, such as their name, type, and size.
• It allows you to load program files into your computer's memory and run them.
Prognun files can be utility programs, word proceuing, accounting, or other types
of application programs that you purcha~ with your system or write yourself.

1.2 W h a t I s C o n c u r r e n t C P / M ?
Concurrent CP/M can be either a multi-user or single-user system. In a multi-user ¢nvironrnent, more than one operator can access the computer at the same time. In a singin-user
environment, only one operat~ uses the computer at any given time.
In addition to performing all the operating system tasks discussed previously, Concurrent
CP/M is an operating system with two unique features: maltits~ing and virtual consoles.
1.2.~ M u ~ m k ~
Multitasking allows you to do more than one job concurrently. For example, you can
work on one program while your COmlmterworks on others. While your system prints payroll
checks and another unseen accounting program ulxlates the payroll records, you can prepare
a monthly progress report with a text processor.
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1.2.2 Virtual Consoles
Concurrent CP/M virtual consoles permit you to view, one at a time, each program being
worked on or processed. Think of this capability as being similar to that of a television set,
which lets you switch between stations and view them one at a time on a single screen.
These rules apply to using virtual consoles:
• You can only switch to and view one virtual console at a time.
• The physical screen displays output from a program on the current (the one you are
viewing) virtual console only.
The following example illustrates these rules. On one console you are writing s letter,
while on other consoles you are performing tasks such as printing a payroll, or preparing a
report. Unless you switch to another console, while you write the letter, all you see is the
letter writing task. However, by pressing a key or a sequence of keys on your keyboard, you
can switch to another console to check the progress of the payroll printing task or the report.
Refer to the user information supplied by the manufacturer of your computer system for
details on the keys you use to switch consoles.
1.2.3 Switching Virtual Consoles
The console you are working on is called the current or switched-in console, and the
program is said to be operating in the foreground. When you switch away from a console,
it is switched out, and its program is said to be operating in the background. The console
screen is always assigned to the foreground program. Therefore, the console screen does
not display the output of a background program. However, the output is not necessarily lost.
A program in the background runs on s virtual console in one of two modes: dynamic or
buffered.
When a console is in dynamic mode and the console is switched out, the operating system
does not display nor save the console (screen) output of the program. Thus, dynamic mode
is similar to switching stations on a television sot; when you switch stations, programming
continues but you cannot see it or the events that occur while the station is switched out.

m DIGITAL RF~EARCH•
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Buffered mode lets you save the console output of a switched-out console. Concurrent
CP/M does this by recording the program's console output while your program is running
in the background. For example, if you are running in the foreground, Concurrent CP/M
displays the screen output from the program until you switch to another virtual console.
While the program runs in the background. Concurrent C'P/M records, in a disk file. output
from the program on the switched-out console. When you switch back to the console.
Concurrent CP/M dirplays on the console screen the output that was stored in the disk file.
The output shows you what the program has done since you last switched the console out.
Thus, beffered mode is similar to an instant replay on • television set, but you only see the
scenes that happened while you were switched to another station.
To check or set the mode of a console, use the VCMODE command described in
Section 3.
1,2.4 Status

Your computer system may or may not display a status line. If your system has a status
line, it tells you which console is current, its operating mode, and the number of the printer
assigned to the console, as well as the nan~ of the program currently running.
If any files in the system are open. the status line also tells you which drives have open
files. An open file is a file in use by • program. If the opea files are on ~q~py dkl~, you
need this information so you do not remove the disk by mistake.

1.3 D r i v e s , D i s k s , D i r e c t o r i e s , a n d F i l e s
Drives, disks, directories, and files are ans/ogous to a filing sys~m in an office. A drive
containing a disk is like a file cabinet full of individual file folders. One disk might contain
all your outgoing correspondence, information for accounting reports, or the text of a
document. Each disk has a directory that Concurrent CP/M uses to locate files on disks in
different drives. The directory is similar to the labels on the front of your file drawer.
However, unlike the file drawer label, the directory of a disk contains the name of every
file on the disk.
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1.3.1 Filespecs, Hie Attributes, and F'detypes
Filespec, file atlribute, and filetype are words you will see frequently throughout this
manual. Filespec is an abbreviation of file specification, which is the full name of a file, its
type, the disk drive on which it resides, and the password, if any, of the file. Concurrent
CP/M uses a filespec to locate a file. File attributes and filetypes are also file descriptions
that help Concurrent CP/M locate the file you need and decide how to use it. Section 2
covers these subjects in greater detail.
1.3.2 User Numbers
Anytime you are running under Concurrent CP/M, you are identified by the system with
a user number. This user number is referred to as the current user number. The system
displays the current user number with the system prompt, but omits it from the display if
the current user number is the user number zero. For example, if the system prompt displayed
is
A>
the current user number is zero. If the system prompt is
3A>
you are running as user number 3. User numbers are one way Concurrent CP/M helps you
store files in an organized fashion. How you organize your files determines how quickly
and easily you can find a file. Your Concurrent CP/M system stores files on either floppy
disks or fixed, nonremovable disks. By setting user numbers, you can divide either of these
types of disks into multiple user areas that range in number from 0 through 15. You can
store related files in specific user areas, which helps Concurrent CP/M locate files faster and
more easily. For instance, you can store all payroll information in User 1, correspondence
in User 2, inventory files in User 3, your calendar file in User 4, and so on, through User
15.
To set user numbers, refer to the USER command in Section 3.

[ ] OIGITtU. Rr~r~P.CH•
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1.4 O n e Last Word
As you read this manual, many words and phrases might be new to you. Read the Glossary
to familiarize yourself with brief definitions of the computer terminology.

End of Section I
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Section 2
Getting Started
This section gives you examples of some of the Concurrent CP/M features, tells you how
to create files, and discusses many other concepts you need to use Concurrent CP/M efficiently.

2.1 Booting Concurrent CPfM
The process of bringing up the system is commonly referred to as loading, or booting
the system. This process loads Concurrent CP/M into memory and performs any initialization
required by the computer. Computers have slightly differing boot procedures. Some hard
disk systems might not require anything more than turning on the power;, other systems
require insertion of one or more floppy disks into the drives to load Concurrent CP/M.
Therefore, before you turn on the power switch on your system, read the owner's manual
supplied by your system's manufacturer. It tells you the proper procedure; boot the system
accordingly.
In some cases, two floppy disks are necessary to boot Concurrent CP/M: the boot disk
and another disk. The owner's manuals should tell you how many disks are required for
your particular system, and which disks go into which drives.
While the system is being loaded into memory, a message might appear on your screen
telling you that the system is loading Concurrent CP/M into the computer.
When the system load procedure is completed, a message with copyright information and
the version number of your Concurrent CP/M operating system appears on your console
screen followed by the system prompt.
At this point, if you have a start-up file, Concurrent CP/M reads this file and executes
the command line within as if you had typed it on the keyboard. Refer to Section 2.5.4 for
an explanation of start-up files and ways to use them.
If you do not have a start-up file, you are ready to give Concurrent CP/M commands. If
you have a floppy disk system, you can remove the boot disk from the disk drive. The
system disk that contains the programs, or utilities, discussed in this manual should be
inserted in the drive. The system disk is discussed later in this guide.
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2.2 What Is on the Disk?
The programs you receive with Concurrent CP/M help you create or edit files, protect
files and disks, and combine and copy files. All programs and all files, including those
shipped with Concurrent CP/M. those supplied by the system manufacturer, and those you
create, are stored magnetically on disk. Each disk contains a directory that lists all the files
located on that disk. This directory is divided into user number areas. You can enter the
DIR command (see Section 3) to list the files on the disk. Use DIR[S] to list the system
files.

2.3 What Is Next?
The firstthing you should do, whenever you get new software, is copy the disks (see n~e
PIP command in Section 3) that contain the progrmns. Making copies of disks is a normal
procedure to ensure having back-up copies in c~.~e you damage or lose your disks. Also,
human or computer errors can destroy valuable programs and data film. You could accidentally erase a program by mistyping a command. An electricalpower outlge or electronic
component problem could alto damage the disks. So, always make a working copy of any
program you purchase and put the original away. Then, if a program is accidentally erased,
you can restore it from the original copy.
You should also make frequent copies of programs and data files as you are developing
them. Establish the habit of taking time at the end of each period of work to make back-up
copies of that session's work. Backing up disks takes only a few minutes and it can save
yon hours, perhaps days or weeks, of work rebuilding files.
Any new blank disk that you purchase must be formatted (prepared) before it can be used
to make back-up copies of the system or to create new files. The programs you use to format
disks and copy disks are hardware dependent. They are provided by the manufacturer of
your computer. Read their instructions carefully and make the back-up copies of your
Concurrent CP/M disks before you continue reading this manual. With a back-up copy of
your operating system, if you make a mistake, you can always use the original to make
another back-up copy.

l DIGITAL RF~F.ARCHt
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2.4 Drives And Devices
Concurrent CP/M manages all the peripheral devices attached to your computer. Peripheral
devices are hardware such as the disk drives, input devices such as keyboards, or terminals,
and output devices such as printers. When you want to use a specific drive or device, you
must use a name or specifier the system understands. If you do not use specific designations,
the system assumes that you want the default drive or device.
Concurrent CP/M has one drive set apart from the others called the system drive. This
drive differs from computer to computer and is determined by the manufacturer of your
computer. In most cases, the system drive is drive A. Another important drive concept is
the default drive. The default drive is always displayed with the system prompt. For example,
after booting the system, you see the system prompt displayed on the screen, and may be
as follows:
A>
This indicates that the default drive is drive A. When you enter a command Concurrent
CP/M looks for the command in the following manner. First, Concurrent CP/M searches
for the command under the current user number on the default drive, then for a system
command file under User O. If it does not find the command on the default drive, it searches
for it under the current user number on the system drive, then for a system file under User
0 on the system drive. To change the default drive to another drive, type the letter specification
of the drive followed by a colon, like this:
A>B:

This changes the default drive to the B drive. Unless you change the drive designation again,
all the system prompt messages appear as
B>

indicating that you are running as user 0 and the default drive is drive B.
Note: Check your manufacturer's instructions to determine which drive assignments are
valid on your computer.
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With any user number above 0, Concurrent CP/M reminds you which user number is
currently in use by displaying the user number in front of the system prompt, like this:
3B>
If you need to change user numbers so you can access otber files, use the USER command.
For example, if you want to change from user 3 to user 7, enter the following command:
3B>user ?
Concurrent CP/M changes the user number to 7. Until you change the user number again,
the current user number is 7 and the system prompt looks like this:
7B>
The prompt tells you that Concurrent CP/M creates or accesses user 7 files on the disk in
drive B.
Of course, you can explicitly specify which drive to search by prefacing the command
with the drive letter followed by a colon. For example, if you type
A>B:

ws

the system will look for the WS command file on drive B under the current user number 0.
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2.5 Types of FUes
Concurrent CP/M's most important task is to access and maintain the files on your disks.
Each file is a collection of information stored on a disk and every file must have a unique
name so that Concurrent CP/M can find it.
In general, there are two kinds of files: program files (or command files) and data files.
A program file is an executable file, a series of instructions the computer can follow. A data
file is usually a collection of related information, such as a list of names and addresses, the
inventory of a store, or the text of a document.
There are also files which are collections of Concurrent CP/M commands. These files are
executed with the SUBMIT command. Concurrent CP/M supports a special type of file
containing a single command line. As Concurrent CP/M loads, it looks for this start-up
command file (see Section 2.5.4).

2.$.1 Naming Files
Concurrent CP/M identifies every file by its unique file specification. A file specification
can have up to four parts: a drive specifier, a filename, a filetype, and a password.
A filename is simply a one- to eight-character name you assign to the file, such as
MYFILE2
When you make up a filename, choose a name that tells you something about the contents
of the file. For example, if you have a list of vendor names for your business, you could
name the file:
VENDORS
This filoname gives you an idea of what is in the file.
As you begin to use Concurrent CP/M, you find that files fall naturally into families. To
keep file families separated, Concurrent CP/M a/lows you to add a family name, called a
filetype, to the filename. For example, adding the NAM filetype to the filename VENDORS,
as shown below, tells you the file contains a list of vendor names.
VENDORS.NAM
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A filetype can be up to three characters long. Try to use three letters that tell something
about the file's family. When you type a file specification for Concurrent CP/M to read,
separate the filetype from the filename with a period. When Concurrent CPlM lists file
specifications in response to a DIR command, it separates the filename from the filetype
with blanks so that you can compare filetypes quickly.
Passwords IXOteCt disks or files from improper w.cess, and the SET command in Section 3
describes their uses. A password can he any combination of letters or symbols (except *
and ?), and up to eight characters long.
The following example shows a file specification that contains all the possible elements:
A:VF_,NDORS. NAM;AMBER
In this example, A: is the drive specifier; VENDORS is the filenexne; .NAM is the filetype;
and ;AMBER is the assigned password. Whenever you enter a filespec in a command line,
remember that it is an entity; therefore, no spaces are allowed between the various elements.
If you leave out the drive specifier, Concurrent CP/M assmnes you mean the default drive.
If you leave out a filetype, Concurrent CP/M may supply a filetype, depending on the context
of its use, and in some cases a blank filetype is assigned. If you leave out the password and
the file is password-,gotected, the system taes the M,,fmlt password if there is one (refer to
the SET command to assign default passwords). Naturally, you leave out the password if
the file is not password-protected.
2.5.2 Creating a File
There are many ways m create a file. The most common method of creating a file is with
a text editing program or word processor. You can use the ED commend described in Section 4
to create and edit a file. You can also create a file by copying an existing file with the PIP
command. Some programs, such as ASM-86, create output files as they process input files.
2.5.3 Accessing a File
When you want to get a file you need to give the system all the information it needs to
find that file. You have to specify what drive, or disk, the file is on, and the name of the
file you want. For example, if you want to display the contents of the file called
VENDORS.NAM, use the TYPE command like this:
A> TYPK VENDORS.NAIl
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If the system finds the file VENDORS.NAM on user 0 on drive A, it displays the contents
of the file on your screen. If Concurrent CP/M cannot find the file you requested, it gives
you the following message:
File not found

If the file is on the disk in your B drive, enter the following command:
A>TYPE B: VENDORS. HAM
This command tells the system to search for the file on user 0 on drive B. When the system
finds the file, the contents scroll rapidly across your screen. If you press and hold down the
control (CTRL) key along with the S key, the scrolling stops. To restart the scrolling, press
the control key along with Q key. When you use the control key with alphabetic keys, you
ere using control character commands. Table 2-2 describes control character commands.
2.5.4 Start-up Files
You can execute a command automatically upon loading the system if you provide a startup file for a particular virtual console. Each virtual console accepts a one-line command
contained in a start-up file that is automatically loaded and executed when the system begins
operation.
This command string can contain any Concurrent CP/M command, such as DIR, USER,
or VCMODE. If you want to execute more than a single command, use the SUBMIT
command to execute a SUBMIT file which contains the multiple commands. Concurrent
CP/M then reads and executes the contents of the specified SUBMIT file, which can be as
long and complex as you wish. When the system finishes executing the SUBMIT file, it
displays the system prompt which indicates that the system is ready to read another command
line.
When you boot the system, Concurrent CP/M looks for a file on the system drive with
the name STARTUP.n, where n is the number of a virtual console. STARTUP.0 controls
virtual console 0, STARTUP. I controls virtual console l, and so forth. If you issue a SUBMIT
command to direct execution from a SUBMIT file, follow the SUBMIT rules described in
Section 3. You cannot SUBMIT the start-up file itself; it is executed by the system upon
start-up.
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2,6 File Specification P u n c t u a t i o n
As you were reading the last few paragraphs you probably noticed that the examples of
filenames included periods, colons, and semicolons. These punctuation marks are called
delimiters because they separate, or mark off, the various parts of command lines, just as
punctuation in written text does. Each delimiter has a separate and unique meaning to the
system; therefore, it must never be used as a character in a file specification. Table 2-1
defines how each delimiter is used in Concurrent CP/M.

Table 2-1. Special Clmracters

Character I
tab, space,
RETURN

Meaning
The lessthan. equal, comma, tab,space,and R E T U R N characters
separate fileR E T U R N referencesand other items in the command
line.
The colon always follows the drive specifier.
A period Selm'ams the filetypefrom the filaname.

A semicok~ mllral~ the fllety~ and passwct~l in a file specif~ttion.
*?

The asterisk and question mark are wildcard characters. Refer to
Section 2.7 for details.

<>and!

Angle bracketsand the exclamation mark am reservedfor futureuse.

[]

Square brackets isolate options from command keywords or file
specifications.

()

Parentheses isolate lists of modifiers within options (see SDIR in
Section 3).

/$

The slash and dollar sign specify options in the command line.
h~ semicolon at the beginning of a line indicates a comment that the
command line interpreter ignores.
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2.7 Wildcard Characters
Wildcard characters are special characters that match certain specified items. In Concurrent
CP/M, you can use two wildcard characters: the question mark and the asterisk. You can
substitute the ? wildcard for any single character in a filename or filetype. You can use the
* wildcard in one or both of the filename and filetype felds• The * wildcard matches the
entire field or the remainder of the field in which you specify it. With wildcards, you can
ask Concurrent CP/M to look for one or more matching files.
Here are the rules for using wildcards:
• A ? wildcard matches any character in a name, including a space character.
• A * wildcard must be the last, or only, character in the filename or filetype. Concurrent
CP/M internally replaces a * with ? characters to the end of the filename or filetype.
• When the filename to match is shorter than eight characters, Concurrent CP/M treats
the name as if it ends with spaces.
• When the filetype to match is shorter than three characters, Concurrent CP/M treats
the filetype as if it ends with spaces.
• Wildcard characters can be used in the filename and filetype fields only; they cannot
be used in the drive specifier or password fields.
The following examples show you how to use wildcards to match all or a portion of the
following files:
A.CMD, AA.CMD, AAA.CMD, B.CMD,

A.A86,

4~ 4~

is treated as ?77.9?7?7.7??

????????.???

matches all six names

*. CMD

is treated as ????????•CMD

????????.CMD

matches the first four names

?. CMD

matches A•CMD and B•CMD

?.~

is treated as ?.???
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?.???

matches A.CMD, B.CMD. A.A86, and B.A86

A?.CMD

matches A.CMD and AA.CMD

A*.CMD

is treated as A??????7.CMD

A???????.CMD

matches A.CMD, AA.CMD, and AAA.CMD

2,8 Passwords
Concurrent CP/M lets you protect your files with passwords. If more than one person
uses your system, passwords are a way to protect your files from being erased or modified
by other users. Passwords also provide security for man/~gers and systems personnel who
want to limit access to particular files.
Any program, command, or data file can have individual password protection. The SET
command (see Section 3) lets you add this protection to your files.
Passwords can be up to eight characters long and can consist of any characters ~cept
those listed in Table 2-1.

2.9 O r g a n i z i n g Y o u r F i l e s
Under Concurrent CP/M, you can organize your files by user numbers.
2.9.1 User Numbers

You can u ~ user numbers to w p a n ~ your files into 16 file groups. All files are identified
by a user number that ranges from 0 to 15. Concurrent CP/M assigns a user number to a
file when the file is created. Generally, the file is assigned the current user number. You can
change the current user number with the USER command described in Section 3.
Most commands access only those files for the current user number. For example, if the
current user number is 7, a DIR command displays only the files that ware created under
user number 7. The exceptions to this are the PIP and DIR [Gn] commands. PIP can copy
a file from one user number and send the copy to another user number. The DIR [Gn] option,
where n is the desired user number, displays all files in user n. For further details, refer Io
the discussions of DIR and PIP in Section 3.
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2.9.2 File Attributes
You can assign files certain attributes which specify how a file can be accessed. There
are several file attributes you can set--the directory (DIR) attribute, the Read-Write (RW)
attribute, Read-Only (RO) attribute, the system (SYS) attribute, and the Archive (A) attribute.
When you create a file, the system automatically assigns it the DIR and RW attributes. The
DIR command displays the names of the files (for the current user number) with the ]DIR
attribute. You can use the SET command (see Section 3) to assign the SYS attribute to a
file. If you want to display the names of the files with the SYS attribute, you can use the
DIR [S] or the SDIR command (see Section 3).
If you give the SYS attribute to a command file for user number 0, you can access that
file from any user number. This feature gives you a convenient way to make your commonlyused programs available under any user number. However, note that a user 0 SYS file does
not appear in response to a .SDIR command unless 0 is the current user number. Also, SYS
files for the current user number are not displayed unless you specify DIR [S].
A file can also be set'to Read-Write (RW) or Read-Only (RO). If the file has RW attribute,
you can both read and write to that file. If the file has the RO attribute, you can only read
that file. The system automatically assigns the RW attribute to a file when it is created. Use
the SET command (see Section 3) to change this attribute to RO. If you try to write data
to a file with the RO attribute set, Concurrent CP/M returns a Read-Only error message. A
file with the RW attribute can be read from or written to at any time, unless the drive is set
to Read-Only, or the disk is physically protected. See the manufacturer's notes on physically
protecting removable disks. Usually, a 5-1/4-inch floppy disk is protected by covering the
write-enable notch. On 8-inch floppy disks, uncovering the write-protect notch protects the
disk.
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The Archive (A) attribute provides you with a convenient way of backing up your files.
When you use the archive option in PIP, any time a file is changed, the attribute is turned
off, allowing you to copy the file. If the file has not been modified, and the Archive attribute
is turned on, the file is not copied when you make back-ups. Normally (without the archive
option), PIP copies all files. For more details, refer to the PIP command in Section 3.

2.10 How Are Files Stored On Disks?
No matter what kind of computer you have, Concurrent CP/M stores files the same way.
The filename, filetype, user number, and attributes of each file are stored in a special area
of the disk called the directory.
Concurrent CP/M allocates file space on disk dynamically; that is, it allocates disk space
for a file as it needs it. You do not need to tell Concurrent CP/M how large you expect the
file to become, because space is automatically allocated for each file as it is needed, and
released for reallocation when the file is erased.
When you erase a file, the system reclaims the space that was allocated to the file.
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2.11 M a k i n g M i s t a k e s
Everybody makes mistakes. If you accidentally type the wrong command or insert a disk
incorrectly, the program running at the time should let you know. Normally, an error message
appears on your console. There are many different types of error messages. Appendix A
lists alphabetically the error messages returned by Concurrent CP/M and its utilities. To
give you an example of how this appendix is used, we can cause an error intentionally, then
recover from it.
First, mistype the DIR command in the following way:
C>DIRR

The system displays the following error message on the console:
CP/M Error: Can't F i n d C o m m a n d
Command = DIRR

If you do not understand the meaning of the error message, refer to the error message
description and explanation for "CP/M Error: Can't Find Command" in Appendix A for a
more complete description. The message for this error tells you that you may have mistyped
the command.

2.12 Control Character Commands
Some of the functions in Concurrent CP/M are performed in response to single key
commands in combination with the control key. They are called control character commands.
They can tell Concurrent CP/M to start and stop screen scrolling, or echo screen displays
to the printer. Table 2-2 summarizes the control character commands.
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Control Character Commands

Control
Character

Meaninlt

CTRL-C

Terminates the currently executing program or resets the disk
system. If other programs have files open on a removable drive.
Concurrent CP/M tells you which drives are in use.

CTRL-E

Moves the cursor to the beginning of the following line without
erasing any previous inpot and without adding any characters.

CTRL-H

Moves the cursor one character to the left and deletes the character.

CTRL-I

Moves the cursor to the next tab stop and automatically places a tab
stop at each eighth column.

CTRL-J

Performs the same function as the RETURN key. It returns the cursor
to the beginning of the next line and sends any commands to Concurrent CP/M.

CTRL-M

Same as CTRL-J.

CTRL-O

Prevents display of characters written to the screen until the next
CTRL-O; these characters are lost. A CTRL-O lets you skip over
sections of a long display.

CTRL-P

Tells Concurrent CP/M to send screen output to the printer (if a printer
is attached tv the console). If the printer is already echoing the screen,
CTRL-P halts the screen output to the printer.

CTRL-Q

Restarts screen scrolling after you have used the CTRL-S command
to stop it.

CTRL-R

Types a pound sign, #, ~t the current cursor location, moves the
cursor to the sang position on the next line, and retypes any partial
command you entered.
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Table 2-2.

Control
Charat ter

(continued)

Meaning

CTRL-S

Stops screen scmlhng.

CTRL-U

Discards all characters in a command line preceding the cursor, types
a # at the cursor position, and moves the cursor to the next hne.

CTRL-X

Discards all characters in a command line preceding the cursor and
moves the cursor to the beginning of the current line.

2.13 Command Summary
Table 2-3 lists and briefly describes all the Concurrent CP/M commands. Unless otherwise
noted. Section 3 contains a detailed discussion of each command.

Table 2-3.

Command

Command Summary

[

Function

ABORT

Stops program execution on the virtual console that you specify in
the command line.

ASM86

Translates 8086 assembly language source programs into a
machine-readable format. The Programmer's" Ulilines Guide documents ASM-86.

CHSET

Sets CMD file header information for shared code, 8087 support,
and direct video mapping.

DATE

Displays and/or sets the date and time.

DDT86

Helps you examine assembly language programs and interactively
correct programming errors. DDT-86" is described in the Program-

mer's Utilities Guide.
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Command

Function

DIR

Lists the files on a specified disk or the default disk.

F.D

Creates or edits text, data, or program source files. See Section 4.

ERA

Erases one or more files from a disk directory and releases the disk
space occupied by the file.

EJtAQ

Erases one or more files from a disk directory, as ERA does, but
ERAQ asks you m confirm the command for each file specified.

GENCCPM

Lets you generate a new system. This utility is normally used by
your system la'ogrammer. The S~tem Guide describes OENCCPM
in detail.

GENCMD

Uses ASM-86 output to produce an executable command file.
GENCMD is described in detail in the Pmsrammer's Guide.

HELP

Displays information on how to use Concurrent CP/M commands.

INITDIR

Initializes a disk directory to allow date and time stamping on that
disk.

PlP

Combines and copies files.

PRINT

Prints one or more files on the printer.

PRINTER

Shows the current defanlt printer and lets you change it.

REN

I,em you renmne a file.

SDIR

Displays a directory of syst~n and nonsy~tem files and their attributes.

SET

Lets you specify and alter certain file or drive attributes.

SHOW

Displays information about system resources such as the amount of
usable space on a disk.
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2.13 CommJmd Summary
Table 2-3. (continued)

FII11¢'II011

SUBMIT

Sends a file of commands to Concurrent CP/M for execution.

SYSTAT

Displays system information. The Programmer :~ G,dde describes
SYSTAT in detail.
Displays the contents of a text file on your screen.

USER

Displays the current user number or changes one user number to
another.

VCMODE

Displays and/or sets the background operating mode for the currently
switched-in virtual console.

End of Section 2
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Section 3
Concurrent CP/M Command Summary
This section shows you how to use Concurrent CP/M commands and explains the parts
of the command line. In addition, this section has a command summary, an alphabeticallyarranged reference section describing most of the Concurrent CP/M commands. Each command is listed with examples and a short explanation of its operation.

3.1 Command Line Syntax
A c o m m a n d line always contains a c o m m a n d and may include a command tail. The
c o m m a n d tailcontains information the c o m m a n d uses, such as a filespecificationor options.
Figure 3-I uses the DIR command to illustratethe components of a command line.

I COMMAND I
DIR

[COMMAND TAIL [
A

[Sl

I
Figure 3-1.

DIR Command and Command Tail

In Figure 3-1, the DIR command tells the system to list files. In the command tail, the
letter A followed by a colon is a drive specifier; it tells the DIR command to list the files
on drive A. The letter S, enclosed in brackets, is an option that tells the DIR command to
list only the system files. Thus, the DIR command in the figure lists the system files, if any,
on drive A.
In Figure 3-1, the drive specifier is one of four components in a file specification. A file
specification gives a program information the program requires to locate files on a disk.
Table 3-1 lists and describes each of the components in a file specification. Figure 3-2
illustrates the general format of a file specification.
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Table 5-I.

Component

File Specification Components

I

Description

drive
specifier

Names the disk drive with a letter A through P. The drive specifier
tells a program the name of the drive on which a file or group of files
exists. The drive specifier is optional. However, if you use a drive
specifier, it must be foUowcd by a colon as shown in Figures 3-1 and
3-2.

filenam¢

A one- to eight--character name of a file or group of files,

filvtyl~

A one- to three-character family name of a file or group of files. It
follows the filcnarnc. Specifying a filetypc for a file or group of files
is optional. However, if you specify a filetype, separate the filetypc
from the filename with a period.

password

A one- to eight-character word that might be required to gain access
to a file. If the password is required, separate it from the filename or
filetypc with a semicolon. Refer to the SET command in this section
for details on passwords.

D FILENAME

/

F t ~ q ~ ~-2.

t

TYP ,PASSWORD

\

\

File S p e e S m t l o u l ~ r m t

The following listshows the valid combinations of the components in a filespecification.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

filenarne
filenanc.typ
filvnan~;password
filename.typ;password
d:filenam¢
d:filonan~.typ
d:filonarne;password
d: filename.typ;password
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A file specification indicates a particular file. If them arc wildeard characters in the file
specification, it includes all files matching the wildcard characters. Section 2.7 explains
wildcard characters in greater detail. The directory of the disk named by the drive specifier
contains the files described in the file specification. For example,
C :P A Y R O L L . LIB

This example is a file specification that indicates drive C:, filename PAYROLL, and filetype
LIB. In descriptions of command line syntax, the file specification is abbreviated to filespec:
COMMAND

COMMAND TAIL

,

I FILESPEC[OPTION] ]

Some Concurrent CP/M commands accept wildcards in the filenarne and filetype of the
command tail. For example,
B:PAY*.A??
is a file specification with drive specifier B:, filename PAY*, and filetype A??. This file
specification might match several fles in the directory, such as PAYROLL.AS6 or
PAYSCHED.ATT.

3.2 How Commands Are Described
The commands described in this section are in alphabetical order. The description begins
with the command in uppercase. A syntax section follows, telling you one or more general
forms to use in the command line. An explanation section describes the operation of each
command, noting special cases, suggesting programming techniques, and describing special
conventions and considerations. The examples section provides examples of valid command
lines. Appendix A lists error messages these commands produce.
When you read the syntax section and specify commands, use the following guidelines:
• Spell all commands as shown. Unless otherwise noted, any combination of upperand lowercase letters is acceptable.
• You can substitute any number for the variable n.
• The file specification components d:, filename, .typ, and password have the general
meanings described in the previous section.
m DIGITALRESEARCH'
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YOU must include one or more space characters where a space is shown, unless
otherwise specified. For example, the PIP options need not be separated by spaces.

• Items enclosed in curly braces are optional. You can enter a command without the
optional items. The optional items add effects to your command line.
• An ellipsis ( . . . ) tells you that the previous item can be repeated any number of
times.
• When you can enter one or more alternative items in the syntax line, a vertical bar [
separates each alternative.
• All other punctuation, such as square brackets [ ], must be included in the command
line.
Let's look at some examples of syntax. The Concurrent CP/M SET command specifies
password protection and time end date stamping of files. It also sets file and drive attributes
such as the Read-Only (RO), Read-Write (RW), System (SYS), Directory (DIR), and userdefinable attributes.
The syntax section of the SET command shows the following:
Syntax:

SET d:[RW]
SET d:[RO]
SET filespec [ S ~ ]
SET filespec [DIR]
SET [option = modifier]
SET d:[option = modifier]
SET filespec [option-- modifier]
SET filespec [option]

The SET command always requires an object and an action to perform upon the object.
The object cart be a drive, a file, or a group of files. The action can be any of a number of
options described in this section. The options are always enclosed in square brackets. If you
do not specify a drive or filename, SET assumes files are on the default drive. The system
prompt tells you which drive is the default drive; the alphabetic letter preceding the system
prompt is the default drive ituticator.

m D~T~
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3.2 How Commands Are Described

The SET command includes options that affectentire drives and options that affect files
or groups of files.SET options can be strung together and separated by commas inside the
square brackets. Spaces before or afterthe brackets and equal sign are optional. You can use
the SET command to set options on more than one file,but you must specify the option
following each command, as shown in the following example:

A>SET B:INVOIUE. LST [RO], RESPOND. TXT [RO]
The preceding SET command sets a Read-Only attribute to two files, INVOICE.LST and
RESPOND.TXT.
The SET command lets you use wildcard characters in the filenarne and filetype fields of
the file specification, as shown in the following example. With wildcard characters, you can
set options for groups of files.

A>SET B:HELP. * [RO]
With the asterisk wildcard character in the filetype of the command line, the SET command
sets the Read-Only attributefor all fileswith the filename of H E L P on drive B.
There are several valid command lines that you can construct with the SET command. For
instance,

A>SET
A>SET
A>SET
A>SET

B: [RW]
D: [RO]
B: INVOICE. LST [RW]
D: RESPOND. TXT [RO ]

These command lines show that you can set the Read-Write and Read-Only attributes for
entire drives or individual files, For more details, refer to the SET command description in
this section.
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ABORT
Syntax:

ABORT filespec n

Expimation: The

ABORT command terminates the program that you specify in the file
specification.

The variable n in the syntax line is the number of the console running the
program. Substitute the console number for n in the command line. If you
give the wrong file specification for the program name or the wrong console
number, ABORT cannot terminate the program, and the following message
eppears on the console scz~en:
Abort Failed
You can also terminate a program by typing a CTRI,-C, but only if the program
is running on the current virtual console and if the program has not disabled
the CTRL-C function. Use ABORT to terminate a program running in the
background.

Example:

The following ezample illmlnteg a p o ~ b k t w of the ABORT command.
The command is executzd from the c ~ t
virtual console and aborts a program running on another console. You can execute ABORT from any user
number.

A>TYPE DOGUMENT. TXT

<or>

Dear Sir:
The oompany is plea_

<press key that
switches screen>

A>ABORT TYPE 1 < o r >
A>

In this example, assume that the TYPE command was issued from virtual
console'l, and flint the console was switched out at the end of the typed line,
"The company is p l e a _ . . . "
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CHSET
Syntax:

CHSET filespec{[SHARED--ON[OFF
18~7-ON[O~OPTI SUSPEND--0N~Om}

Explanation: The C H S E T command allows you to set or display fieldsin the header record
of a command (CMD) file.C H S E T always assumes a filetypeof C M D .

Set CMD Header Record Fields
Syntax:

CHSET filespec[SHARED= ON[0FF 18087= ONIOFI~OFTI SUSPEND= ON[OFF

Explanation: CHSET sets the command header fields as specified by the CHSET options.
After CHSET has set the header fields, it displays the pertinent fields.

Table 3-2.

Option

[

SHARED = ON

8087

i

CHSET Options

Explanation
Specifies that the program's code group can be shared by other processes
which require the same program. Such a program cannot have mixed
code and data (8080 model). For more information about this option
refer to Section 3 of the Concurrent CP/M Programmer's Guide.

=OFF

Specifies that the program's code group cannot be shared by other
processes.

= ON

Specifies that the program requires an 8087 processor in order to run.

=OFF

Specifies that the program does not require an 8087 processor to run.

=OPT

Specifies that the program can use an 8087 if it is present, but if it
is not present, the program can emulate the 808?.
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Table 3-2. (continued)

Opthm

I

SUSPEND = ON

=OFF

Examples:

E.xT~lanation.s
Specifies that the Ixogram is to be in suspendmode whenever it is
running o~ a switched-out virtual console. Note that this option is
provided for those programs that bypass Concurrent CP/M when
sending output to the sor~n. When such a program is outputting
charac~s while on a "switched out" virtual console, it can "write
through" intervening virtual consoles to display characters to the
screen. Use this option to prevent such a "write through." See also
"Direct Video Mapping" in Section 3 of the Concurrent
CP/M Programmer's Guide.
Specifies that the program continues to run even when it is on a
switched-out virtual console.

A>CHSET oal o . omd [80BY=OPT, SHARED=ON, SUSPEND=ON]
This example specifies thst the calc program can use the 8087 processor if it
is presml¢, or emulate it if it is not pmmlt. The ualc progntm can also share
its code group with other processes, but it is to be in suspend mode when it
is switched out to the background.
After CHSET has set rinse fields, it confirms with this message:

CALC

.CMD so% %0 [8087=0PT, SHARED=ON,SUSPEND=ON]

This following exmnplc specifies that the pro~mn MIX r~luires the 8087
processor to run:

A>CHSET m~x [8087=0N]
The system responds with this message:

MIX

.CMD s e t , %0 [8087=0N]

Note that only those fields specified in the command line are displayed by the
system.
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Display Command Header Fields
Syntax:

CHSETfilespec

Explanation: CHSET displays command header fields when only a filespec is included in
the command line. In this case, the filespec can include wildeards in the
filename field, but not in the filetype field since CHSET only looks for CMD
filetypes.
Exam,s:

A>CHSET

erase

The example displays the command header fields of file ERASE.CMD. The
system may respond this message:
ERASE. CMD settings are [8087=OFF.SHARk~=OFF.SUSFEND=OFF]
This indicates the the file ERASE.CMD do~ not require the 8087 processor,
cannot share its code group, and continues to run even when switched out to
the background mode.
A>CHSET

w"

This example displays the command header fields for all files whose filenames
begin with W and have CMD filetypes. The system response may be as follows:
WINDOW .CMD settings are [8087=0FF, SHARED=OFF, SUSPEND=OFF ]
WMENU .CMD settings are [8087=OFF,SHARED=OFF,SUSPEND=ON]

'
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DATE
Syntax:

DATE {CONTINUOUS}
DATE {MM/DD/YY hh:mm:u}
DATE SET

Explanation: The DATE c~mm~d lets you examine or set the time and date on your system.
Table 3-3 shows the abbreviations in the syntax line.

Table 3-3.

~

I

Time and Date Spedfleafion Dmcription

Mew~in8

MM

Specifies the month; a 2-digit nttmber in the range 01 through 12

DD

Specifies the day; a 2-digit number in the range 01 through 31

YY

Specifies the year, s 2-digit val~ re.ktive to 1900
Specifies the hour;, a 2-digit number in the range 00 I ~ u g h 23

ra in

Specifies the minutes; a 2-disit namber in the range {30 through 59

u

Specifies the seconds; a 2-digit number in the range 00 through 59

The system checks the validity of the date and time entry and determines the day for the date
entered. Note that the system uses a 24.-hour clock.
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Display the Date and Time
Syntax:

DATE
DATE C

Explanatim: The first form displays the current date and time. The second form, using the
abbreviated form C for CONTINUOUS, provides a continuous display of the
date and time. You can terminate continuous display by pressing any key.
A>DATE
This command displays the c u r r e n t time and date. If you have not set the date
and time, the system returns the creation date of your operating system.

S e t t h e Date a n d T i m e
Syntax:

DATE MM/DD/YY hh:mm:ss
DATE SET

Explanation: The first form allows you to enter both date and time in the command line.
The second form prompts you for the date and time.
For example, if you type
A>DATE 08/14/82 10: 30: O0
the system responds with the message
Press any key to set time

When the time you entered occurs, press any key. DATE sets the time that
instant, and displays the date and time:
Sat 08/14/82

i0 :3 0 :O0
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Ifyou type
A>DATE SET

the system prompts with the message
Enter today's date (MM/DD/YY):
Enter the date, then press carriage return. The system prompts for the tira¢:

Enter the time (HH:MM:SS):
R n ~ ~c ~n@, ~

~

c ~

m~rn. The r / ~ p m m ~ v~th~c n~.=sagc:

Press any key to set time
When the time that you entered occurs, press any key. DATE sets the time at
that instant, and displays the date and time.
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DIR
Syntax:

DIR {d:}
DIR {filespcc}
DIR {filespec} [Gn]

DIR[S] {d:].
Dm[S] {~lespec].
Explanation: The DIR and DIR[S] commands display the names of files contained in the
directory of a disk.
The DIR command lists the filenames of directory files that are in the current
user area. Directory files are files that have the Directory (DIR) attribute .~t.
The DIR[S] command displays a list of directory and system flies that are in
the current user area. System files are files that have the System (SYS) attribute
set.
All command files in user area 0 with the System (SYS) attribute, can be
executed from any user number and any virtual console. However. you must
be in user area 0 to display those flies with the DIR[S] command. The DIR
{filespec]. [Gn] command displays the files matching {filespec], in the u.,,er n
directory space.
If a drive specifier and fl]ename are omitted in the command line. the DIR
command displays the names of all files with the DIR attribute on the disk in
the default drive and current user number. When no drive specifier and filename are specified, the DIR[S] command displays all the files, including the
system files, in the directory of the default drive and current user number.
If the drive specifier is included, but the filespec is omitted. DIR displays the
names of all the DIR files in the current user area of the disk in the specified
drive. DIR[S] adds the files with the SYS attribute to the listing.
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Both forms of the command accept wildeards in the filename and filetype
fields. When you use wildcard characters, all the filenarnes that satisfy the
match are displayed on the screen. If no matches occur, or if no files are
catalogued in the directory of the specified drive and user number, the DIR
command displays the following message:
No File

If system files (SYS) that match the filcspec reside on the specified drive and
user area, DIR displays the following message:
System Files Exist

Examplm:

A>DIR

This example displays all DIR files catalogued in user 0 on dcfsult drive A,
while
A>DIR B:

~splays ~ I D I R f i l e s f x u s e r 0 o n d r i v e B.
A>DIR B : X . B A S

The above example ~ l a y s t h c f i l c n a m e X.BASifthefi~isondriveB.
4A>DIR *.BAg

This example displays all the DIR files with a .BAS fi]ctype for user 4, drive
A.
A>DIR A:X*.C?D

This example displays all the DIR files for user 0 on drive A with filemuncs
that begin with the letter X, and have a filetypc beginning with C and ending
inD.

BD~
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A>DIR[S]
The above example displays all the files for user 0, drive A. All files appear,
including those with the SYS attribute.
3A>DIR[S] ~ CMD
The asterisk wildcard character in the above filename tells the DIR[S] command to display all files, including system files, that have a filetype of CMD
and exist on the default drive A in user 3.
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ED
Syntax:

ED input-filespec {d: [ output-filvspuc}

Explanation: To do almost anything with a computer you need some way to enter and modify data before the computer can process the data. The programs most commonly used for this task ar~ called editors. Concurrent CPIM's editor is called
El:). Using ED, you can create or alter the file named in the input file specification.
ED is a versatile editor that contains many commands. Section 4 contains a
tutorial for ED.
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ERA
Syntax:

ERA {d:} fllespec

Explanation: The ERA (Erase) command removes one or more files from the directory of
a disk for the current user. Wildcard characters are accepted in the filespec.
Directory and data space are automatically released.
Use the ERA command with care because all files that satisfy the file specification for the current user number are removed from the disk directory if
they are RW.
Command lines that take the form
ERA {d:}*.*
require your confirmation, because they erase all the current user's files on the
disk for the specified drive. The system displays the following query:
Confirm delete all user files (Y/N)?

Type y to remove all files, and n to avoid erasing any files.
If you specify files in the file specification that Concurrent CP/M cannot find
in the directory, the following message appears on the console screen:
NO FILE
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A>ERA X. A86
This command removes user 0 file X.A86 from the disk in drive A.
A>ERA

*. P R N

This command removes all user 0 files of filetype PRN from the disk in drive
A.
B>ERA

A :JlY*. *

All user O files on drive A with a filename that begins with MY e,re removed
from the disk.
A>F~A B : *. *
Confirm

delete

all

user

files

(Y/N)?

If you type y, ERA deletes all user 0 files from the disk in drive B.
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El~Q
Syntax:

ERAQ filespec
ERAQ filespec[XFCB]

Explanation: The E R A Q (Erasewith Query) command behaves exactlylikethe E R A command, with the additionof a query beforeeach erasure.
The [XFCB] option of the ERAQ command erases only the extra directory
information for passwords. If you did not assign passwords, you do not have
this information on your disk and you do not need to use the [XFCB] option.
If you have used passwords but do not need them any longer, use the SET
command to turn off password protection, then the ERAQ [XFCB] command
to remove the extra information from the directory.

Example:

IA>ERAQ C:*.CMD
C:ASM86
C:FUNCTION
C:SDIR
C:DSKRESET
IA>

CMD
CMD
CMD
CMD

?y
?n
?y
?y

In this example, ERAQ is instructed to delete all user 1 CMD files on drive
C except C:FUNCTION.CMD.
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HELP
Syntax:

HELP (topic} {subtopic l subtopic2.., subtopic8}

Explanation: The HELP command provides summarized information for all of the Concurrent CP/M commands described in this manual. HELP with no command
tail displays a list of ail available topics. HELP with a topic in the command
tail displays information about that topic, followed by any additional topics.
HELP with a topic and a subtopic displays information about the specific
subtopic.
After HELP displays the information for your specified topic, it displays the
prompt HELP> on your screen. You can continue to specify topics for additional information, or simply press the RETURN key to return to the Concurrent CP/M system prompt.
You can abbreviate the names of topics and subtopics, Usually one or two
letters is enough to identify the topics. Typing a period stands for the current
topic, so you could type .subtopic to obtain HELP for the current subtopic.
You should not assign a password for the HELP.HLP file. If you do assign a
password for this file, you cannot read it.

E~mlples:

A>HELP

When you enter the HELP command it produces a display of all the available
HELP topics.
A>H~..LP P I P

The above command displays general information about the PIP command. It
also displays any available subtopics.
A>HELP PIP OPTIONS

The above command includes the subtopic options. In response, HELP displays information about options associated with the PIP command.

• DIGITALIe,LL+~+~,.CH
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A>HELP ED
The above command displays general information about the ED utility.

HELP>ED

CO]ffMANDS

The above example shows how to enter a topic and subtopic following the
program's internalprompt, HELP>.

Creating Customized HELP Files
Syntax:

HELP [EXTRACT]
HELP [CREATE]

Explanation: Concurrent CP/M'is distributed with two related HELP files: HELECMD and
HELP.HLP. The HELP.CMD file is the command file that processes the text
of the HELP.HLP file and displays it on the screen. The HELP.HLP file is a
text file to which you can add customized information; however, you cannot
directly edit the HELP.HLP file. You must use the HELP.CMD file to convert
HELP.HLP to a file named HELP.DAT before you can add or edit your own
text.
The HELP syntax has the following options:
• The EXTRACT option accesses the file HELP.HLP on the default drive
and creates a file called HELEDAT on the default drive. You can now
invoke ED or a word-processing program to edit and add your own
text to the HELP.DAT file. EXTRACT can be abbreviated to E.
• The CREATE option accesses your edited HELEDAT file on the default
drive and builds a revised HELP.HLP file on the default drive.
CREATE can be abbreviated to C.
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You must add topics and subtopics to the HELP.DAT file in a specific format.
The general format of a topic heading in the HELP.DAT file is as follows:
/l/nTopienarno<cr>
The three back slashes are tbe topic dclimitcn and must begin in column one.
In the format sta~mcnt, n is a number from I through 9 that significa the level
of the topic. A main topic b.M a level number of I, the first subtopic is level
2, and so forth to the ninth level. Topicnan~ is the narnc of the topic, and
allows a maximum of twelve c ~ .
When you reach the end of the fine,
pxess RETURN.
To rnak= your personal HELP file easier to use, we suggest that you place your
topics in alphabetical ord~ within their respective supcrtopics. Make sure that
you indica~ a topic level for all your cnuics.
Examples:

fill newutility<er>

///2commands<er>
//f3optious<er>
//~ples<er>
The first~um~ale shows the format of a ~
topicline.The second example
illustratesthe firstsubtopic of new utility.Any topic nan~ with a levelof 2,
or higher, is a subtopic within the main topic.
When you are executing the HEI~.CMD file, you do not nccd to use all 12
chamctcn. Only use those c ~
that you nocd to identify the topic clearly.
W h ~ you an~ r=fe~enc/ng a subtopic, you must t y ~ the topic nan~ and the
subtopic nau~. If you do not type both ~ ,
the HELP program does not
know which main topic you aro r e l y i n g . You can also earn a topic and
subtopic following the HELP> prompt. For caample,
HELP>~

CO~AA~S

This form of HELP displays information about commands in ED, the Concurrent CP/M editor.
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INITDIR
Syntax:

INITDIR {d:}

Explanation: INITDIR initializes a disk directory to allow time and date stamping on that
disk. Because time and date stamps require extra space on the directory,
INITDIR reformats the directory; it does not reformat the disk.
Time and date stamps require additional space in the directory. Therefore, if
you set time and date stamps for flies, more directory space is required than
for files that do not have date and time stamps. Because of this space convention you must have at least 1/4 of the total directory space available. If
the disk directory does not contain enough space to reformat the directory,
INITDIR displays the following message:
ERROR: Not enough room in directory
To use INITDIR, enter a command such as this one:
A>INITDIR C:

The system asks you to confirm the command by displaying the following
message:
INITDIR WILL ACTIVATE TIME STAMPS FOR SPECIFIED DRIVE
Do you want to re-format the directory on drive:C(Y/N)?
Enter Y to re-format the directory. Enter N if you do not want to activate time
stamps for the drive.
If the disk was previously formatted for time and date stamps, INITDIR
displays the message:
Directory already re-formatted
Do you want to recover time/date space (Y/N)?

i
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Enter Y to eliminate time/date stamps. If you enter N, time/date stamping
remains active on your disk, but INFIDIR asks if you want to clear (reset) the
tin'w./date stamps:

Do you want the existing time/date stamps cleared

(Y/N)~

Enter Y to clear the existing stamps. Enter N to keep the old time/date stamps.
If the disk label is password protected, INITDIR displays the message:

Directory is password protected
Password, please. >
If yOU do not enter the correct password, INITDIR terminates.
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PIP
Syntax:

PIP dest-filespec{[Gn]}ldev = source-filespec {[options]}ldev([options]}

Explanation: The PIP (Peripheral Interchange Program) command copies one or more files
from one disk and/or user number to another. PIP can rename a file after
copying it and can combine two or more files into one file. PIP also copies a
character file from disk to the printer. Console input can be used to create flies
on disk. PIP can transfer data from one peripheral device to another, hence
the name Peripheral Interchange Program.

Single File Copy
Syntax:

PIP d:{[Gn]} = ~ource-filespec{[options]}
PIP dest-filespec{[Gn]} = d:{[options]}
PIP dest-filespec{[Gn]}-- source-filespec{[options]}

Explanation: The first syntax form is the simplest way to copy a file. PIP looks for the file
named by source-filespec on the default or optionally specified drive and copies
the file to the drive specified by d:, giving it the same name as source-filespec.
You can use the [On] option to place your destination file (dest-filespec) in
the user number specified by n. The only option recognized for the destination
file is [Gn]. However, you can specify several options for the source file. PIP
options am explained later in this section of PIE
The second form is a variation of the first. PIP looks for the file named by
dest-filespec on the drive specified by d:, copies it to the default or optionally
specified drive, and gives it the same name as dest-filespec.
The third form shows how to rename the file as you copy it. You can copy it
to the same drive and user number, or to a different drive and/or user number.
Rules for options are the same. PIP looks for the file specified by sourcefilespec, copies it to the location specified in dest-filespec, and gives it the
name indicated by dest-fllespec.

'
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Before you start PIP, use the SHOW command to see how much free disk
space is on the destination drive. Then use the SDIR [SIZE] to see how much
disk space the file to be copied occupies. Even if you ere replacing an old
copy on the destination disk with a new copy, PIP still needs enough room
for the new copy before it deletes the old copy. If you need the space, you can
erase the old file before copying the new file.
Data is first copied to a temporary file to ensure that the entire data file can
be consirncted within the space available on the disk. PIP gives the temporary
file the filename specified for the destination, with the filetype $$$. If the copy
operation is successful, PIP changes the t e ~
filetype Y~$ to the filetype
specified in the destination.
If the copy operation succeeds and a file with the same name as the destination
file already exists, the old file with the nine name is erased before renaming
the temporary file. File attributes (SYS, DIR, RW, RO) are Iransferred with
the files. If you want to copy a file with the SYS attribute you must use the R
Ol~on after Iho source filename.
I

If the existing.destination file is Read-Only (RO), PiP asks you if you want to
delete it. AnsOer'Y or N. Use the W option to write over Read-Only files
without being q~ried.
You can include PIP options following each source name (see Table 3-4 later
in this section). There is one valid option ([Gn]--go to user rmm~r n) for
the destination file specification. Options are enclosed in square brackets.
Several options can be included for the source files and ~ can be packed
together or sepsntted by spsces. There me many PIP options; you can verify
that a file was copied correctly, allow PIP to read a file with the system (SYS)
attribute, cause PIP to write over Read-Only files, came PIP to put a file into,
or copy it from a specified user number, transfer from lower- to uppercase,
and so on.
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A>PIP B:=oldfile.dat
A>PIP B:oldfile.dat=A:
Both forms of this command cause PIP to read the file oldfile.dat" from drive
A and put an exact copy of it onto drive B. This b ~lJed the short form of
PIP, because the source or destination names only a drive and does not include
a filename. For the destination file, specify a drive or user number that differs
from the source file. When you do not specify a user number, drive, filename,
or filetype that differs from the source, PiP copies the file to the same drive
and user number but overwrites the original file.

A>PIP B:newfile.dat=A:oldfile.dat
This command copies the file oldfile.dat from drive A to drive B and renames
it to newfile.dat. The file remains as oldfile.dat on drive A. This is the long
form of the PIP command becattu~ it includes a filename and filetype on both
sides of the command line.

A>PIP newfile, dat=oldfile, dat
Using this long form of PIP, you can copy a file from one drive and user
number to the same drive and user number. This effectively gives you two
copies of the same file on one drive and user number, each with a different
name.

A>PIP B:PROGRAM.BAK[GI]=A:PROGRAM.DAT
The command above copies the file PROGRAM.DAT from user number 0 on
drive A to the user number 1 on drive B, and renames the filetype on drive B
to BAK.

B>PIP program2.dat[G3]=A:programl.dat[E

V]

In this command, PIP copies the file named programl.dat on drive A to user
number 3 on drive B. While PIP copies the file, PIP echoes [E] the transfer
to the console and verifies [V] that the two copies are exactly the same. Because
there is no drive specified for the destination, PiP automatically copies the file
to user 3 of the default drive, which, in this case, is drive B.
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Multiple File Copy and Making Back-ups
Syntax:

PIP d:{[Gn]}

=

{d:}wildeard-filespec{[options]}

Explanation-" When you use a wildcard in the source file specification, PIP copies matching
files one-by-one to the destination drive, retaining the original name of each
file. PIP displays the meuage COPYING followed by each filename as the
copy operation proceeds. PIP issues the error message, ERROR: INVALID
FORMAT, and aborts the copy operation if the destination drive and user
number are the same as those specified in the source when you use wildcerds.
If you want to copy files only when they have recent modifications, use the
archive option of PIP. When the [A] option is enabled, flies with the archive
bit set are not copied (see Table 3-4). When an archive file is successfully
copied, PIP sets the archive bit for the original copy of the file, and Concurrent
CP/M turns the bit off whenever the file is modified. This allows you to copy
only those files which you have changed since the last time you used PIP with
the archive option. This feature is very useful when you want to back up only
those files which have changed since you last made back-up copies.
Examplu:

A>PIP B:=A:~.CI4D
This command causes PIP to copy all the files on drive A with the filetype
CMD to drive B.
A>PIP B: =A: *. DAT[A]
This command uses the archiving option of PIP. It causes PIP to copy all the
flies on drive A with the flletype .DAT that have been modified since the last
time files were archived.
A>PIP

B:=A:~. ~

This commend causes PIP to copy all the files on drive A to drive B. You can
use this command to make a back-up copy of your distribution disk files. Note,
however, that this command does not copy the Concurrent CP/M loader from
the system tracks.
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A > P I P B:=A:PROG????.*

All files of any filetype, in which the filename consists of PRO(] or begins
with the letters PRO(], are copied from drive A to drive B with this command.
A>PIP B: [ G1 ]=A : *. BAK
This PIP command PIP copies all the files with a filetype of BAK in user
number 0 on drive A to user n u m b e r l on drive B. Remember that the
TYPE, ERA. and other commands only access files in the same user
number from which they were invoked. (See the USER command later in
this section.)

Combining Files
Syntax:

PIP dest-file{[Gn]} -- src-file{[o]},file{[o]]-{,file{[o]}...}

Explanation: This form of the HP command lets you specify two or more files in the source.
PIP copies the files specified in the source from left to right and combines
them into one file with the name indicated in the destination file specification.
This procedure is called file concatenation. You can use the [Gn] option after
the destination file to place it in the user number specified by n. You can
specify one or more options for each source file.
Most of the options force PIP to copy files character-by-character. In these
cases, PIP looks for a CTRL-Z character to determine the location of the end
of the file. All of the PiP options force a character transfer except the following:
Gn

O

R V

W

Copying data to or from logical devices also forces a character transfer.
When PIP is concatenating files it searches only the last record of a file for
the CTRL-Z end-of-file character. However, if PIP is doing a character transfer, it stops when it encounters a CTRL-Z character.
Use the O option if you are concatenating machine object code files. The O
option causes PiP to ignore the embedded CTRL-Z (end-of-file) characters
which are normally used to indicate the end of character files.
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Examples:

A>PIP N E R F I L E = F I L E I ,FILER, F I L E T
The three files nm'ned FILE 1, FILE2, and FILE3 an= joined from left to right
and copied to NEWFILE.$$$. NEWFILE.~h$ is renamed to NEWFILE when
the copy opcrstion is complete. All source and destination files =re on the disk
in the default drive A.

A>PIP B:X.A86=Y.A86,B:Z. A86
The file Y.A86 on drive A is joined with Z.A86 from drive B and placed in
the temporary file X.$$$ on drive B. The file X.$$$ is renamed to X.A86 on
drive B after PIP successfully copies and concatenates the files.
Copy Files to and from Lo~cal Devices
Syntax:

PIP dest-filesp~c{[C-n]}ldev =

source-filesl~cldcv{[o]}

Exp/mm*ion: This form b a special case of the PIP command line that lots you copy a file
from a disk to a device, from a device to a disk, or from one device to another.
The files must contain ASCII characters. Each peripheral device has a logical
nan~ that idenfifim a ~
device that can ~ m m i t da~ or a de~mtio9
device that can receive data. A colon follows each logical devkz nan~ so it
cannot be confused with a filenamu. Stri~ any ~ to abort a copy operation
that uses a logical device in the source or destination.

The logical device names are as follows:
• CON: The console; the physical device assi~.cd to CON:. When used
as a murce, CON: is usually the k e y S ; wbm used as a d~ination,
CON: is usually the scr~n.
• L,~: Thc d ~ t ~ O r l device assigned to LST:, usually the printer.

Them are three device names that have special mean/ng:
• NUL: A sour~ device used for paper tape readers that produces 40

nulls (bexad~:imal zeros).
• EOF" A sogl'~ devi4~ that ~ i ~
CP/M end-of-file mark).

Asingle CTRL-Z (tbe Concurrent

• PRN: Tbe printer device with tab ~l~mdoa to ev=7 eighth column,
line r ~ e n ,
and Page e j ~ t s evm/60th line.
I DIGITALI~Sr~ltCH'
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A>PIP B :FUNFILE. SUE=CON:

If CON: is assigned to input, whatever you type at the console is written
to the file FUNFILE.SUE on drive B. End the keyboard input by typing a
CTRL-Z.
A>PIP LST:=CON:

If CON: is assigned as input, whatever you type at the keyboard is written to
the list device, generally the printer. Terminate input with a CTRL-Z.
A>PIP LST:=B:DRAFT. TXT[T8]

The file DRAFT.TXT on drive B is written to the printer device. Any tab
characters are expanded to the nearest column that is a multiple of 8.
A>PIP PRN:=B:DRAFT. TXT

This command causes PiP to write the file DRAFT.TXT to the list device. It
automatically expands the tabs, adds line numbers, and ejects pages after 60
lines.
B>PIP PRN: =CON: ,MYDATA.DAT

Characters are read from the console input device first, generally the keyboard,
and sent directly to the printer. You type a CTRL-Z character to tell PIP that
keyboard input is complete. At that time, PIP continues by reading character
data from the file MYDATA.DAT on drive B. Because PRN: is the destination
device, tabs are expanded, line numbers are added, and page ejects occur
every 60 lines.

Multiple C o m m a n d M o d e
Syntax:

PiP

Explanation: This form of the PIP command starts the PIP utility and lets you type multiple
command lines while PIP remains in user memory. PIP prompts with an
asterisk on your green when it is ready to accept input lines. You can type
any valid command tail described under previous PIP formats after the asterisk
prompt appears.
, DIGITAL RESEARCHI
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To stop the PIP Ixogram. pnss the REIURN key following the asterisk prompt.
The empty command line tells PIP to discontinue operation and return to the
Concurrent CP/M system prompt.
Note: This form of PIP allows changing disks between commands. Before
changing disks, you should switch to another virtual console and type a C'I'R~C.
If there are any open files on the system, you will be notified of which disks
are in use. This verifies that no other programs have open files on the disk
you are about to change. Also, this allows the system to check for changes in
density or number of sides on the new disk when it is placed in the drive.

Example:

A>PIP
*NENFILEfFILEI,FILE2,FILE3
*APROG. CMD=BPROG. CMD
*A:=B:X.A86
*B:=*.*
@

This command loads the PIP program. The PIP command input prompt, *,
tells you that PIP is ready to accept commands. The effects of this sequence
of commands are the same as shown in the previous examples, where the
command line is included in the comnumd u~. PIP is not loaded into memory
for each command.

Using Options With PIP
Explanation: OlXions enable you to process your source file in special ways. Among oth¢~
options, you can ¢~pand tab characters, translate from upper- to lowercase,
extract portions of your text, and verify that the copy is c,xrect.
Table 3-4 lists the PIP options. The character n represents a number and s
r e p r e ~ t s a sequence of characters terminated by a CTRL-Z. An option must
immv~tely follow the file or device it affects. The option mast be enclosed
in square brackets [ ]. For those options that require a n u m ~ c value, no blanks
can occur between the letter and the value.
You can include the [On] option after a source or destination file specification.
You can include a list of all other options after a source file or source device
only. An option list is a sequence of single letters and numeric values that are
optionally separated by blanks and enclosed in square brackets [ ].
• ~ I T ~ J . ~E.l~t~l~H t
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Table 3.4.

Option

PIP Options

Meaning
Copies only the files that have been modified since the last copy. To
back-up only the files that have been modified since the last backup, use PiP with the archive option, [A].

C

Asks you to confirm each transfer.

Dn

Deletes any characters past column n. Use this option for a source
file with lines that are too long to be handled by the destination
device, for example, an 80-character printer or narrow console. The
number n should be the maximum column width of the destination
device.

E

Echoes transfer at console. When this option follows a source name,
PiP displays the source data at the console as the copy is taking place.
The source must contain character data.

F

Filters form-feeds. When this option follows a source filename, PlP
removes all form-foeds embedded in the data in the source file.

Gn

Go to user number n. When this option follows the destination name,
PIP places the destination file in the user number specified by n. The
number must be in the range 0 to 15.

H

Hex data transfer. PIP checks all data for proper Intel hexadecimal
file formats. The console displays error messages when errors occur.
Ignores :00 records in the transfer of Intel hexadecimal format file.
The I option automatically sets the H option.
Translates uppercase alphabetics in the source file to lowercase in the
destination fle. This option follows the source device or filename.
Adds line numbers to the destination fie. When this option follows
the source filename, PIP adds a line number to each line copied. The
first line starts with the number 1 and successive line numbers are
incremented by one. A colon follows the line number. If N2 is specified, PIP adds leading zeros to the line number and inserts a tab after
the number. If the T option is also set, PIP expands the tab.
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Table 3.4. (continued)
Option

[

Meaning

0

Object file transfer for machine code (noncharacter, and therefore,
nonprintable) files. PIP ignorm any CTRL-Z end-of-file during concateru.tion and transfer. Use this option if you are combining object
code files,

Pn

Sets page length. The variable n specifies the number of lines per
page. When this option modifies a source file, PIP includes • page
eject at the beginning of the destination file and at every n lines. If
n ffi 1 or is not specified, PIP inserts page ejects every 60 lines.
When you &]so specify the F option, PIP ignores form-feeds in the
source data and inserts new form-fseds in the destination data at the
page length specified by n.

Qs

Quits copying from the source device after the string s. When used
with rite S option, the Qs option can extract a portion of a source
file. The string m'gun~nt nmst be terminated by CTRL-Z. This option
is valid only when PIP is in nmltiple command mode.

R

Reads system (SYS) files. Normally, PIP igncfm files marked with
the system attrib~ in the disk ~ .
But wl~n this option follows a source filename, PIP copies system files, including their atu'ibutes, to the destination.

Ss

Start. copying from the source device at the string s. The string
argument must be terminated by CTRL-Z. When used with the Q
option, the Ss option can e x u ' ~ a po~/on of a source file. Both start
and quit strings are included in the destination. This option is valid
only when PIP is in multiple command mode.

Tn

Expmls u~s. W]m~this option follows a ,oor¢¢ fikmme, PIP ¢~pmds
tab (CTR~I) c ~
in the destination file. PIP rcpisces each
CTR~I with enough spaces to position the next character in a column
divisible by n.

U

Tmnsla~ lowercase alphabetic characters in the source file to uppercase in the destination file. This option follows the source device or
filenan~.

• DCC~AJ.KESF.~CH•
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Table 3.4.

Option

(continued)

[

Meaning

V

Verifies that data has been copied correctly. PIP compares the destination to the source data to ensure that the data has been written
correctly. The destination must be a disk file.

W

Writes over files with RO (Read-Only) attribute. Normally, if a PIP
command tail includes an existing RO file as a destination, PiP sends
a query to the console to mal~ sure you want to write over the existing
file. When this option follows a source name, PIP overwrites the RO
file without a console exchange. If the command tail contains multiple
source files, this option need follow only the last file in the list.

Z

Zeros the .l~rity bit. When this option follows a source name, PIP
sets the parity bit of each data byte in the destination file to zero.
The source must contain character data.

Examples:

A> PI P NEWPROG.A 86= CODE. A86 [ L ] , DATA. A86 [ U]
This command constructs the file NEWPROG.A86 on drive A by joining the
two files CODE.AS6 and DATA.Ag6 from drive A. During the copy operation, CODE.AS6 is translated to lowercase, while DATA.A86 is translated to
uppercase.
A>PIP CON:'-WIDEFILE.A86[D80]
This command writes the character file WIDEFILE.A86 from drive A to the
console device, but deletes all characters following the 80th column position.

A>PIP B: =LETTER. TXT[E]
The file LETTER.TXT from drive A is copied to LETTER.TXT on drive B.
The LETTER.TXT file is also written to the screen as the copy opexation
proceeds.

i
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A>PIP LST:=B:LONGPAGE. TXT[FP65]
This command writes the file LONGPAGE.TXT from drive B to the printer
device. As the tile is written, form-feed characters are removed and reinsarted
at the beginning and every 65th line thereafter.
B>PIPLST:=PROGRAM. A86[NTSU]
This commarc[ writes the file PROGRAM.AS6 from drive B to the printer
device. The N option tells PIP to number each line. The T8 option expands
tabs to every eighth column. The U option translates low~rcar¢ letters to
upperca~ u the file is printed.

A>PIP
*PORTION. TXT=LETTER. TXT[SDear Sir Z QSinoerely Z]
This command abstracts a portion of the LETTER.TXT file from drive A by
searching for the charact~ sequence "Dear Sir" before starting the copy operation. When found, the characters are copied to PORTION.TXT on drive A
until the sequence "Sincerely" is found in the source file. When you specify
a character string that contains upper- and lowercase, you must specify the
command in response to the asterisk PIP command prompt, rather than from
the system prompt, which is A > in this example. PIP returns the * prompt
when PIP is in multiple command mode.
B>PIP B: =A : *. CMD[VNR]
This command copies all files with filetypo CMD from drive A to drive B.
The V option tolls PIP to read the destination files to ensure that data was
correctly ¢ansferred. The W option lets PIP overwrito any destination files
marled RO (Read-Only). The R option tolls PIP to read files from drive A
marhed with the SYS (System) attribute.
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PRINT
Syntax:

PRINT filespec {[option]} {filespec {[option]}...}

Explanation: The PRINT command sends the files specified to the printer.
The following are possible options:
• The S option specifies that the file to be printed has the SYS attribute.
• The 'In option specifies that tabs are to be expanded. PRINT replaces
tab (CTRL-I) characters with enough spaces to position the next character in a column that is divisible by n. If n is 0, tabs are not expanded.
If this option is not specified, PRINT uses eight spaces for tab settings.
• The Gn option specifies the user number of the file to be printed. This
allows you to print files that do not belong to the current user number.
Examples:

IOA>PRINT

*.

txt, example, i tr[gO], backup, sub[s]

This example prints all user I0 files with the filetype TXT, the file
EXAMPLE.LTR in user O, and user I0 BACKUP.SUB system file. As each
file is printed, the system displays the following:
Printing file: f:lename.
Press SPACE BAR to stop.
If you press the space bar, the sysmm asks:
Do you want to S(top printing), skip to the
N(ext file), or R(esume printing this file) ?
Enter S to stop printing and terminate the PRINT command. Enter N to skip
to and print the next file, or enter R or press the carriage return to resume
printing.
It" the printer is being used by another process when you enter the PRINT
command, PRINT displays the message:
Printer is being used by another console.
Do you want to W(ait) or C(ancel)?

I
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If you type W followed by a carriage return, PRINT waits until the c¢.hcr
process is finished with the printer, then sends your files to tim printer. If you
type C followed by a carriage return, PRINT terminates.
If PRINT encounters an error condition it displays an error message and skips
to the next file specified in the comrrmfld.
When PRINT is finished it displays this message

Printing is oompleted.
n/m files printed.
whcm n is the number of files successfully printed and [] is the number of
files specified in the PRINT command.
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PRINTER
Syntax:

PRINTER {n}

Explanation: The printercommand displays or sets the printer used by a particularconsole.
Several consoles can share the same printer, but only one process can use the
printer at a time. Concurrent CP/M expects the firstprinter assigned to the
system to be printer number 0, the second printer is printer l, and so on. The
printer number is specified by n. W h e n the P R I N T E R command includes an
n, PRINTER sets the listdevice to printernumber n. When you enter PRINTER
without the n option, the system returns the number of the printer currently
assigned to your console.

Exmples:

A>PRINTER
Printer Number

= 1

A>PRINTER 2
Printer Number

= 2

Note: Your system might or might not support morn than one printer. Read
the instructions from your computer's manufacturer to determine how many
printers your particular eoml~uter can use.

i
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REN
Syntax:

RE.N {d:}newnarne{.typ}= oldname{.typ}

Explanation: The REN command lets you change the name of a file cataloged in the directory of a disk.
The filename oldname identifies an existing file on the disk. The filename
newname is not in the directory of the disk. The REN command changes the
file named by oldname to the new filename given in the command line.
REN changes only the name of the file; it does not make a copy of the file.
If you omit the drive specifier, REN assumes the file m rename is on the
default drive.
You can include a drive specification as a part of the newname. If both file
specifications name a drive, it must be t~¢ same drive. If the file given by
nldname does not exist, REN displays the following message on the screen:
No such file to rename
If the file given by newname is already present in the directory, REN displays
the following message on the screen:
Not renamed:

newname already exists, delete

(Y/N)?
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Examples:

A > R E N NENASM. A86=OLDFILE. A86
The fileO L D H L E . A 8 6

changes to N E W A S M . A 8 6

on drive A.

B>REN A :X. PAS=-Y. PLI

The file Y.PLI changes to X.PAS on drive A.
A>REN B: NEWLIST=B: OLDLIST

The file OLDLIST changes to NEWLIST on drive B. The second drive name,
B:, is implied by the first one, and is unnecessary in this command line. The
preceding command line has the same effect as
A>REN B: NENLIST=OLDLIST
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SDIR
Syntax:

SDIR
SDIR d:
SDIR d:[op(ion]
SDIR filespec
SDIR filespec [option]
SDIR filespec,filespec [option]
SDIR [option]
SDIR [optionffimodifier]
SDIR [option]d:
SDIR [option = modifier] d:
SDIR [option] filmpec,filmpec
SDIR [option ffimodifier] filmpec,filespec

Explanation: The SDIR command is quipped with all of the options needed to display
Concormnt CP/M filesin a varietyof ways. SDIR can search for fileson any
or all drives, in any or alltu~ areas.
SDIR suppom only global options; that is, those which modify the anti~
c o m m a ~ line. Formal global options are o~ly allowed ~
the c,o m m m ~
name on the command line. SDIR allows the option listto occur anywimm
on the command line;however, only one option listis allowed.
Options must be enclosed in square brackets. The options can be used individually or strung together, separated by commas. Only one or two letters arc
needed to identify the option unambiguously. The fight tmtr,k~ is needed only
ff the option is followed by a drive specifier or file specification. SDIR with
no specified options displays film in tim ddmlt user area on the defmlt drive.
SDIR searches on single file specifications or on combinations of up to 10 file
specifications. Refer to 3. I for details on file specifications. SDIR ignores
passwords. SDIR allows the asterisk and question mark wildcard characters
in the filename and file,type fields. When you specify only the drive specifier
without a filemune or fil~ype, SDIR inte,rIxets the command line as ff you
specified the following command line:
A>SDIR d : * . *

SDIR has two formats: full format and size format. Full format is the default.
DIOI'AL RE..~.A~CH"
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SDIR Full Format

Explanation: The full format (the default) shows the name of the file, the size of the file in
number of records and in number of kilobytes, and the attributes of the file.
If there is a directory label on the drive, SDIR shows the password protection
mode and the time stamps. If there is no directory label, SDIR displays two
file entries on a line, omitting the password and time stamp columns. The
display is alphabetically sorted.
The following is an example of an SDIR full display. Because Drive M has
no directory label, SDIR displays two files per line.
6E>sdir

n:

Dlrect0ry F0r Drive M:
HaM

User 6

Bytes Recs Attributes

FRONT PRN 5K 34
TOC
PRN 6K 46

D1r RW
Dzr RW

Name
FRONT TEX
TOC
TEX

Bytes Recs Attributes
3K
4K

24
29

Dir RW
Dir Rg

Total Bytes
= 18k Total Records =
133 Files Found =
Total lk Blocks = 18 Used/~ax Dir Entries For Drive H: 4/

4
64

SDIR displays the Read-Only or Read-Write, the SYS or DIR, the Archive
attribute, and the user-defined (FI, F2, F3, F4) attributes of a file. SDIR
displays SYS if the System attribute of the file is on, and DIR if it is off. SDIR
displays RO if the Read-Only attribute is on, and RW if it is off. SDIR displays
the number I, 2, 3, or 4 corresponding to the number of any user attributes
that are on.
The full format displays two measures of file size. The size of the file in
kilobytes is the total amount of disk space allocated to the file by the operating
system. The number of records is the actual file length in 128-byte units.
Depending on the size of a block on the disk, the operating system in general
allocates more storage than is needed by the file. The disk block size is the
minimum allocation unit.

i,
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SDIR Size Format
Explanation: The second format is the size format. SDIR [SIZE] displays the filename and
the file size in kilobytes.
Both the full format and the size format follow their display with two lines of
totals. The first line displays the total number of kilobytes, the total number
of records, and the total number of files listed. The second line displays the
total number of 1Kblocks needed to store the listed files. The number of IK
blocks shows the amount of storage needed to store the files on a singledensity disk or on any drive that has a block size of 1 kilobyte. The second
line also shows the number of directory entries used per number of directory
entries available on the entire drive. These totals are suppressed if only one
file is found.

SDIR

Options

Explanation: Table 3-5 explains each of the SDIR options.

Table 3-& SDIR Options
~mn~ru~

Result

SDIR
Displays all files on the default drive, in the default user area, in full
format, sorted alphabetically. This command is the default display
and is equivalent to SDIR [Full].

SDIR [SYS]
Displays only the files that have the SYS attribute on.

SDIR [RO]
Displaysonly the filesthathave R~KI-Only atuibuteon.
SDIR [DIR]
Displays only the files that have the SYS attribute off.

SDIR [RW]
Displays only the files that arc set to Read-Write.

,
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Table 3-5.

Command

(continued)

Result

SDIR [XFCB]
Displays all the files that contain the additional information required
for passwords. Refer to the SET command for a discussion of
passwords.

SDIR [NONXFCB]
Displ~s those files without E x ~ n ~ d File Control Bl~ks.

SDIR [USER=n]
Displays system and directory files under the user number specified
by n.

SDIR [USER=ALL]
Displ~s files under all the u ~ r numbem ~ r the def~It drive.

SDIR [USER=(O,I .... 15)]
Displ~s files under the user numbem specified.

SDIR [DRIVE=d]
Displays files on the drive specified by d. The drive specified must
exist. DISK is also acceptable in place of DRIVE in all the DRIVE
options.

SDIR [DRIVE=ALL ]
Displays files on all of the logged-in drives. A logged-in drive is a
valid existing drive that has been accessed since the last disk reset.

SDIR [DRIVE=(A,B,C .... P)]
Displ~s files on the drives specified. The specified drives must exist.

SDIR [FULL]
Displays the files in full format. If no directory label exists for the
drive, or the NONXFCB option was specified, the columns for time
and date stamps are omitted, and two files are displayed per line.
This is the default display.

SDIR [LENGTH=n]
Displays n lines of filenames before inserting a table heading; n must
be in the range between 5 and 65.536.
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Table 3-$.
Command

(omtiuued)

Result

SDIR [SLZE]
Displays the disk space in kilobytes allotted to the files on the default
or specified drive.

SDIR [FF]
form-f~d option is used with the CTRL-P chara~r to make
hard copies of directories. It sends an initial form-feed to the printer.
If t.~ LENGTH option is also specified, a form-feed is issued every
n lirm.

SDIR [MESSAGE]
The message option is used when SDIR is searching forfiles on more
than one drive and/or user area. Normally, SDIR does not print the
names of the drives and u s ~ it is searching. With this option, SDIR
displays the names of the specified drives and user areas and any files
r~iding there. If no files exist in the specified locations, SD1R displays the File not found rrmsage.
SDIR [NOSORT]
SDIR normally sorts flies alphabetically. SDIR [NOSORT] displays
the files in the orderit finds them in t/~ directory.

SDIR [EXCLUDE]
SDIR with the EXCLUDE option displays the files that do not match
t.~ ilia spocified in the command line.
SDIR [ ATTRIBUTES ]
Replaces the "Arcv" i n f o r r ~ o n with "A]234" information, indicating which file attributes are un-nod on.
The following e~mples lllusm~ sor~ of the uses of the SDIR command.
The following command line instructs SDIR to list all the sysmn files with
the filetyp~ PLI, CMD, and A ~ that are on the currently logged-in drives
in all us~ aress.
A>SDIR [user=all,drive=all,sys]

*.PLI *.CMD *.A86
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The following example instructs SDIR to display the filename
TESTFILE.BOB if it is found on any logged-in drive or user area.

A>SDIR [drive=all user=all] TESTFILE.BOB
The next example instructs SDIR to list each Read-Write file that resides on
IMive D and to specify the size of the file in kilobytes. Note that specifying
only the drive specifier, d:, with the SDIR command is equivalent m specifying
d:*.* with the SDIR command.

A>SDIR [size.rw] D:
The following example lists all the CMD files on drive D that require additional
information in the directory because they have passwords set:

A>SDIR [xfub] D:*.CMD
The next example displays all the files on drives A, B, and C in short format:

A>SDIR A: B: C:
The following SDIR command lists all the files on the default drive and user
area that do not have a filetype of CMD:

A>SDIR [exclude] *.CMD
The next command displays any files whose file,names start with "WS" and
have file attributes set.

A>SDIR ws*. * [ATTRIBUTES]
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SET
Syntax:

SET [options]
SET d: loptions]
SET filespec [options]

Explanation: The SET command initiates password protection and time stamping of files.
It also sets drive attributes, such as Read-Only, and file attributes, such as
Read-Only, SYS. or user-defined attributes. SET also lets you label a disk and
password-protect the label. To enable time stamping of files, you must first
format the disk directory using the INITDIR command.

Set File Attributes
Syntax:

SET filespec [attribute-options]

Explanation: This SET command sets the specified attributes of a file or a group of files.
Table 3-6 describes each attribute-option you can assign to a file.

Table 3-6.

Attribute

File Attributes

Explanation

DIR
Sets the file to the DIR (non-system) attribute.
SYS
Gives the file the SYS (system) attribute.
RO
Sets the file attribute to allow Read-Only access.
RW
Sets the file attribute to allow Read-Write access.
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Table 3-6. (continued)
.4 I l rihul e

E xT~lanallon

ARCHIVE = OFF
Sets the archive attribute to OFE OFF indicates that the file has not
been hacked up (archived). Pip with the [A] option copies files with
the archive attribute set to OFE PlP using this option requires a
wildcard filespec and copies only files that were created or changed
since the last time they were copied with the PIP[A] option. PIP then
sets the archive attribute to ON for each file successfully copied.
ARCHIVE=ON
Sets the archive attribute to ON. The file is backed up (archived).
The archive attribute can be turned on explicitly by the SET command, or it can be turned on by PIP when copying a group of files

with the PIP[A] option. The archive attributeis displayed by using
the SDIR command,
F1 ,F2,F3,t:4 = ONIOFF
Turns on or off the user-definable file attribute FI, F2, F3, or 1=4.
These bits are reserved for use by other DigitalResearch operating
systems.

Examples:

A>SET MYFZLE. TEX [RO S Y S ]

The above command sets MYFILE.TEX to a Read-Only system file.

A>SET MYFILE. TEX [RW DIR]
The above command sets MYFILE.TEX to a Read-Write non-system file.

A>SET WS*. * [FI=ON]
The above command sets the FI attribute on for all files whose filenames start
with the letters "WS".
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Assign a Label to the Disk
Syntax:

SET {d:} [NAME-- labelname.typ]

Explanation: This SET command assigns a label (name) to the disk in the specified drive.
You can specify a directory label with an eight-.character name and threecharacter type, similar to filename and filetype. For example, the command:
A>SET

[NANE=-DISKIO0]

the disk on the ¢Mf,,,ItdriveDISKI00. The ¢Mf,,,Itlabeln m ~ ~ LABm..

Enable/Disable Password Protection
Syntax:

SET [PROTECT = ON]
SET [PROT~T = OFF]

Expimmtion: The first SET command turns on password protection for all the files on
disk. The second SET command disables password protection for all the files
on the disk. Password protection mint be turned on before you assign passwords to individual flies or lal~ls.
You can always determine if a disk is password-imxected by using the SHOW
command to display the label.

Assign Password to the Label
Syntax:

SET [PASSWORD = p u r , vord]
SET [PASSWORD = < R E T >

Explmmtlon: The firstsyntax form assigns the pmaword to the di& label.The second form
x~moves the pmmword protection from the libel.
If a label has no password, any us~ who has access to the SET program can
set other attributes to the disk (which might make the disk inaccessible to you).
However, if you assign a pa~word to rite label, you rm~t also supply the
password to set any of the functions controlled by the label. SET always
prompts for the password if the label is password-protected.
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If you use password protection on your disks, be sure to record the password.
If you forget the password, you lose access to any protected files.

Assign Passwords to Files
Syntax:

SET filespec [PASSWORD = password]

Explanation: This command sets the password for a file to the password specified with the
PASSWORD option. Passwords can be up to eight characters long. Lowercase
letters are translated to uppercase. For example,

A>SET MYFILE. TEX [PASSWORD=myfll ]
assigns the password MYFIL to the file MYFILE.TEX.
You can use the asterisk and question mark wildcard characters in the filename
and filetype fields of the filespec. SET assigns the specified password all files
that match the wildcard filespec. For information on wildcard characters, refer
to Section 2.7.

Set Password Protection Mode
Syntax:

SET filespec
SET filespec
SET filespec
SET filespec

[PROTECT = READ]
[PROTECT = WRITE]
[PROTECT = DELETE]
[PROTECF = NONE]
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Explanation: You can assign one of four password protection modes to your files: READ,
WRITE, DELETE, and NONE. Table 3-7 deK'ribes each mode.

Table 3-7.

I

Mode

Password Protection Modes
Protection

READ

The password is required for .,~tding, copying, writing, deleting, or renaming the file.

WRITE

The password is required for writing, deleting, or renaming the file. You do not need a password to read
the file.

DELETE

The password is only required for deleting or renaming the file. You do not need a password to read
or modify the file.

NONE

No password exists for this field. If a password exists,
this modifier is used to delete the password.

For example,
B>SET

*.

TEX [PASSWORD=SECRET, PROTECT=-~RITE]

assigns the password SECRET to all the TEX files on drive B. Each TEX file
is given a WRITE protect mode to prevent unauthorized editing.

A s s i g n a Default P a s s w o r d
Syntax:

SET [DEFAULT = password]

Explanation: This command assigns s default password that the system uses during a given
session. The system uses the default password to access password-protected
files if you do not specify a password. The sysmn lets you access the file if
the default password matches the password assigned to the file. The default
password must be set for each virtual console.
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For example,

A>SET [DEFAUr.T=dd ]
instructs the system to use dd as a password if you do not enter a password
for a password-protected file.

SET Time Stamp Options on Disk
Syntax:

SET [CREATE = ON]
SET [ACCESS = ON]
SET [UPDATE = ON]

Explanation: These SET commands allow you to keep a record of the times and dates you
created, accessed, or updated your files. However, before you enable time
stamping on your files, you must first run INITDIR to format the disk directory
for time and date stamps. (See INITDIR.)
The CREATE option allows you to record the creation time of a file. It turns
on the CREATE time stamp on the default or specified disk. You must turn
the option on before you create the file.
The ACCESS option turns on the ACCESS time stamps on the disk in the
default or specified drive. ACCESS and CREATE are mutually exclusive-only one can be in effect at any given time. If you turn the ACCESS time
stamp on a disk that has CREATE active, the CREATE time stamp is turned
off.
The UPDATE option turns on UPDATE time stamps on the disk in the default
drive. UPDATE records the last time you modified, or updated, your file.
Although there are three kinds of time and date stamps, only two can be
associated with a file at one time. Also, time and date stamps cannot be
selectively assigned to individual files. Either all files on a disk are stamped,
or none at all.
If you set both UPDATE and CREATE, both stamps are changed when you
edit a file. This occurs because ED does not update the original file but rather
creates a new version with the same name.

'
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For example, if you have ~r'CESS time st~mps turned on and yon cnt=r dw
command
B>SDIR

[FULL]

file system displays time and dat~ suunps in the following format:
Dtreotor~ for Drive B:
Bytes Recs
ONE
T~
TNO

,~
9k
,TI~ 12k
.'R:I 10k

71
96
76

Attributes

Prot

DtrIN
Dlr R|
D~.r R!

None
None
None

Update

Access
08/0.~/81 1 0 : ~
08/0-~/81 15:40
08/10/8]. 09 ~0

The ACCESS time stamps displayed show the ~
the file was last displayed
or edited. Note that displaying a filename in a directory listing does not constitute an access and is not r=cord~.
If yon turn on ~ T I ~
and UPDATE, the display includes CRP.ATE and
UPDATE in the columr~ at the right, as shown,

Bytem ~e0e
.DAY 109k
RECIIFTS.DAT 59k
ZF/OZOES.DAT 76k

873
475
608

Attributes
Dlr ~
Oir~
DlrH

Prot

Updato

None 08/06/81 14:01
None 08/08/81 12:11
None 00/08/81 08:46

Create

08/01/81 0 9 : ~
08/01/81 09:40
08/01/81 10"51

Set Drive Attribute
sy~ax.

SET (d:} [RO]
SET {d:} [RW]

Exphmation:

SET comnan& set the specified drive to Re,ad-Only (RO), or ReadWri~ (RW). If y ~ r drive is password-lxotccted and protection is on, the
system ~ you for your password. If a drive is set to Read-On/y, PIP cannot
copy a filc toit, ~
cannot dcinte afile from it, and RENc, ann~ rcnar~ a
file on it. Yon cannot perform any operation that requires writing to the disk.
When the specified drive is set to Re,sd-Writc, you can read from or write to
the disk in that drive.
B DIGITAL~ C H
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Additional Set Examples
Examples:

A>SET
A>SET

~'.CltlD [SYS, RO, PASS=I2~, PROT=REMD]
~'. CMD [RW, PROTECT=NONE, DIR]

The first command affords the most protection for all the CMD flies on drive
A. The password protection is set to READ; therefore, you cannot even read
one of the CMD files without entering the password, 123, unleu the default
password is set to 123.
The second command reverses the protection and access attributes of the CMD
file. Anyone can read and write the files; no password is required. However,
the system prompts you for the password before it allows you to turn off the
password protection.
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SHOW
Syntax:

SHOW {d:} {[SPACE I DRIVE ] USERS I LABEL])

Explanation: The SHOW command displays disk drive information. It can display the access
mode for the drive (RO or RW), the amount of free disk space of the drive,
the disk label information, files for each user on the drive, the number of free
directory entries on the drive, and drive ¢ ~ s t i c s .

Display Access Mode
Syntax:

and Disk Space

SHOW {d:} {[SPACE])

Explanation: The above form of the SHOW command displaysthe drive,the access mode
for the drive, and the remaining space in kilobytes for the specifieddrive.
SHOW by itselfdisplaysthe informationfor alllogged-indrivesin the system.

Emmtl~:

A>SHOW B:

B: RW, Spaoe:

9,488k

Tlm above example shows that drive B intoReed-Write access and it hu
9,488K bytes of space left.

Display Drive Characteristics
Syntax:

SHOW {d:} [DRIVE]

Explanation: The SHOW [DRIVE] command displays the drive characteristics of loggedin drives on the system, or for s specified drive.
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SHOW

A>SHOW [Drive]
A: Drive Characteristics
3 , 6 0 0 : 1 2 8 B y t e Record Capacity
450: Kilobyte Drive Capacity
9 6 : 3 2 Byte D i r e c t o r y Entries
96: Checked Directory Entries
128: Records / Directory Entry
16: Records / Block
48: Sectors / Track
2: Reserved Tracks

Display User Number Information
Syntax:

SHOW {d:} [USERS]

Explanation: The SHOW [USERS] command displays the current user number end all users
on the drive and the corresponding number of files assigned to them.
Example:

A >SHOW [USERS ]
Active User : 1
Active Files: 0 2 3 4
A:# of files: 29 17 1 5

i
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D i s p l a y Disk L a b e l
Syntax:

SHOW {d:} [LABEL]

Explanation: The S H O W [LABEL] command displaysdisk labelinformation.For example,
the labeltellswhether time stamping and password protectionare turned on
for thatdrive.Refer to the SEr command for more informationon disk labels.

A>~OW [L,(e~ ]
Label for drive B:
Directory Pass~ds Stamp Stamp Label Created Label Updated
Label
Reqd Create Update
TO.DISK.

on

on

on

07/04/81 i0:~0 07/08/81 09:50

The first column, Diw,ctory Label, displays the name reigned to that drive
directory by a SET [NAME = TOMSDISK] command. The second column.
Pauwcla Reqd, shows that password protection b.u be~n turned on for that
drive with a SET [ P R ~ =
ON] command. If password ~
is turned
off, all pessword protection on the drive is deactivated, which means that you
can ~ c m , upJJee, and even delem any password protectedfil~ on the drive
even though yon do not know the password. This option is normally set on.
You can turn off password protection if the password to an important file is
forgotten. If passwm'd protection is used, be sure to assign a password to the
label itself so that an unauthorized person cannot turn off password protection.
It is impoi'tant to rmnvmber the Directory Label password.
As described in the SET command, each file can have up to two time stamps.
The first of these lime starnl~ can be either the creation date and time for the
file, or the date and time of the last access to the file (aooess is defined as
reading from or writing to the file). The third column of the SHOW [LABEL]
comrvL~d displays both the type of stamp and wbetiw,r or not it is on. In the
example, creation time stamps are given to new files as shown by the Stmnp
Create column heading. Creation time stamps can be turned on for the drive
with a SET [CRF~TE = ON] command.
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If access time stamps are preferred, they can be turned on for the drive with
a SET [ACCESS = ON] command. In this case, the third column heading in
the SHOW [LABEL] display is Stamp Access instead of Stamp Create. It is
best to decide whether you want creation date stamping for files or access date
stamping for files, set the appropriate mode, and leave it that way. Otherwise,
once changed from ACCESS back to CREATE, ACCESS dates for files might
be in the Stamp Create field.
The fourth column displays ~ status of the second time stamp field, the
update time stamp. Update time stamps display the time and date of the last
update to a file, that is, the last time someone wrote to the file. In the display
above, update time stamps have been turned on with a SET [UPDATE = ON]
command.
In addition to showing the password protection and the active time stamps on
a drive, SHOW [LABEL] also displays the time and date that the label was
created and last updated.
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SUBMIT
Syntax:

SUBMIT tilespec { parameters... }

Explanation: The SUBMIT command lets you execute one or more commands from a file
called a SUBMIT file whose filetype is SUB.
Usually, you enter commands one line at a time. If you rrmst enter the same
sequence of commands several times, you might find it easier to deliver dl
the commands at once with the SUBMIT utility.
To do this, create it file and enter your commands in this file, one per line, as
you ncrn'mlly would enter them at the system prompt. The SUBMIT file is
identified by its tilename and must have a tiletype of SUB. When you say
SUBMIT filespec, the SUBMIT utility reads the file and interprets it as a
sequence of Concurrent CP/M commands.
SUBMIT looks for the SUB tile in the default user number directory tirst. If
it cannot find the file, SUBMIT looks on the system drive in user 0 for a SUB
tile set to SYS. Thus, you can set up system submit files just like your system
CMD files.
The tile of type SUB can contain any valid Concurrent CP/M commands. A
command line cannot exceed 125 characters.
If yoU want, you can include SUBMIT parameters filled in by values included
in the command tail. SUBMIT pmanmem take the form of a dollar sign, $,
followed by a r m ~
in the range 0 through 9:

$0 $I $2 $3 $4 $5 $6 S7 ~ $9
You can put these parameters anywhere in the command lines in your SUB
tile.
The SUBMIT utility reads the command line and substitutes the items you
entered in the command tail for the parameters included in the file of type
SUB. When the substitutions are complete, SUBMIT sends the file to Concurrent CP/M line-by-line, as if you entered each command.
Each item in the commandtail is a sequence of alphabetic, numeric, or special
ch.a~te~. The items arc separated by one or more blanks.
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The first word in the command tail takes the place of $1 in the SUB file. the
second word replaces $2, and so forth, through the last item in the command
tail. The filenarne of the SUB file replaces any $0 parameters in the SUB file.
Usually, however, $0 is not used.
If you type fewer items in the command tail than parameters in the SUB file,
remaining paran'~ters are replaced by empty (null) strings.
If you type more items in the command tail than parameters in the SUB file,
the items remaining in the command tail are ignored.
Command processing stops after the system reads the last line of the SUB file.
Pressing a CTRL-C stops the system from processing the commands in a SUB
file.
SUB files can contain nest~ commands. To include a nested SUB file within
another SUB file, give the command
$INCLUDE FILE.SUB
where FILE.SUB is another SUBMIT file.
To include an actual dollar sign in your file of type SUB, type two dollar
signs, $$. The SUBMIT utility replaces them with a single dollar sign when
it substitutes a command tail item for a $ parameter in the SUB file. This is
especially useful for commands such as ASM86 that use the $ as option
delimitm's (see example below).
You can include passwords in your SUBMIT file. You cannot embed a CTRL-P
in the file to turn on the printer.

i
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A>SUBHIT SUBFILE
Assume the file SUBFILE.SUB is on the disk in drive A, and that it contains
the following lines:
DIR *. CMD

ASM86 X $$SB
PIP LST:= X.PRN[T8D80]
!
The above SUBMIT command sends the sequen~ of commands containedin
SUBFILE.SUB to ~ t
CP/M for processing. Concur~nt CP/M first
performs tim DIR command and titan assemblm X.A86. W'ben ASM86 finish~, the PIP command line is cxccumd.
A>SUBliIT B : ASMC'J~ X 8 DSO SZ

$1 $2 $3 $4

ABurm that ASMCMD.SUB b ~
following commands:

These command tail
imms arc assigned
to these SUB file
Sn paramctcn.

on drive B mxl that it ¢ontgi~ tim

ERA ~Z. B+.K

~.~s6 $1 $$4
PIP LST:= $ 1 . P R N [ T $ 2 83 8 5 ]

TI~ SUBMIT utility reads this ill= and substitutes the it=us in the command
tail for the ~
in the SUB file as follows:
ERA X.BAK

ASM86 X $SZ
PIP LST:= X.FRN[T8 D80]

Concurrent CP/M cxccute.s the~ commands from top to bottom.
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and $LOCAL Variables:

Explanation: There are three commands you can use in SUBMIT files that can alter processing at the system level after the SUBMIT file finishes executing. You can write
a file that resets the user number with the USER utility, specifies a new printer
with the PRINTER facility, or changes the default disk with the d: convention.
If you only want these changes to affect program execution within the SUBMIT
file, preface these commands with the SLOCAL option. When the SUBMIT
file is finished executing, the user number, printer number, and/or drive letter
return to their former values. This is the default operation of SUBMIT.
If you want these changes to remain valid after the execution of the SUBMIT
file, preface these commands with the SGLOBAL option. When the SUBMIT
file is finished executing, the user number, printer mmlber, and/or drive number
retain the values specifiied in the SUBMIT file.
Examples:

SLOCAL
B:

USER 2
PAYROLL.CMD
The above example limits the action of the drive specification and the USER
command to within the SUBMIT file. When the SUBMIT file is finished
executing, the user number and drive letter return to their former values.

$GLOBAL
B:

USER 2
DIR
The above example lets the action of the drive specification and the USER
command remain after the end of the SUBMIT file execution. When the
SUBMIT file is finished e~tecuting, the user number and drive letter retain the
values specified in the SUBMIT file. A submit file such as this is useful as a
SYS file located in user 0 on the system drive.
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TYPE
Syntax:

TYPE filespec

Explanation: The TYPE command displays the contents of a text file on your console screen.
If the file specified by filvspec is not present on the default or specified disk,
TYPE displays the following message on your screen:
NO FILE
To list the file on both printer and screen, press s CTRL-P before you enter
the TYPE command line. To stop echoing console output to the printer, press
a second CTRL-P.
TYPE returns the following error message if you give it a filespec that contains
wildcards; TYPE can type only one file st a time:
No wildcards allowed

Examples:

A> TYPE MYPROG. A86
t

This command displays the contents of the file MYPROG.Ag6 on your screen.

A> TYPE B: THISFILE
This command displays the contents of the file THISFILE from drive B on
your screen.
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USER

USER
Syntax:

USER {n}

Explanation: The USER command displays and changes the current user number. The disk
directory can be divided into distinct areas according to a user number.
The default user number is O. When Concurrent CP/M starts, it assumes that
0 is the current user number. With the exception of User O, Concurrent
CP/M displays the current user number in the system prompt; the current user
number precedes the drive specifier:
5A>
This number can be in the range 0 to 15. To display the c u m n t user number.
use the command form:
USER
To change the current user number, use the command form
USER n
where n is a number in the range 0 through 15.
Give a command of the form
SHOW [USER]
to obtain a list of user numbers that have files associated with them.
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Examples:

A>USER

The above command displays the current user number on your screen as shown:

USER NUMBER=O
To change the current user number to 3, type the following command:
A>USER 3

The system responds with the following:
3A>
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VCMODE
Syntax:

VCMODE
VCMODE DYNAMIC
VCMODE BUFFERED
VCMODE SIZE = N

Explanation: The VCMODE command lets you specify background operating modes for
the virtual consoles.
When a Concurrent CP/M virtual console is switched-out, or in the background, it operates in one of two possible modes: the dynamic mode or the
buffered mode.
Ifa virtual console is in dynamic mode and you switch it into the background,
data normally output to the screen fills a space in memory reserved for such
data. If there is more data output than this area can hold, the oldest data is
lost as the new data is written in, similar to new lines appearing at the bottom
of the screen and old ones disappearing from the top. In this case, when you
switch back to this console some screen output may have been lost.
If a console is in buffered mode and switched-out, screen output from a
running program goes into a buffer file on disk rather than to the screen area
in memory. Concurrent CPIM writes these buffer files onto the temporary
drive. When you switch in this console, the system fetches the data stored in
the buffer file on the temporary disk and writes it onto the screen. These files
disappear after their data appears on the screen. If the temporary disk becomes
full and cannot store any more output from the program, the program is
suspended until you switch in the virtual console.
If you want to suppress the screen output from a switched-in buffered console,
press CTRL-O. You will not see any characters until you press CTRL-O again.
You can use the control character CTRI.,-S to stop output scrolling past your
screen and CTRL-Q to restart output scrolling.

,
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You can specify the maximum size of the disk buffer file with the VCMODE
command. If a buffer file fills up, Concurrent CPIM suspends that console's
program execution; no data is lost. Operation begins when you switch this
console in again. You cannot specify a buffer size for s console set m dynamic
mode since no buffer is used in dynamic mode. If you try to specify a buffer
size, Concurrent CP/M merely reports that the console is set to dynamic mode,
and nothing else happens.
out these examples and you will quickly become familiar with how Concurrent CPIM manages multiple virtual consoles.

Examples:

A>VCHODEHELP

VCMODE EXAMPLES
vcmode
vcmode dynamic
vcmode buffered
vcmode size = 5
vcmode help

(show background mode)
(sets background mode)
(sets background mode)
(sets buffered mode max file size in)
(kilobytes, legal range is i to 8191)
(prints thzs message)

The above example explains VCMODE briefly.
A> VCMODE
Background Mode F o r Virtual Console

0 is Dynamic

The above example returns a line telling you what the background mode for
your current console is.
A>VCMODE DYNAMIC

Background Mode For Virtual Console
Dynamic

0 set to

The above example sets the bac.kgroundmode for the current console to dynan~c.
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A> VCMODE BUFFERED
Background Mode For Virtual Console
buffered Maximum file size =
12K

0 set to

The above example sets the background mode for the current console to buffered. The system confirms this information and tells you how large the maximum file size is.
A>VUMODE SIZE=5
BaokKround Mode For Virtual Console
buffered Maximum file size =
5K

0 set %o

The above example sets the maximum file size for the virtual console which
is set to buffered mode. If you try to specify the maxinmm file size when the
current console is in dynamic mode, you get tJ~ following:
A>VCYODE SIZE=-5
Background Mode For Virtual Console

0 set to Dynamic

Set it to buffered mode first:
A> VCMODE BUFFERED
BackKround Mode For Virtual Console
Maximum file size =
12K

0 set to buffered

Then, specify the maximum file size:
A>VCMODE SIZE=5
Background Mode For Virtual Console
Maximum file size =
5K

0 set to buffered

End of Section 3
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Section 4
ED, the Concurrent CP/M Context Editor
4.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n t o E D
To do almost anything with a computer you need some way to enter data, some way to
give the computer the information you want it to process. The programs most commonly
used for this task are called editors. They transfer your keystrokes at the keyboard to a file.
Concurrent CP/M's editor is named ED. Using ED, you can create and alter Concurrent
CP/M text files.
The correct command format for invoking the Concurrent CP/M editor is given in Section
4.2. After starting ED, you issue commands that transfer text from a disk file to memory
for editing. Section 4.3 details this operation and describes the basic text transfer commands
that allow you to easily enter and exit the editor.
Section 4.4 details the commends that edit a file. Section 4.5 describes how to combine
the basic commands to edit more efficiently. Although you can edit any file with the basic
ED commands, ED provides several more commands that perform more complicated editing
functions, as described in Section 4-.6.
During an editing session, ED can return two types of error messages. Section 4.7 lists
these messages and provides examples that indicate how to recover from common editing
error conditions.

4.2 S t a r t i n g E D
Syntax:
ED input-filespec (output-filespec)
To start ED, enter its name after the Concurrent CP/M prompt. The command ED must
be followed by a file specification that contains no wildcard characters, such as the one
shown in the following example:
A>ED MYFILE. TEX
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The file specification, MYFILE.TEX in the above example, specifies a file to be edited
or created. The file specification can be prcced~ by a drive specification, but a drive
specification is unnecessary if the file to be edited is on your default drive. Optionally, the
file specification can be followed by a drive specification, as shown in the following example:
A>ED MYFILE. TEX B:
In response to this command, ED opens the file to be ediw,d, MYFILE.TEX, on drive A,
but scrods all the edited material to a file on drive B.
Optionally. you can send the edited material to a file with a different filename, as shown
in the following example:

A>ED MYFILE. TEX YOURFILE. TEX
The file with the different filvname cannot already exist or ED prints the following message
and terminates.

Output File Exists. Erase It
The ED prompt. *, appears at the screen when ED is ready to accept a command, as
shown:
A>ED MYFILE. TEX

If no previous version of the file exists, ED automatically creates a new file and displays
the following message:

NEW FILE

Note: Before starting an editing session, use the SHOW command to deterrninc how much
free space is left on your disk. Make sure that the unused portion of your disk is at Mast as
large as the file you are editing--larger if you plan to add characters to the file.
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4.3 ED Operation
With ED, you change portions of a file that pass through a memory buffer. When you
start ED with one of the commands shown above, this memory buffer is empty. At your
command, ED reads segments of the source file, for example MYHLE.TEX, into the memory
buffer for you to edit. If the file is new, you must insert text into the file before you can
edit. During the edit, ED writes the edited text onto a temporary work file, "MYFILE.$$$.
When you end the edit, ED writes the memory buffer contents to the temporary file,
followed by any remaining text in the source file. ED then changes the name of the source
file from MYFILE.TEX to MYFILE.BAK, so you can reclaim this original material from
the back-up file if necessary. El) then renames the temporary file, MYFILE.$$$, to
MYFILE.TEX, the new edited file. The following figure illustrates the relationship between
the source file, the temporary work file and the new file.
Note: When you invoke ED with two filespecs, an input file and an output file, ED does
not rename the input file to type .BAK; therefore, the input file can be Read-Only.
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In the preceding figure, the memory buffer is logically between the source file and the
temporary work file. EI) supports several commands that Uansfer lines of text between the
source file, the memory buffer, and the temporary, and eventually final, file. The following
table lists the three basic text transfer commands that allow you to easily enter the editor,
write text to the temporary file, and exit the editor.

Table 4-1,

Text 'II'm~er C e m m a n ~

Command

Result

nA

Append the next n unprocessed source lines from the source file to
the end of the memory buffer.

nW

Write the first n lines of the memory buffer to the temporary file free
space.

E

End the edit. Copy all buffered text to the temporary file, and copy
all unprocessed source lines to the temporary file. Rename files.

4.3.1 Appending Text into the Buffer
When you start ED and the memory buffer is empty, you can use the A (append) command
to add text to the memory buffer.
Note: ED can number lines of text to help you keep track of data in the memory buffer.
The colon that appears when you start ED indicates that line numbering is turned on. Vype
- V after the ED prompt to turn the line number display off. Line numbers appear on the
screen but never become a part of the output file.
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V (VerifyLine Numbers) Command
The V command turns the line number display in front of each line of text on or off. The
V command also displays the free bytes and total size of the memory buffer. The forms of
the V command are
V,

-V.

OV

Initially, the line number display is on. Use - V to turn it off. If the memory buffer is
empty, or if the current line is at the end of the memory buffer, ED represents the line number
as five blanks. The 0V command prints the memory buffer statistics in the form
free/total
where free is the number of free bytes in the memory buffer, and total is the size of the
memory buffer. For example, if you have a total of 48,253 bytes in the memory buffer and
46,652 of them are free, the 0V command displays this information as shown:

46652/48253
A (Append) Command
The A command appends (copies) lines from an existing source file into the memory
buffer. The form of the A command is

nA
where n is the number of unprocessed source liz~_t to append into the reentry buffer. If a
pound sign, # , is given in place of n, then the integer 65535 is assumed. Because the memory
buffer can contain most reamnubly sized source files, it is often possible to issue the command
# A at the beginning of the edit to read the entire source file into memory.
When n is 0, ED appends the unprocessed source lines into the memory buffer until the
buffer is approximately half full. If you do not specify n, El) appends one line from the
source file into the memory buffer.

J DK~TALP~EAJ~CHs
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4.3.2 ED Exit
You can use the W (Write) command and the E (Exit) command to save your editing
changes. The W command writes lines from the memory buffer to the new file without ending
the ED session. An E command saves the contents of the buffer and any unprocessed material
from the source file and exits ED.
W (Write) Command
The W command writes lines from the buffer to the new file. The form of the W command
is
nW
where n is the number of lines to be written from the beginning of the buffer to the end of
the new file. If n is greater tha~ 0, ED writes n lines from the beginning of the buffer to the
end of the new file. If n is 0, ED writes lines until the buffer is half empty. The 0W command
is a convenient way of making room in the memory buffer for more lines from the source
file. If the buffer is full, you can use the OW command to write half the contents of the
memory buffer to the new file. You can use the # W command to write the entire contents
of the buffer to the new file. Then you can use the OA command to read in more lines from
the source file.
Note: After a W command is executed, you must enter the H command to reedit the saved
lines during the current editing session.
E (Exit) Command
An E command performs a normal exit from ED. The form of the E command is
E
followed by a carriage return.
When you enter an E command, ED first writes all dam lines from the buffer and the
original source file to the .$$$ file. If a .BAK file exists, ED deletes it, then renames the
original file with the .BAK filetype. Finally, ED renames the .$$$ file from filename.$$$ to
the original filetype and returns control to the operating system.
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The olmration of the E command ~
it unwise to edit a back-up file. When you edit a
.BAK file and exit with an E command, ED erases your original file because it has a .BAK
filetype. To avoid this, always rename a back-up file to some other filetype before editing it
with ED.
Note:

Any command that terminates an ED session must be the only command on the line.

4.4 Basic Editing Commands
The text transfer commands discussed above allow you to easily enter and exit the editor.
This section discusses the basic commands that edit a file.
ED treats a file as a long chain of charantcrs grouped together in lines. ED displays and
edits characters and lines in relation to an imaginary device called the character pointer (CP).
During an edit session, you must mentally picture the CP's location in the memory buffer
and issue commands to move the CP and edit the file. The CP's position is always right
before the character you are pointing at.
Note: Throughout the discussion of ED, t.h¢ symbol, t . indicates the position of the character pointer.
The following commands move the character pointer or display text in the vicinity of the
CP. These ED commands consist of a numeric argument and a single command letter and
must be followed by a carriage return. The numeric argument, n, determines the number of
times ED executes a command; however, there arc four special cases to consider in regard
to the numeric argument:
• If the numeric argument is omitted, ED assume~ an argument of 1.
• Use a negative number if the command is to be executed backwards through the
memory buffer. (The B command is an exception.)
• If you enter a pound sign, # , in place of a number, ED uses the value 65535 as the
argument. A pound sign argument can be preceded by a minus sign to cause the
command to execute backwards through the memory buffer ( - #).
• ED accepts 0 as a numeric argument only in certain commands. In some cases, 0
causes the command to be executnd approximately half the possible number of times,
while in other cases it prevents the movement of the CP.
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The followingtablealphabeticallysummarizes the basiceditingcommands and theirvalid
arguments.

Table 4-2,

Command

Basic Editing Commands

I

Action

B° ~ B

Move CP to the beginning (B) or end ( - B) of the memory buffer.

nC, - nC

Move CP n characters forward (nC) or backward ( - nC) through the
memory buffer.

riD, - nD

Delete n characters before ( - nD) or after (nD) the CP.

I

Enter insert mode.

Istring CTRL-Z

Insert a string of ehm~¢ters.

nK, - nK

Delete (kill) n lines before the CP ( - nK) or after the CP (nK).

nL. - nL

Move the CP n lines forward (nL) or backward ( - n L ) through the
memory buffer.

nT. - nT

Type n lines before the CP ( - nT) or after the CP (nT).

n, - n

Move the CP n lines before the CP (-n) or after the CP (n) and display
the destination line.

The following sections discuss ED's basic editing commands in more detail. The examples
in these sections illustrate how the commands affect the position of the character pointer in
the memory buffer. Later examples in Section 4.5 illustrate how the commands appear at the
screen. For these sections, however, the symbol ^ in command examples represents the
character pointer, which you must imagine in the memory buffer.
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4.4.1 Moving the Charscter F~Mnter
This section describes commands that move the character pointer in useful increments but
do not display the destination line. Although ED is used primarily to create and edit program
source files, the following sections present a simple text as an example to make ED easier to
learn and understand.
B (Beginning/Bottom) Command
The B command moves the CP to the beginning or bottom of the memory buffer. The
forms of the B command are
B, m B
- B moves the CP to the end or bottom of the memory buffer; B moves the CP to the
beginning of the buffer.

C (Character) Command
The C command moves the CP forward or backward the specified number of characters.
The forms of the C command are

nC. - nC
where n is the number of characters the CP is m be moved. A positive number moves the
CP towards the end of the line and the bottom of the buff¢~. A negative number moves the
CP towards the beginning of the line and the top of the buffer. You can enter an n large
enough to move the CP to a diffe~nt line. Howvver, each line is sepm'ated from the next by
two invisible characters: a carriage return and a line-feed, represented by < c r > < l f > . You
must compensate for their presence. For example, if the CP is pointing to the beginning of
the line, the cornn'umd 30C moves the CP to the ~ t Hne:
Emily Dickinson s a i d , < c r > < l f >
"I fin^d ecstasy in living - < c r > < l f >
L (Line) Command
The L command moves the CP the specified number of lines. After an L command, the
CP always points to the beginning of a line. The forms of the L command are
nL, - n L

DIGITAL R.F.~A~H "e
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where n is the number of lines the CP is to be moved. A positive number moves the CP
towards the end of the buffer. A negative number moves the CP back toward the beginning
of the buffer. The command 2L moves the CP two lines forward through the memory buffer
and positions the character pointer at the beginning of the line.
"I find ecstasy in living - < c r > < l f >
the mere sense of l i v i n g < c r > < I f >
is joy e n o u g h . " < c r > < I f >
The command - L moves the CP to the beginning of the previous line, even if the CP
originally points to a character in the middle of the line. Use the special character 0 to move
the CP to the beginning of the current line.
n (Number) Command
The n command moves th~ CP and displays the destination line. The forms of the n
command are
nl

N n

where n is the number of lines the CP is to be moved. In response to this command, ED
moves the CP forward or backward the number of lines specified, then prints only the
destination line. For example, the command - 2 moves the CP back two lines.
Emily Dickinson s a i d , < c r > < l f >
""I find ecstasy in living - < c r > < l f >
the mere sense of living<cr> < I f >
is joy e n o u g h . " < c r > < l f >
A further abbreviation of this command is to enter no number at all. In response to a
carriage return without a preceding command, ED assumes an n command of I and moves
the CP down to the next line and prints it, as shown below.
Emily Dickinson said,<cr><If>
"I find ecstasy in living - <cr><If>
~the mere sense of l i v i n g < c r > < I f >
Also, a minus sign, - , without a number moves the CP back one line.
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Memory Buffer Contents

El) does not display the contents of the memory buffer until you specify which part of the
text you want to see. The T command displays text without moving the CP.
T ('l~ype)Command
Th© T command types a specified number of lines from the CP at the screen. The forms
of the T command am
sT, - s T
where n specifies the number of lines m be displayed. If a negative number is entered, F.D
displays n lines heforc the CP. A Ix=itive numher displays n lines e_.-"terthe CP. If no number
is specified, ED types from the character pointer to the end of the line. The CP remains in
its original position no matter how many lines am typed. For example, if the ¢ ~ t e r pointer
is at the beginning of the memory buffer, and you instruct ED to type four lines (4T), four
lines are displayed at the scr~n, but the CP stays at the beginning of line 1.
^Eznily Dickinsonsaid,<cr><lf>
"I find ecstasy in living - < c r > < l f >
the mere se~.seof tiving<cr><lf>
is joy enough.'<cr><lf>
If the CP is betw=en two characters in the middle of the line, a T command with no number
specified types only the charecters between the CP end the end of the line, but the character
pointer stays in the same position, as shown in the following example:
"I find ec^stasy in living -

Wl'~nevcr ED is displaying text with the T command, you can press a CI'R~S to stop the
display, then press any key when you arc ready to continue scrolling. Press a C I ' R ~ C to
~ o r t long type-outs.

4.4.3 ~

Characters

D (Delete) Command
The D command deletes a specified numher of chan~ters and talw~ the forms
I~D, - n D
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where n is the number of characters to be deleted. If no number is specified, ED deletes the
character to the right of the CE A positive nmnber deletes multiple characters to the right of
the CP, towards the bottom of the file. A negative number deletes characters to the left of
the CP, towards the top of the file. If the character pointer is positioned in the memory buffer
as shown:
Emily Dickinson s a i d , < c r > < l f >
"I find ecstasy in living - < c r > < l f >
the mere sense of living<cr><lf>
is joy ^enough."<cr><lf>
Then the command 6D deletes the six characters after the CP, and the resulting memory
buffer looks ]ike this:
Emily Dickinson s a i d , < c r > < l f >
"I find ecstasy in living - < c r > < l f ' >
the mere sense of living<cr><If>
is joy ^ . " < c r > < l f >
You can also use a D command to delete the < c r > < l f > between two lines to join them
together. Remember that the < c r > and < I f > are two characters.
K (Kill) Command
The K command "kills" or deletes whole lines from the memory buffer and takes the
forms
nK, - nK
where n is the number of lines to be deleted. A positive number kills lines after the CP. A
negative number kills lines before the CP. When no number is specified, ED kills the current
line. If the character pointer is at the beginning of the second line:
Emily Dickinson s a i d , < c r > < I f >
^"I find ecstasy in living - < c r > < I f >
the mere sense of living<or> < I f >
is joy enough."<cr><lf>
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then the command - K deletes the previous line and the memory buffer changes:
"I find ecstasy in living - < c r > < l f >
the mere sense of living<cr><lf>
is joy enough;'<cr><lf>
If the CP is in the middle of a line, a K command kills only the characters from the CP to
the end of the line and concatenates the characters before the CP with the next line• A - K
command deletes all the characters between the beginning of the previous line and the CP.
A 0g command deletes the characters on the line up to the CP.
You can use the special # character to delete all the text from the CP to the beginning or
end of the buffer. Be careful when using # K because you cannot reclaim lines after they are
removed from the memory buffer.

4,4.4 Inserting Characters into the Memory Buffer
I (Insert)Command
To insert characters into the memory buffer from the screen, use the I command. If you

enter the command in uppercase, E D automatically converts the stringto upl~roas¢. The I
command talcs the forms:

I
Istring Z
When you type the first command, ED enters insert mode. In this mode, all keystrokes are
added directly to the memory buffer. ED enters chara~rs in lines and does not start a ne~v
line until you press the RETURN kz'y.

A>ED B :QUOTE• TEX
NEW FILE
•

i:

*i

4:

Emily Dickinson said,
"I find ecstasy in livinE
the mere sense of living
is joy enough."

5:

^Z

2:
5:

-

•
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Note: To exit from insert mode, you must press CTRL-Z or ESC. When the ED prompt.
*, appears on the screen, ED is not in insert mode.
In insert or command mode, you can use Concurrent CP/M line-editing control characters
to edit your input. Note, however, that you cannot use CTRL-E in insert mode. The following
table lists these control characters.

Table 4-3.
Command

Concurrent CP/M Line Editing Controls

I

Result

CTRL-E

Return carriage for long lines without transmitting command line to
the buffer.

CTRL-H

Delete tl~e last character typed on the current line.

CTRL-U

Delete the entire line currently being typed.

CTRL-X

Delete the entire line currently being typed. Same as CTRL-U.

Backspace

Remove the last character.

When entering a combination of numbers and letters, you might find it inconvenient to
press a caps-lock key if your terminal translates the uppercase of numbers to special characters. ED provides two ways to translate your alphabetic input to uppercase without affecting
numbers. The first is to enter the insert command letter in uppercase: I. All alphabetics
entered during the course of the capitalized command, either in insert mode or as a string,
are translated to uppercase. (If you enter the insert command letter in lowercase, all alphabetics are inserted as typed). The second method is to enter a U command before inserting
text. Uppercase translation remains in effect until you enter a - U command.
Istring^Z (Insert String) Command
The second form of the I command does not enter insert mode. It inserts the character
string into the memory buffer and returns immediately to the ED prompt. You can use
Concurrent CP/M's line-editing control characters to edit the command string.
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To insert a string, first use one of the commands that position the CP. You must move the
CP to the pllg~ Where yOU Want tO insert a string. For eaample, if you want to insert a string
at the hegirming of the first line, use a B command to move the CP to the beginning of the
buffer. With the CP positioned correctly, enter an insert string, as shown:
iIn 1870.

Z

This inserts the phrase "In 1870.' at the heginning of the first line, and returns immediately
to the ED prompt. In the memory buffer, the CP appears after the inserted string, as shown:

In 1870, 'Emily Dickinson said,<cr><If>
4.4.5 Replacing Characters

S (Substitute) Command
The S command searches the memory buffer for the specified string, but when it finds it,
automatically substitutes a new string for the search string. Whenever you enter a command
in uppercase. ED automatically converts the string to uppercase. The S command takes the
form
nSsurch string 'Znew string
where n is the numher of substitutions to make. If no numher is specified, ED searches for
the next occurrence of the search string in the memory buffer. For example, the command
sEmi ly Oi okinson,~ZThe poo ~
searches for the first occurrence of "~rtily Dickinson" and substitutes "The poet". In the
rnemo~ buffer, the CP appears after the substimtud phrase, u shown:
The poet .~ s a i d , < c r > < l f >
If uppercu¢ mmslation is enabled by a capital S command letter, ED looks for a capitalized
search string and inserts a capitalized insert string. Note that if you combine this command
with other commands, you must terminate the new string with a CTRL-Z.
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4.5 Combining ED Commands
It saves keystrokes and editing time to combine the editing and display commands. You
can type any number of ED commands on the same line. ED executes the command string
only after you press the carriage return key. Use Concurrent CP/M's line-editing controls to
manipulate ED command strings.
When you combine several commands on a line, ED executes them in the same order they
are entered, from left to right on the command line. There are four restrictions to note when
combining ED commands:
• The combined command line must not exceed Concurrent CP/M's 128 character
maximum.
• If the combined command line contains a character string, the line must not exceed
100 characters.
• Commands to terminate an editing session must not appear in a combined command
line.
• Commands, such as the I, S, J, X, and R commands, that require character strings
or filespecs must be either the last command on a line or must be terminated with a
CTRL-Z or ESC character, even if no character string or filespec is given.
While the examples in the previous section show the memory buffer and the position of
the character pointer, the examples in this section show how the screen looks during an
editing session. Remember that the character pointer is imaginary, but you must picture its
location because ED's commands display and edit text in relation to the character pointer.
4.$. 1 Moving the Character Pointer
To move the CP to the end of a line without calculating the number of characters, combine
an L command with a C command, L-2C. This command string accounts for the < c r > < l f >
sequence at the end of the line.
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Change the C command in this command string to move the CP more characters to the
left. You can use this command string if you must make a change at the end of the line and
you do not want to calculate the number of characters before the change, as in the following
example:
i: "T
i: Emily Dickinson
i: * L - Z C T
said.
i:
4,$.2

said.

*

Displaying ~ t

A T command types from the CP to the end of the line. To see the entire line, you can
combine an L command and a T command. Type 0It to move the CP from the middle to the
beginning of the line and then display the entire line. In the following example, the CP is in
the middle of the line. 0L moves the CP to the beginning of the line. T types from the CP
to the end of the line, allowing you to see the entire line.
3:

*T

sense o f living
3 : *OLT
3:
the mere sense of l i v i n g
3: *

The command OFT displays the entire line without moving the CR
To verify that an ED command moves the CP correctly, combine the command with the
T command to display the line. The following example combines a C command and a T
command:
2: *8CT
ecstasy in livinK 2: *

4:

*8#T

i:
2:
3:
4:
i:

Emlly Dickinson said,
"I find ecstasy in l i v i n g the mere sense of l i v i n g
is joy enough."
*
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4.5.3 Editing
To edit text and verify corrections quickly, combine the edit commands with other ED
commands that move the CP and display text. Command strings like the one below move
the CP, delete specified characters, and verify changes quickly.
i: *ISCSDOLT
i: Emily Dickinson,
i:

Combine the edit command K with other ED commands to delete entire lines and verify
the correctionquickly,as shown:
i: *2L2KB#T
i: Emily Dickinson said,
2:
"I find ecstasy in living
i:

-

~

The abbreviatedform of the I (insert)command makes simple textualchanges. To make
and verifythese changes, combine the I command stringwith the C command and the OLT
command stringas shown below. Remember thatthe insertstringmust be terminatedby a
CTRL-Z.
l: *20Ci to a friend"ZOLT
i: Emily Dickinson said to a friend,
i: *

4.6 Advanced ED Commands
The basic editing commands discussed above allow you to use ED for all your editing.
The followingED commands, however, enhance ED's usefulness.
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4.6.1 Moving the CP and Displaying Text

P (Page)Command
Although you can display any amount of text at the Scrwn with a T command, it is
sometimes more convenient to page through the buffer, viewing whole screens of data and
moving the CP to the top of each new screen at the same time. To do this, use ED's P
command. The P command takes the following forms
nR - n P
where n is the number of pages to he displayed. If you do not specify n, ED types the 23

lines following the CP and then moves the CP forward 23 lines. This leaves the CP pointing
to the first character on the screen.
To display the current page without moving the CP, enter OP. The special character 0
prevents the movement of the CP. If you specify a negative number for n, P pages backwards
towards the top of the file.
n: (Line Number) Command
When line ntunhers am being displayed, ED accepts a line mmber as a command to specify
a destination for the CP. The line number command takes the form
n"

where n is the number of the destination line. This command places the CP at the beginning
of the specified line. For example, the command 4: moves the CP to the beginning of the
fourth line.
Ren~cmber that ED dynamically renumbers text lines in the buffer each time a line is sdded
or deleted. Therefore, the number of the destination line you have in mind can change during
editing.
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:n (Through Line Number) Command
The inverse of the line number command specifies that a command should be executed
through a certain line number. You can use this command only with three ED commands:
the T (type) command, the L (line) command, and the K (kill) command. The :n command
takes the form
:ncommand
where n is the line number through which the command is to be executed. The :n part of the
command does not move the CP, but the command that follows it might.
You can combine n: with :n to specify a range of lines through which a command should
be executed. For eaample, the command 2::4T types the second, third, and fourth lines, as
shown:
i: "2::4T
2:
"I find ecstasy in l i v i n g 3:
the mere sense of l i v i n g
4:
is joy enough."
2: *

4.6.2 Finding and Replacing Character S ~ a p
ED supports a find command, F, that searches through the memory buffer and places the
CP after the word or phrase you want. The N command allows ED to search through the
entire source file instead of just the buffer. The J command searches for and then juxtaposes
character strings.
F (Find) Command
The F command performs the simplest find function. The F command takes the form:
nFstring

~1 DIGITALRESEARCHa
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where n is the occurrence of the siring to he found. Any number you enter must be positive
because ED can only ~arch from the CP to the bottom of the buffer. If you enter no number,
ED finds the next occurrence of the string in the file. In the fol|owing example, the second
occurrence of the word living is found.
i: *2fllving
3: *

The character pointer moves to the beginningof the third line where the second occurrence
of the word "living" is located. To display the line, combine the find command with a type
command. Note that if you follow an F command with another ED command on the same
line. you must terminate the string with a CTRL-Z, as shown:
i: *2Iliving' ZOlt
3: *the mere sense of living

It makes a difference whethe~ you entex the F command in upper- or lowercase. If you
enter F, ED internally translates the argument string to uppercase. If you specify f, ED looks
for an exact match. For example, FConcurrent CP/M searches for CONCURRENT CP/M
but fConcurrent CP/M searches for Cor~unent CP/M, and cannot find CONCURRENT
CP/M.
If ED does not find a match for the string in the memory buffer, it issues the message
BREAK

"#" AT

where the symbol # indicates that the search failed during the execution of an F command.
N Command
The N command extends tim search function beyond the memory buffer to include the
source file. If the search is successful, it Ivave~ the CP pointing to the tint character after
the search string. The N command takes the form:
nNstring
where n is the occurrence of the string to be found. If no number is entered. ED looks for
the next occurrence of the string in the file. The case of tbe N command has the same effect
on an N command as it does on an F command. Note that if you follow an N command with
another ED command, you must terminate the string with a CTRL-Z.
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When an N command is executed. ED searches the memory buffer for the specified string,
but if ED does not find the string, it does not issue an error message. Instead. ED automatically
writes the searched data from the buffer into the new file. Then ED performs a 0A command
to fill the buffer with unsearched data from the source file. ED continues to search the buffer.
write out data, and append new data until it either finds the string or reaches the end of the
source file. If ED reaches the end of the source file, ED issues the following message:

BREAK

"#" AT

Because ED writes the searched data to the new file before looking for more data in the
source file, ED usually writes the contents of the buffer to the new file before finding the end
of the source file and issuing the error message.
Note: You must use the H command to continue an edit session after the source file is
exhausted and the memory buffer is emptied.

J (Juxtapose)Command
The J command insertsa stringafterthe search string,then deletesany charactersbetween
the end of the insertedstringto the beginning of the thirddelete-tostring,This juxtaposes
the stringbetween the search and delete-tostrings with the insertstring,The J command
takes the form
nlsearch string Zinsert string Zde[ete-to string
where n is the occurrence of the search string. If no number is specified, ED searches for
the next occurrence of the search string in the memory buffer. In the following example. ED
searches for the word "Dickinson" and inserts the phrase "told a friend" after it and then
deletes everything up to the comma.

i:
i:
2:
3:
4:
i:
i:
i:
i:

*#T
Emily D i c k i n s o n said,
"I find ecstasy in l i v i n g the mere of l i v i n g
is joy enough."
*jDickinson' Z told a £riend',Z,
*Olt
E m i l y D i c k i n s o n told a friend.
*
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If you combine this command with other commands, you must terminate the delete-to
m-ing witha CTRL-Z cf BSC. (This is ~ w n i n the following exampM.) If tn upperc~e J
~
is specified, ED looks for uppercase search and delete-to s~ings and htserts
an uppercase insert suing.

The J command isespeciallyusefulwhen revisingcomments in assembly language source
(~cle, as ~own in the following e~Junple:
236:
236:
236:
236:

SORT

LXI

H, SW

;ADDRESS TOGGLE SWITCH

*j ; ^ZADDRESS SWITCH TOGGLE^Z^LAZOLT
SORT

LXI

H, SW

;ADDRESS SWITCH TOGGLE

In this example, ED scathes for the first semicolon and ~
ADDRESS SWITCH TOGGLE after the mark and then deletes to the < c r > < I f > sequence, mpre.scnt=d by CTRL-L.
(In any search string, you can use CTRL-L to represent a < c r > < l f > when your desired
phrase extends across a line break. You can also use a CTRL-I in a search sizing to represent
a tab.)
Note: If long strings make yoer command longer than your screen line length, enter a
C I ' R ~ E to came a physical c,erriage return at the screen. A CIRI~E returns the cursor to
the leftedge of tl~ sm=en, but dram not rand th= command linem ED. R m m m b ~ thatno
R D command line containingstringscan exceed 100 cbaract~. Wlx,n you finish your command, prms tim c a n i a ~ return lmy to smxd tim comnmnd to ED.

M (Macro) Command
An E D macro command, M, can increasethe useftflneuof a stringof ~ .
The M
command allows you to group E D commands together for r~eated execution.The form of
lhe M command is
nMconn'~md suing

DIGIT~U. KESF..~.CH •
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where n is the number of times the command string is to be executed. A negative number is
not a valid argument for an M command. If no number is specified, the special character #
is assumed, and ED executes the command string until it reaches the end of data in the buffer
or the end of the source file, depending on the commands specified in the string. In the
following example, ED executes the four commands repetitively until it reaches the end of
the memory buffe~.
i: *mflivlng'Z--ediLiving~ZOlt
"I find ecs%asy in L i v i n g 3:
%he mere sense of L i v i n g

2:

BREAK "#" AT

"Z

3: *

The terminator for an M command is a carriage return; therefore, an M command must be
the last command on the line. Also, all character strings that appear in a macro must be
terminated by C'TRJ.~Z or ESC. If a character string ends the combined command string, it
must be terminated by gIRL-Z, then followed by a <or> to end the M command.
The execution of a macro command always ends in a BREAK " # " message, even when
you have limited the number of times the macro is to be performed, and ED does not reach
the end of the buffer or source file. Usually the command letter displayed in the message is
one of the commands from the string, and not M.
To abort a macro command, press a CTRL-C.
Z (Sleep) Command
Use the Z command to make the editor pause between operations. The pauses give you a
chance to review what you have done. The form of the Z command is
nZ
where n is the number of seconds to wait before proceeding to the next instruction.
Generally, the Z command has no real effect unless you use it with a macro command.
The example below shows you how you can use the Z command to cause a ten second pause
each time ED finds the word TEXT in a file.

*mfl i ving" ZOt tlOz
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4.6.3 Moving Teat Blocks
To move a group of lines from one area of your data to another, use an X command to
write the text block into a temporary .LIB file, then a K command m remove these lines
from their original location, and finally an R command to read the block into its new location,
X (Transfer) Command

The X command takcstbe~rms
nX
nXfilespec ^Z
where n is the number of lines from ~ CP towards the bottom of the buffer tha~ arc to be
transferred to a file. Therefore, n must always be a positive number. Tlm nX command with
no file specified creates a temporary file named X$$$$$$$.LIB. This file is erased when you
terminate the edit session. The nX command with a file specified creates s file of the specified
name. If no filetype is specified, .LIB is assumed. This file is saved when you tcrrninatc the
edit session. If the X command is not the last command on the line, the command must he
terminated by a CTRL-Z or ESC. In the foUowing example, just one line is transferred to
the temporary file:

i: *X
i: "t
i: Emily Dickinson said,
i: *kt
i: "I find ecstasy in living
i:

-

*

If no library file is specified, ED looks for a file muned ~ . L I B .
If the file does not
exist, El) creates it. If a previous X command already created the library file, ED appends
the specified lines to the end of the existing file.
Use the special character 0 as the n argun~nt in an X command to dolete any file from
within El).

k D~II"AL RESEARCH¢
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R (Read) Command
The X command transfers the next n lines from the current line to a library file. The R
command can retrieve the transferred lines. The R command takes the forms:
R
Rfilespec
If no filename is specified, X$$$$$$$ is assumed. If no filetype is specified, .LIB is assumed.
R inserts the library file in front of the CP; therefore, after the file is added to the memory
buffer, the CP points to the same character it did before the read, although the character is
on a new line number. If you combine an R command with other commands, you must
separate the filenarae from subsequent command letters with a CTRL-Z, as in the following
example where ED types the entire file to verify the read.
i: "41
: *R'ZB#T
i:
"I find eos%asy in living 2:
the mere sense of living
5:
is joy enough."
4:
Emily Dickinson said,
i:

*

4.6.4 Saving or Abandoning Changes: ED Exit
You can save or abandon editing changes with the following three commands.
H (Head of File) Command
An H command saves the contents of the memory buffer without ending the ED session,
but it returns to the head of the file. It saves the current changes and lets you reedit the file
without exiting ED. The H command takes the form:
H
followed by a carriage return.
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To execute an H command, El) first finalizes the new file, transferring all lines remaining
in the buffer and the source file to the new file. Then ED closes the new file, erases any
.BAK file that has the same file specification as the original source file, and renames the
original source file filename.BAK. ED then renames the new file, which has had the filetype
.$$$, with the original file specification. Finally, ED opens the newly renamed file as the
new source file for a new edit, and opens a new .$$$ file. When ED returns the * prompt,
the CP is at the beginning of an empty memory buffer.
If you want to send the edited material to a file other than the original file, use the following
command:

A>ED £ilespec di££erent£ilespeo
If you then restart the edit with the H command, ED renames the file differentfilename.~$
to differentfilename.BAK and creates a new file of differentfilespec when you finish editing.
0 (Original) Command
An O command abandons changes made since the beginning of the edit end allows you to
return to the original source file and begin reediting without ending the ED session. The O
command takes the form
O
followed by a carriage return. When you enter an O command, ED prompts you to confirm
that you want to abandon your changes:
0

(Y/N)?

You must respond with either a Y or an N; if you press any other key, ED repeats the question.
When you enter Y, ED erases the temporary file and the contents of the memory buffer.
When the * prompt returns, the cb.ar~ter pointer is pointing to the beginning of an empty
memory buffer, just as it is when you start ED.
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Q (Quit) Command

A Q command abandons changes made since the beginning of the ED session and exits
ED. The Q command takes the form:

Q
followed by a carriage return.
When you enter a Q command, ED prompts you to verify that you want to abandon the
changes:
Q (Y/N)?
You must respond with either a Y or an N; if you press any other key, F_Drepeats the question.
When you enter Y, ED erases the t e ~
file, closes the source file, and returns control
to Concurrent CP/M.
Note: You can enter a CTRL-C to return control immediately to Concurrent CP/M. This
does not give ED a chance to close the source or new files, but it prevents ED from deleting
any temporary files.

4.7 ED Error Messages
ED returns one of two types of error messages: an ED error message if ED cannot execute
an edit command, or a Concurrent CP/M-86 error message if El:) cannot read or write to the
specified file. An F_.Derror message takes the form
BREAK "x" AT c
where x is one of the symbols defined in the following table and c is the command letter
where the error occurred.
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Table 4-4.

Symbol

l

ED E r r o r Symbols

Meaning

#

Search failure. ED cannot find the string specified in an F, S, or N
command.

?c

Unrecognized command letter c. ED does not recognize the indicated
command letter, or an E, H, Q, or 0 command is not alone on its
COnLmand line.

0

No .LIB file. ED did no~ find the .LIB file specified in an R command.

>

Buffer full. ED cannot put anymore c ~
in the memory buffer,
or string specified in an E N, or S command is too long.

E

Command aborted. A keys~'oke at the kayboard aborted command
execution.

F

File error. Followed by either FULL or D ~ R Y

FULL.

The following examples show how to recover from common editing error conditions. For
exJm'iple.
BREAK ">" AT A
means that ED filled the rrmnory buffer before completing ~ ~ccution of an A command.
When this occurs, the c ~
pointer is at the end of the buffer and no editing is possible.
Use the 0W command to write out half the buffer or use an O or H command and nmtit the
file.
BREAK "#" AT F
means that ED reached the end of the memory buffer without matching the string in an F
command. At this point, the character pointer is at the end of the buffer. Move the CP with
a B or n: line number command to resume editing.

iMI~..,,'I'AL~ H e
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BREAK "F" AT F
DISK FULL
Use the OX command to erase an unnecessary file, or a B#Xd:buffer.sav command to
write the contents of the memory buffer onto another disk.
BREAK "F" AT n
DIRECTORY FULL
Use the same commands described M the previous message to recover from this file error.
The following table defines the file error messages ED returns when it cannot read or write
a file.

Table 4-5.

Message

ED File E r r o r Messages

Meaning

Bdos Err on d:
Function NNN

R/O
File: FILENAME.TYP

Disk d: has Read-Only attribute. This occurs if a different disk has
been inserted in the drive since the last time the system was booted.
**FILE IS READ ONLY **
The file specified in the command to invoke ED has the R/O attribute.
ED can read the file so that the user can examine it, but ED cannot
change a Read-Only file.
File Not Available
The file specified in the command is open on another virtual console.
and ED cannot get access to it.

End of Section 4
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Appendix A
Concurrent CP/M Error Handling
The first section of this appendix is a quick reference table listing Concurrent CP/M error
messages in alphabetical order, with explanations and suggestions for remedying the problem.
The second section discusses sever~ common error handling procedures, and provides more
detail about causes of certain types of errors.

A.1 Concurrent

CP/M Error Messages

Error messages come from several different sources:
• Each utility supplied with Concurrent CP/M has its own set of error messages.
• Concurrent CP/M also displays error messages when errors occur during execution
of file system operations and when certain other error conditions occur.
Table A-1 lists these error messages in alphabetical order, with explanations and suggestions for resolving the problem.

Table A-I.

Message

Concurrent CP/M Error Me~tges

Meaning

When absolutely nothing happens:
First, wait. Some programs take a long time to finish. Some errors,
such as Disk I/O errors, cause Concurrent CP/M to retry the operation
many times. With a little experience, you will know when a command
is taking too long.
If you have waited long enough (1-5 minutes maximum for most
Concurrent CP/M utilities) without obtaining a response, your console may be waiting for a resource, such as a printer, to become
available. For example, i r a program on a virtual console is printing,
or is running a word processor that was printing, then another program requiring the printer must stop and wait for the first program
to give up the printer.
L DIGITAL RESEARCH'
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Meanin&

A file password is required for file:

filename.

PRINT error. This message indicates that you either omitted the
password or entered an incorrect password. Reenter the PPANT command with the correct password.
Abort Failed

ABORT error. You specified the wrong program name, or the wrong
console. Check for the correct program name and the c o n ~ console,
then reenter the command line. If ABORT still does not work, go to
the console where the program you want to abort is running and press
a CTRL-C.
BREAK "x 't AT O

ED error. "x" is one of the following symbols and c is the command
letter being executed when the error occurred.

#

Search failure. ED cannot find the string specified in an F,
S, or N command.

?c

Unrecognized command letter c. ED does not recognize the
indicated command letter, or an E, H, Q, or O command is
not alone on itt ~
line.

0

The file specified in a R command coeld not be found.

>

Buffer full. El) cannot put any more characters in the rnemor), buffer, or the string specified in an F, N, or S command
is too long.

E

Command aborted. A keystroke at the console aborted command execution.

F

Disk or directory full. This error is followed by either the
disk full or directory full message. Refer to the recovery
procedures listed under these messages.
[] DIGITALP.ESEARCH*
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TJble A-1.

Message
Cannot

(continued)

Meaning
Edit

Wildcard

Filename

ED error. You requested a wildcard (* or ?) filespec when invoking
ED. ED does not support wildcard filespecs as sources. Give a specific filespoc and reenter the HE) command line.
Could

not

find

file:

filename

PRINT error.This message indicatesthat PRINT could not find the
filein the drive specified for the current user directory. Make sure
you have spelled the filename correefly,or use the $DIR command
to locate the filein question and determine its attribute. If the file
has the SYS attribute,use the S option with the PRINT command.
If the filebelongs to a different user number, use the G option to
specify the file's user number.
Could

not p r o t e c t

or reset

drive.

SET error. This error message indicates a hardware error. Refer to
Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a list of possible hardware errors
and their solutions.
CP/M B a d S e c t o r
REN, SET error. This error message indicates a hardware error.
Refer to Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a list of possible hardware
errors and their solutions.
CP/M Error:

Bad File Spec
"IMP error. Your file specification has an invalid format. Reenter the
command line with a correct file specification.
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Meanin8
Can't F i n d Command
TMP error. Concurrent CP/M cannot find your command file. You
may have mistyped the command. If you did not mistype the command, then the system could not find it on the specified drive under
the cm'mnt user number or under us~ 0 with the SYS sm'ibute,nor
could itfind the command fileon the system disk under the current
user number or user 0 with the SYS attribute. If you specified the
correct drive use the SHOW [USERS] command to find out what
user numbers have files on the drive. Then you may use the USER
command to change the current user mtmber. If the file is on another
drive, remt= the command specify~ the cmvct drive. Far mampk,
d:command
This error may also occur when the command file is on the specified
drive under user 0 but does not have the system attribute. Use the
SET command to assign the command file the system attribute before
you r e ~ r the commend line.Refer to the SET command in Seclion
3, for more information on setting file attributes.
There is a discussion of the search path Concurrent CP/M uses to
find command files in Section A.2.1 of this appendix.

CF/'M Error:

CLI Abort
T M P =for. The C o m n m ~ Line Inm-p~a (CLI) w u ~ m ¢ ~ , typicallyby a CTRL-C. If you did not intend to abort tim command,
you must reente~the command line.

CP/M Error:

Invalid D r i v e
TMP error. The drive you specified in tim command line is not supported by your system. Concurrent CP/M can support up m 16 drives,
lettered A through P. ~
tim doounamtation provided by tim manufscturer to find out which drives your particular system configuration supports. Specify the correct drive when you reenter tim command line.
m DIC4TAL ~...~.J~CHt
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Table A-1,

Message
CP/M Error:

(ccmlzmed)

Meaning
Load

Error

This may indicate a corrupted c o m m a n d file.Itmay also appear if
you try to run a program that needs an 8087 processor, and that
processor is not present in your machine. If the fileis a program
you have written, refer to Section A.2.2 on recovery procedures
for corrupted c o m m a n d files.
If yon have a back-up copy of the prugram you were running, erase
the program file and copy the program from your back-up file. If the
error reoccurs, contact the technical support group of the manufacturer of your system for assistance in locating the cm~e of the error,
or consult your dealer. Refer to Section A.2.6 of this appendix, on
reporting logic errors, for a list of the information you will need to
provide them to diagnose your problem.
CP/M Error:

Not E n o u g h

Memory

TMP error. There is not enough memory available to load the command file you specified. If you are running one or more large programs on another console, wait until they are finished and reenter the
command line. If there were no other programs running at the time
this error occurred, you might not have enough memory resident in
your particular system to run the program, or you might have a
corrupted file. Refer to Section A.2.4 of this appendix for more
information. This error can also occur when the command file is
corrupted. Refer to Section A.2.2 of this appendix, for more
information.
CP/M Error:

PD T a b l e

Full

TMP error. You have reached the maximum number of processes
possible with your particular hardware. Either wait until one or more
processes are finished, or use ABORT or CTRL-C to terminate one
or more processes and free up space. This error may affect more than
just the program that received the error message. Either check the
results of the other programs carefully or rerun everything. If this
error occurs fTeqnent]y, refer to Section 2.9 in the Programmer's
Gu/de.
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Table A-1. (con//med)

Me:sage

Meanin8

CP/M Error:

Read Error
TMP error. This error message indicat~ a hardware error. Refer to
Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a list of possible hardware errors
and their solutions.

CP/M Error:

RSP Command Queue Full
TMP error. The RSP command you specified is currently running on
another console. Reenter the command later, or check your other
consoles to locate the command and either wait for it to finish, or
abort the command with CTRL-C or ABORT. If this error occurs
frequently, refer to Section A.2.5 of this appendix.

CP/M E r r o r

on d: Close Checksum Error
CP/M error. A file cannot be closed properly because the directory
Concurrent CP/M finds on the disk does not match the one logg~
into memory. This wror u,~aIly occurs when ~ disk h u no~ been
reset. P n ~ ~ .
If ~ = r ~ p m ~ s , enmre that no o¢I~ proteins
are running and reboot the system. If the error reoccurs, it may mean
that the application you are running is incompatible with Concurrent
CP/M. Refer to Section A.2.5 of this appendix for ~
information.

CP/M E r r o r

on d: Disk I/O
CP/M error.This error rneuage indicates a hardware error. Refer to
Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a list of possible hardware errors
and their solutions.

CP/M Error on d: Disk reset denied
CP/M error. A program Uied to reset a drive while a file on that drive
is still being used. Check your other consoles to locate the program
with the open file and either wait for it to finish or abort the program
with a CTRL-C or the ABORT command.
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Message

(continued)

Meaning

CP/M Error on d: F11e Already Exists
CP/M error. You tried to create or rename a file when there is already
a file of that filename and filetype on the specified drive and user
number. Either select a different name or use the ERA command to
delete the existing file before reentering the command line.

CP/M Error on d: File Currently Open
CP/M error. A process tried to delete, rename, or modify an attribute
of a file currently opened by another process. Either wait until the
other process is finished and the file closed, or use the ABORT
command or CTRL-C to stop the process.
Some applications programs produce this error if you run them on
two consoles simultaneously. Concurrent CP/M is trying to protect
the integrity of the open file. Try setting the applications program to
[SYS,RO]. If this fails, refer to the Compatibility Attribute section
of the Programmer'sGuide and set attribute F3" on Set [F3 = onl.
This error also occurs when a process tries to open a file that is
already open and the new open mode is incompatible with the mode
in which the file was opened previously. Compatibility mode is determined by a parameter in GENCCPM. See Section A.2.5 of this
appendix for more details.

CP/M Error on d: File Opened in

Read~Only Mode

CP/M error. A process attempted to write to a file opened in ReadOnly mode. A file is opened in Read-Only mode if it resides in User
0 and is opened from another user number. Locate the other process
and either wait for it to finish, or abort it with a CTRL-C.
For more information on modes of opening files, refer to Section
A.2.5 of this appendix.
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Message

(tmmtimmd)

Meaning

CP/M Error on d: Illegal

? in FCB

CP/M error.You used a wildcard character,a ? or an *, where wildcard filespecs are not permitted.
CP/M Error on d: Invalid Drive

CF/M error. The disk you selected in the command line is not valid
in your system. Concurrent CP/M supports up to 16 drives, lettered
A through P. Check the documentation provided by the manufacturer
to find out which drives your particular system configuration supports. Specify the correct drive code and reenter the command line.
CP/M Error on d: No Room in S y s t e m

Look List

CP/M error. The Open File, Make File, and Access Drive functions
return this error when no room for new entries exists within the
system lock list.
The size of the system lock list is determined by a parameter in
GENCCPM. Section A.2.5 of this appendix discusses GENCCPM
in more detail.
CP/M Error on d: Open File Limit E x c e e d e d

CP/M error. A program or process tried to open one more file than
the maximum number of open file.s per process that tim system can
a o c ~ .
The maximum number of files per process is set by G E N C C P M .
Refer to Sectiou A.2.5 of this appendix for a more thorough disctmion.

cP/~

Error on d: Password

Error

CP/M error. A password is incorrector missing. Reenter the commam~ with the correctpassword.
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Message

(continued)

Meaning

CP/M Error on d: Read/Only Disk
CP/M error.A process tried to write to a file when the drive was set
m Read-Only. If you want to set the drive to Read-Write, use SET
d:[RW], to set the drive to Reed-Write, then reenter the command
line.

CP/M Error on d: Read/Only F11e
CP/M error. A process tried to write to a file when that file was set
to Reed-Only. If you want to change the file access mode to ReadWrite, use SET d:filespec [RW], then reenter the command line.

DESTINATION IS R/O, DELETE (Y/N)?
PIP error. The destination file specified in a PIP command already
exists and it is Read-Only. If you type Y (for Yes), the existing file
is deleted and replaced with the file specified in the PIP command.
If you do not want to delete the existing file, type N (for No) and
reenter the PIP command with a different destination file specification: either specify a new filename, or direct the destination file to a
different disk. If you use the W option with the PIP command, PIP
automatically writes over the Read-Only destination file. Refer to
Section 3 for a discussion and list of the PIP options.

Directory needs to be reformatted for time/date stamps.
SET error. You attempted to set tim~date stamps on an uninitialized
directory. Refer to the INITDIR command in Section 3.

Disk I / O Error
ERA, ERAQ error. This error message indicates a hardware error.
Refer to Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a list of possible hardware
errors and their solutions.
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Meaning

Drive Read 0nly
REN error. You attempted to rename a file on a drive that is set to
Read-Only. If you want to rename the file, you must first use the SET
command to set the drive to Read-Write.
Duplzoate field
CHSET error. A previous field setting has been specified for this
field. Reenter the command without duplicate field settings.
Enable password protection first: SET d:[protect=on]
SET error. You attempted to set a password or protection on a file
without first enabling protection for the disk. Use the SET command,
SET d:[protect=oa], to enable protection, then reenter your SET
command line. Refer to the SET command in Section 3 for a more
thorough discossiou of disk and file protection and passwords.
ERROR:

BAD PARAMETER
PIP error. The command line contains an illegal pm'an~ter. Refer to
the PIP command in Section 3 for an explanation and listing of the
PIP command pmmmen. R=n~r the command with a valid parameter.

ERROR:

CAN'T DELETE Tv~P FILE - d:filespso
PIP era'or. This message indicates s damaged disk. Ensure that the
disk is in place and reI~'ythe operation. If the error persists, the disk
is damaged and n'mst be replaced. Use PIP to copy as much of the
damaged disk as possible to a fresh disk, and us~ your b~k-up disk
to replace the lost files onto the new disk. If you do not bays a bin:kup disk, you must recreate the lost files.
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Message
ERROR:

(continued)

Meaning
CAN'T DELETE TEMP FILE INCOMPATIBLE MODE - d. filespec

PIP error. A temporary file, with the filetype .$SS, exists and cannot
be deleted because it is currently opened by another process. Check
your consoles until you locate the process that has the file open and
either wait for it to finish or abort the process with CTRL-C or the
ABORT command from another console.
ERROR'

CAN'T DELETE T ~ P FILE INVALID PASSWORD - d: filespec

PIP error. You attempted to delete a password protected temporary
file without providing the correct password. Reenter the PIP command line, taking care to type the correct password with the file
specification, d:filename;password.
ERROR:

CAN'T DELETE TI~P FILE NONRECOVERABLE - d: f z l e s p e c

PIP error. This error message indicates a hardware error. Refer to
Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a list of possible hardware errors
and their solutions.
ERROR:

CAN'T

DELETE

TEMP F I L E R / O D I S K - d : f i l e s p e c

PIP error. A temporary file, with the filetype .$$$, exists and cannot
be deleted because the disk is set to Read-Only. Use the SET command, SET d:[RW], to set the disk to Read-Write, reenter the PIP
command, then use SET again, SET d:[RO], to reset the disk to
Read-Only.
ERROR:

CAN'T DELETE

TEMP

FILE R/O

FILE - d:filespeo

PIP error. A temporary file, with the filetypo .$$$, exists and cannot
be deleted because it is set to Read-Only. Use the SET command,
SET d:filespec [RW], to set the file to Read-Write, then reenter the
PIP connnmd.
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Mea.ing
CLOSE FILE - d:filespec

PIP error. This message indicates a damaged disk. Ensure that the
disk is in place and retry the operation. If the error persists, the disk
is damaged and must be replaced. Use PIP to copy as much of the
damaged disk as possible to a new disk, and use your back-up disk
to copy the lost files onto the new disk. If you do not have a backup disk, you must recreate the lost files.
ERROR:

CLOSE FILE INVALID DISK SELECT - d:filespec

PIP error. The disk indicated in the file specification is not supported
by your system configuration. Co~curront CP/M can support up to
16 drives, lettered A through P. Check the documentation provided
by the manufacturvr to find out which drives your particular system
configuration supports. Specify the cor~-t drive code and reenter
the command line.

ERROR:

CLOSE FILE N O N R E C O V E R A B L E

- d:fileepeo

PIP error. This error message indicates a hardware error. Refer to
Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a list of possible hardware errors
and their solutions.

ERROR:

CLOSE FILE R/0 DISK -

d:filespoo

PIP error. PIP cannot write the file indicated to the drive becau~ the
drive is set to Reed-Only. If you want to write to the drive, use SET
d:[RW] to set the drive to Read-Write, then reenter the PIP command.
If you want to set the drive to Reed-Only again, use SET d:[RO].
ERROR - Currently Opened

SET error. You attempted to use SET with a file that is currently
open. Locate the process thathas the file open and either wait for it
to finish or abort it with a CI'RJ.,-C.
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Message
ERROR

(onutimmi)

Meaning
- DIRECTORY

FULL

ED error. There is not enough directory space for the file being
written. Switch to another console and use the ERA command to
erase any unnecessary fles on the disk. If the otheT consoles are busy
and you do not want to interrupt the processes on any of them, you
can use the "OXfilespoc" command to erase unnecessary files without
leaving the editor.
Alternatively, you can save the contents of the memory buffer on
another disk with the command "B#Xfilespec", where filespoc is a
file on a different drive. You can then quit the edit. If you reedit the
file the output should be placed on a different drive with the command
" E D filesp~ d:", where d: is a valid drive name other than the drive
containing the source file. You can read the file saved with the "Rfilespec" command.
Note: Part of the file might not be in the memory buffer when you
save it if you have not appended the whole file or if you have issued
any W commands.
ERROR

- DISK

FULL

ED error. There is not enough disk space for the output file. This
error might occur on the W, E, H, or X commands. If it occurs with
the X command you can repeat the command, prefixing the filename
with a different drive. Otherwise, you can U'y the recovery methods
described for the Directory Full error.
ERROR:

DISK

READ

- d:filespeo

PIP error. This message indicates a damaged disk. Ensure that the
disk is in place and retry the operation. If the exror persists, the disk
is damaged and must be replaced. Use PIP to copy as much of the
damaged disk as possible to a fresh disk, and use your back-up disk
to copy the lost files onto the new disk. If you do not have a backup disk, you must recreate the lost files.
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Mea.i.8
DISK READ INVALID DISK SELECT - d:filespec

PIP error. The disk indicated in the file specification is not supported
by your system configuration. Concurrent CP/M can support up to
16 drives, lettered A through P. Check the documentation provided
by the mamfacturer to find out which drives your particular system
configuration supports. Specify the correct drive code and reenter
the command line.
ERROR:

DISK READ INVALID FILENAME - d:filespeo

PIP error. The filename specified is too long, or a delimiter was used
as the first character. Filanames cannot be longer than eight chamcten. Refer to Section 2.6 for a list and description of the delimiters
that cannot be u~d as the first character in s filename. Correct the
filename and reenter the command line.
ERROR:

DISK READ NONRECOVERABLE - d:filespec

PIP error. This error mcumge indicates a hardware error. Refer to
Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a list of possible hardware errors
and their solutions.
ERROR:

DISK WRITE - d: filespec

PIP error. This message i n d i c a ~ a damaged disk. Ensure that the
d i ~ is in place and ~
the operation. If the ~
peraists, the disk
is damaged and must be replaced. Use PIP to copy as much of the
damaged disk as pouiblv to a new disk, and use )~ur back-up disk
to copy the lost files onto the new disk. If you do not have a backup disk, you must recreate the lost files.
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Message
ERROR:

(continued)

Meaning
D I S K W R I T E INVALID D I S K S E L E C T - d : f i l e s p e c

PIP error. The disk selected is not supported by your system configuration. Concurrent CP/M can support up to 16 drives, lettered A
through P. Check the documentation provided by the manufacturer
to find out which drives your particu[ar system configuration supports. Specify the correct drive code end reenter the commend line.
ERROR:

D I S K W R I T E NO D A T A BLOCK - d : f i l e s p e c

PiP error. The disk to which PiP is writing is full. The file indicated
by filespec was not copied. Reenter the PIP command line end redirect the output to a disk on another drive, if possible. If you do not
have another drive available, use the ERA command to erase unnecessary files, if any, from the full disk or replace the disk before you
reenter the PiP command line.
ERROR:

D I S K W R I T E NO D I R E C T O R Y S P A C E - d : f i l e s p e o

HP error. The disk to which PIP is writing has no directory space
available. Use the ERA command to erase unnecessary files, if any,
from the full disk or replace the disk before you reenter the PiP
command line. If you have another drive available, you could also
redirect the output of the PIP command to the disk on the other drive.
ERROR:

DISK WRITE NONRECOVERABLE - d:filespeo

PIP error. This error message indicates a hardware error. Refer to
Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a list of possible hardware errors
and their solutions.
ERROR:

D I S K W R I T E R/O DISK - d:filespec

PIP error. The destination disk is set to Read-Only and PIP cannot
write to it. Use the SET commend, SET d:[RW], to set the disk to
Read-Write, reenter the PIP command, then use SET again, SET
d:[RO]o to reset the disk to Read-Only.
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Message
ERROR:

(continued)

Meaning
DISK W R I T E

R/O F I L E - d : f i l e s p e c

PIP error. The destination file is set to Read-Only and PIP cannot
write to it. Use the SET commend, SET d:filespec [RW], to set the
file to Read-Write, then reenter the PIP command.
ERROR - File

not a v a i l a b l e

ED error. The file you specified in the ED command line is currently
opened by another process. Check your other consoles to locate the
process that has the file open end either wait until it is finished or
abort it with a CTRL-C or the ABORT commend before you reenter
the ED command line.
ERROR:

FILE NOT F O U N D - d : f i l e s p e c

PIP error. The input file indicated by filespec does not exist, or the
drive code or user number is incorrect. Ensure that you are typing
the cm'xect filenmne and drive code, and that you are in thz ~m~ct
user number or have specified the correct user number in the option
brankcts before you recnter the PIP command line.
This error can also occur when the fileyou are trying to PIP has a
system attribute.Use the R option to PIP this file,PIP d:filespec =
d:filespec[R]. Refer to HELP PIP or to the PIP command in S ~ i o n
3 for more information.
ERROR:

F I L E N O T FOUND

INVALID

DISK S E L E C T

- d:filespeo

PIP error. The disk selected is not implemented in your system confi~tradon. Concurrent CP/M supports up to 16 drives, lettered A
through P. Check the documentation provided by the manufacturer
to find out which drives your perticular system configuration supports. Specify the correct drive code end reenter the command line.
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ERROR:

(continued)

Meaning
FILE NOT FOUND NONRECOVERABLE

- d:filespec

PIP error. This error message indicates a hardware error. Refer to
Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a list of possible hardware errors
and their solutions.
ERROR:

First SET B:[pro%evt=on]
SET error. You tried to set or change a password before enabling
password protection on the drive. SET B:[protect = on] enables password protection on the drive and allows you to set and change passwords on the files on that disk. If the drive label itself has a password,
you must provide it to change protection. Refer to the SET command
in Section 3 for a detailed explanation of password protection.

ERROR:

HEX RECORD CHECKSUM - d:filespec
PIP error. A hex record checksum error was encountered during the
transfer of a hex file. This message indicates a corrupted or trencated
hex file. Use the PIP command to copy the hex file from your backup disks. If you do not have a back-up, you must erase the damaged
file and recreate it. Refer to Section A.2.2 of this appendix for more
information on recovery procedures for corrupted files.

ERROR:

Illegal command %all
SDIR error. SDIR does not recognize what you entered after the
command. Refer to the SDIR command for the correct syntax.

ERROR:

Illegal Global/Local

Drive Spec Mixing.

SDIR error. This error occurs when you specify different drives in
the filespec and the SDIR option. For example,
SDIR A:

[DRIVE=B]

specifies different drives. Omit one of the drive specifications.
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MeantnS
Illegal

option or modifier

SDIR error. ~ option or modifier you supplied is not valid with
SDLR. Refer to the SDIR command for a lining and discussion of
the SDIR options and modifiers.
ERROR:

Invalid

Command

Option

SDIR error. The option or modifier you supplied is not valid with
SDIR. Refer to the SDIR command for a listing rout discussion of
the SDIR options and modifiers.
ERROR:

INVALID

DESTINATION

- d:filespeo

HP error. The destination spe¢ifi~l in your PIP command is illegal.
You lmve specified an input dcvico as a de.ninmion,or u s ~ a wU~ard

file ,pecificatio,. "n-y~ 1 ~ c o r ~ ' , ~ ~ .

Sivir~ an out~t ~ v i ~

or a specific file as the ~ t i n ~ o n . Refer to the PIP command for s
di~tmalon of the valid PIP d~inations.
ERROR:

INVALID

FORMAT

PIP error. The format of your PIP command is illegal. Refer to the
PIP command for the correct syntax.
ERROR:

INVALID

FORMAT WITH SPARSE FILE - d: filespeo

PIP exror.This en'ortmuallyoccurs wl-~m you use PIP to concatenate
or otherwise to change tim format of a sparse file.Refer to the Programmer's G~de for morn information on sparse files and their
requimrr~nts.
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Message
ERROR:

(continued)

Meaning
INVALID HEX DIGIT - d:filespeo
PIP error. An invalid hex digit was encountered while reading a hex
file. This message indicates a truncated or corrupted hex file. Use
the PIP command to copy the file from your back-up disk. If you do
not have a back-up, you must erase the damaged file and recreate it.
Refer to Section A.2.2 of this appendix for more information on
recovery procedures for corrupted files.

ERROR:

INVALID SEPARATOR
PIP error. You have placed an MvalM cbaract~ for a sepmator between
two input filenames. Reenter the PIP command line using a comma
as the separator between the input filenames.

ERROR:

INVALID SOURCE
PIP error. The source specified in your PIP command is illegal. You
have specified an output device as a source or used a wildcard filename. Reenter the PiP command line with an input device or a specific filename as the source. Refer to the PIP command for a discussion of legal sources.

ERROR:

INVALID USER NUMBER
PIP error. You have specified a user number greater than 15 or less
than 0. Valid user numbers are in the range 0 to 15. Reenter the PIP
command line using a valid user number.

ERROR:

MAKE FILE - d:filespec
PIP error. This message indicates a damaged disk. Ensure that the
disk is in place and retry the operation. If the error persists, the disk
is damaged and nmst be replaced. Use PIP to copy as much of the
damaged disk as possible to a fresh disk, and use your back-up disk,
to copy the lost files onto the new disk. If you do not have a backup disk, you must recreate the lost files.
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Meanm8
MAKE FILE INVALID DISK SELECT - d:filespec

PIP error. The disk selected is not supported by your system configuration. Concurrent CP/M van support up to 16 drives, lettered A
through P. Check the documentation provided by the manufacturer
to find out which drives your particular system configuration supports. Specify the correct drive code and reenter the command line.
ERROR:

MAKE FILE INVALID FILENAME

-

d:filespec

PIP error.The filanamc specified is too long, or s delimiter was used
as the first character. Filvnamcs cannot be longer than eight characters. Refer to Section 2.6 for a list and description of the delimiters
that cannot he used as the first character in a filename. Correct the
filename and reenter the command line.
ERROR:

MAKE FILE LIMIT EXCEEDED - d: filespec
PIP error.Them arc too many film open for the Concurrent CP/M
open file list. Check your other consoles for processes with open files
and either wait until they finish or abort a process with CTRL-C or
the ABORT command,

ERROR :

MAKE FILE NONRECOVERABLE - d:filespoc
PIP error. This error n~,,mmgeindicates a hardware error. Refer to
Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a list of possible hardware errom
and their solutions.

ERROR:

MAKE FILE R/0 DISK - d: filespeo
PIP error. PIP cannot create the file indicated because the disk is set
to Read-Only. Use the SET command, SET d:[RW], to set the disk
to Read-Write, reenter the PIP command, then use SET again, SET
d:[RO], to reset the disk to Read-Only.
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Message
ERROR:

Meaning
NO D I R E C T O R Y S P A C E -

d: filespec

PIP error. The disk to which PIP is writing has no directory space
available. Use the ERA command to erase unnecessary files, if any,
from the full disk or replace the disk before you reenter the PIP
commend line. If you have another drive available, you could also
redirect the output from the PIP command to the disk on the other
drive.
ERROR:

No H E L P . H L P file on %he default drive

HELP error. The HELP.HLP file must be on the default drive in order
to a c c e s s it.

ERROR:

OPEN FILE - d: filespeo

PIP error. This message indicates a damaged disk. Ensure that the
disk is in place and retry the operation. If the error persists, the disk
is damaged and must be replaced. Use PIP m copy as much of the
damaged disk as possible to a fresh disk, and use your back-up disk
to copy the lost files onto the new disk. If you do not have a backup disk, you must recreate the lost files.
ERROR:

OPEN FILE I N C O M P A T I B L E M O D E - d : f i l e s p e o
PIP error. Some other process has the file indicated by the variable,
d:filespec, opened. Check your other consoles to locate the process
and either wait until it has finished or abort it with a CTRL-C or the
ABORT command before you reenter the PIP command. Section
A.2.5 of this appendix discusses modes of opening files in more
detail.
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Message
ERROR:

Meaning
OPEN FILE INVALID DISK SELECT - d:filespeo

PIP error. The disk selected is not suptx3rted by your system configuration. Concurrent CP/M can support up to 16 drives, letternd A
through P. Check the documentation provided by the manufacturer
to find out which drives your particular system configuration supports. Specify the correct drive code and reenter the command line.
ERROR:

OPEN FILE INVALID PASSWORD - d:fllespeo

PIP error. You iried to PIP s password protected file without entering
the password. Include the password in the file specification and teenmr the command line.
ERROR:

OPEN FILE LIMIT EXCEEDED - d:filespec
PiP error. There are too many files open for the Concurrent CPIM
open file list. Check your other consolesfor processes with open files
and either wait until they finish or abort a process with C T R I ~ or
the ABORT command.

ERROR:

OPEN FILE NONRECOVERABLE

- d:filespec

PIP error. This error message indicates a hardware error. Refer to
Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a list of possible hardware errom
and their solutions.
ERROR:

Parameter Required,

try SET

[HELP]

SET error. This message indicates a syntax error in the SET command line. Refer to the SET command in Section 3 for a discussion
of SET command syntax.
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ERROR:

(continued)

Meaning
PRINTER BUSY
PIP error. This message merely indicates that the printer is currently
busy. Either wait until it is available, or locate the process using the
printer on one of your other consoles and use a CTRL-C or the
ABORT command to abort it.

ERROR:

QUIT NOT FOUND
PIP error. The string argument to a Q parameter was not found in
your input file. Ensure that you typed the correct string and retry the
operation. This error can also occur when entering the Q option from
the command line. Concurrent CP/M translates everything in the
command line into uppercase. To avoid this problem, enter the Q
option from inside PIP. Enter PIP, and wait for the * prompt before
entering the file specifications and Q option.

ERROR:

RECORD TOO LONG
PIP error. A hex record exceeds 80 characters in a file being copied
with the [HI or [I] option.

ERROR:

Some other process has an open file.
INITDIR error. INITDIR cannot be run when any program on any
drive is accessing a file. Find the drive with the open file and either
wait until the program is finished or abort it with a CTRL-C.

ERROR:

START NOT FOUND
PIP error. The string argument to an S parameter could not be found
in the source file. Ensure that you are typing the correct string and
retry the operation. This error can also occur when entering the S
option from the command line. Concurrent CP/M translates everything in the command line into uppercase. To avoid this problem,
enter.the S option from inside PIE Type PIP, and wait for the * prompt
before typing the file specifications and S option string.
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Me..i.E

Too many en%ries in Index Table.
Not enough memory
HELP error. There is no( enough memory available to hold the topic
table while creating HELP.HLP. If you are running one or more large
programs on another console, wait until they are finished before reentering the HELP [Create] command line. If HELP is the only program
you arc running, refer to Section A.2.4 of this appendix for more
information on memory allocation.

ERROR:

Unable %o olose HELP.DAT
Unable to close HELP.HLP
HELP error. An error occurred while closing file HELP.HLP or
HELP.DAT. The disk to which tbe file is being written is either full
or has no directory space available. If the HELP.HLP file cannot be
closed, go to another console and use the PIP command to copy the
HELP.DAT file to another disk. Use the crt~te option to create the
HELP.HLP file on tlm disk, ~ erase HELP.DAT from the orisinal
disk. Use PIP to replace HELP.HLP on the original disk with the
new HELP.HLP file.
If tl'~ HP.LP.DATfile cannot be closed, use PIP to copy tbe HELP.HLP
file to a fresh disk and set that disk to be the default drive, En~r the
HELP [Extract] command and m a ~ your ~lits to the HELP.DAT
file. Create the HELP.HLP file on the fresh disk, then use the PIP
command to copy it to your system disk,
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Table A-1.

Message
ERROR:

(continued)

Meaning
Unable to Make HELP.DAT
Unable to Make HELP.HLP
HELP error. There is not enough space on the disk for HELRHLP
or HELP.DAT, or the files are Read-Only. If the files are Read-Only,
use the SET command, SET d:filespec[rw], to set them to ReadWrite. When you have finished, use SET again to set the new
HELP.HLP file to Read-Only.
If the HELEHLP file cannot be made, go to another console and use
the PIP command to copy the HELP.DAT file to another disk. Use
the create option to create the HELP.HLP file on that disk, then erase
HELRDAT from the original disk. Use PIP to replace HELP.HLP
on the original disk with the new HELP.HLP file. If the HELP.DAT
file cannot be made, use PIP to copy the HELP.HLP file to a fresh
disk and set that disk to be the default drive. Enter the HELP [ Extract]
command and make your edits to the HELP.DAT file. Create the
HELP.HLP file on the fresh disk, then use the PIP command to copy
it to your system disk.

ERROR"

UNEXPECTED END OF HEX FILE - {filespec}
PIP error. The last hex record was not as long as the character count
indicated. The hex file is truncated. Use the PIP command to copy
the truncated file from your back-up disk. If you do not have a backup, you must erase the damaged file and recreate it. Refer to Section
A.2.2 of this appendix for more information on recovery procedures
for corrupted files.

ERROR:

USER ABORTED
PIP error. You aborted a PIP operation by entering a CTRL-C or by
pressing a key. If you did not intend to abort the operation, you must
reenter the PIP command line.
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Table A-I.

Message
ERROR:

(continued)

Meaning
VERIFY - d:filespec
PiP error. When copying with the V option, PIP found a difference
when rereading the dam just written end comparing it to the data in
its memory buffer. Usually, this error message indicates a hardware
error. Refer to Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a list of possible
hardwsre errors and their solutions.

Error whlle closing

file:

filename.

CHSET or PRINT error. This message indicates that PRINT is unable
to close the file "filename". This could be a result of an error in the
internal logic of your system. See "Reporting Logic Errors" at the
end of this appendix. After issuing this message, PRINT skips to the
next filespec in the command line and resumes printing. If this message occurs with CHSET, it probably means that you removed a
diskette containing the file you were modifying before CHSET bad
closed the file.
Error while opening

file:

filename.

PRINT error. This message indicates that PRINT is unable to open
the file "filaname". This could be becmse the file is being used by a
program in a different virtual console. If this is not the case, the
message could be a result of an error in the internal logic of your
system. See "Reporting Logic Errors" at the end of this appendix.
A~,r issuing this message, PRINT skips to the next filespec in the
command line and resumes printing.
Error while reading

file:

filename.

PRINT error. This message may result from a bad sector on a diskette
or bard disk. Refer to Section A.2.3 for a list of possible hardware
errors and their solutions.
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Table A-1.

Message

Meanmg
Writlng

ERROR.

(continued)

file H E L P . D A T

HELP error. An error occurred during extract while attempting to
write the HELP.DAT file. This message usually means that the disk
is full. Either erase any unnecessary files or copy the HELP.HLP file
to a new disk and retry the operation.
ERROR:

Writing

file H E L P . H L P

HELP error.An erroroccurred while attemlxingto vadtethe HELP.HLP
file.This message usually means that the disk is full.Either erase
any unnecessary filesor copy the HELP.HLP fileto a new disk and
retry the operation.
ERROR:

Wrong

Password
SET error. You tried to use SET with a file or drive that is password
protected. The first time this message appears, a prompt for the
password will appear under it. Type the password. If it is incorrect.
or if you do not enter it. this error message appears a second time
and SET returns you to the system prompt.

FILE

IS R E A D / O N L Y
ED error. A Read-Only file cannot be edited with the ED command:
ED filespec. The command, El:) inputfilespec outputfilespec, should
be used instead.

File

not

found.
CHSET, DIR, ED, ERA, ERAQ, TYPE error. The utility could not
find the file indicated by the variable, filespec. Check the filename,
drive code, and user number before you reenter the command line.
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(continued)

Meaning

File size out of range
VCMODE error. The buffer size you specified is too big. This message appears with examples and gives the legal range. Reenter the
VCMODE command with a legal buffer size.

HELP.DAT not on current drive
HELP error. This error occurs when using the HELP [Create] option.
The HELP.DAT file must be on the current drive. The HELP [Create]
and HELP [Extract] commands do not work across drives. Change
the current drive to the one with the HELP.DAT file and reenter the
HELP [Create] command. The new HELP.HLP file will be created
on that drive. If you want to replace your current HELP.HLP file
with the new HELP.HLP, use the PIP command to copy the new file
to your system disk.

Illegal time/date specification
DATE error. The time/date specification you entered has the wrong
syntax. Refer to HELP DATE or the DATE command in Section 3
for the correct syntax and reenter the command line.

Invalid Attribute
SET error. You tried to SET a drive attribute to a file, for example,
time stamps, a label name, or protectffi on. Refer to SET [HELP] or
the SET command in Section 3 for a discussion and examples of the
SET options.

Invalid Command Option
DIR, ERA, ERAQ, VCMODE error. The option or modifier you
supplied is not valid. Refer to the HELP file or Section 3 for a listing
and discussion of the command options and modifiers for the command you are using.

mmD~~ ~
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Message

(continued)

Meaning

I n v a l i d filename: filespec
I n v a l i d Filespec.
I n v a l i d Filespec (filespec)

ED, DIR, CHSET, REN, TYPE error. The filename, filetype, password, or drive for the file you requested is incorrect. Correct the
filespec and reenter the command line. Refer to Section 2.5.1 for
more information on the correct forms of filenames, filetypes, and
passwords.
I n v a l i d Parameter

SET error. The SET option you specified must have a filespec entered
with it. Refer to SET [HELP] or the SET command in Section 3 for
the correct syntax.
I n v a l i d Printer Number,

IGNORED

TMP error. You specified an invalid printer number. The command
was ignored. Specify a valid printer number and reenter the command
line. Refer to the documentation provided by the manufacturer for
the valid printer numbers for your particular system configuration.
I n v a l i d syntax -- expected a '='

CHSET error. Chock the format of the option specified. Refer to the
CHSET command for the format of options. Reenter the command
with the correct format for options.
I n v a l i d syntax -- expected

',' or

']'

CHSET error. Check the format of the CHSET command. Reenter
the command with the correct syntax.
I n v a l i d syntax -- expected

' ['

CHSET error. A left bracket must enclose option list in the command
line. Reenter the command with the correct syntax.
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(conUnued)

Meaning

Invalid syntax - -

one filespec only

CHSET error. Only one filespec is allowed by CHSET when setting
fields in the command file header. Wildoards are allowed in the filespec if CHSET is to display fields in the command file header.

Invalid User Number, IGNORED
TMP error. You have specified a user number greater than 15 or less
than 0. User numbers are in the range 0 to 15. Reenter the command
line using a valid user number.

Invalid Wildcard
REN error. REN does not accept wildcards, ? or *, in file specifications, unless the wildcards are Lu exactly the same place in the old
and new names. For example, ~
newprog.* =oldprog.* works,
but REN *.new ffi oldprog.* does not. Reenter the command line with
a specific file,name, or rng~hingwildcm'ds.

No files were specified on the oommand line.
PRINT error. You must have at least one filespac on a PRINT command line.

NO MEMORY
ED error. There is not enough space M available memory to create
the buffer that ED requires to edit a file. If you are running one or
more large programs on another console, wait until they are finished
and reenter the commsnd line. If there were no other Ixogran~ running at the time this error occurred, you do not have enough memory
in your particular hardware to run the program. Refer to Section
A.2.4 of this appendix for more information.
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Message

(continued)

Meaning

No such file to rename
REN error.The file you specified as the oldfile in a REN command
does not exist. You might have put the oldfile first and the newfile
second. REN command syntax is REN newfile = oldfile. Reenter the
command line with the correct filename and the correct syntax.
No wildcards

allowed.
TYPE error. The command specified in the command line does not
accept wildcards in file specifications. Retype the command line using
a specific filename.

Not a valid CHSET field
CHSET error. An invalid option is in the command line. Check the
CHSET command description for valid options and reenter the
command.
Not a valid CHSET setting
CHSET error. An invalid option is in the command line. Check the
CHSET command description for valid options and reenter the
command.
Not erased:

filespeo

Currently

Opened

ERA, ERAQ error. Some other process is currently using the file you
tried to erase. Either wait until the process is done or abort it before
you reenter the ERA or ERAQ command line.
Not erased:

filespec

read only

ERA, ERAQ error. You tried to erase a file that is Read-Only. Use
the SET command to set the file to Read-Write. Refer to SET [HELP]
or the SET command in Section 3 for more information.
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Message

Meaning

Not renamed:

filespec already exists, delete

(Y/N)

REN error. You specified the name of an already existing file. If you
enter a Y. the existing file will be deleted and the file you wish to
rename will take its name. If you enter an N, nothing happens and

ConcurrentCP/M returns~ system prompt.
Net renamed:

filespec Currently o p e n e d
REN error. The file you tried to rename is currently open on a different virtual console. Either wait for the program to finish or abort
it before you reenter the REN command line.

Not renamed: Invalid File
This nmssage indicates a command line syntax error. Refer to HELP
REIN or the REN command in Section 3 for the correct syntax and
reenter the comrnmxd line.

Open files on drives d:
CPIM error. This error occurs when you press a CTRL-C to abort a
program if there are any open files on the drives mentioned. Because
CTRL-C resets drives and aborts programs, this message is printed
to warn you that you should not remove a disk until all files on that
drive are closed.

OUTPUT FILE EXISTS, ERASE IT
ED error. This exror occurs when placing the destination file on a
different disk than the source. Tbe destination filename already exists
on the receiving disk. The existing file should be erased or renamed
or another disk selected to receive the output file.
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Message
Password

(continued)

Meaning
Error
ERA, ERAQ, REN error. You specified a password-protected file
without the password, or with an incorrect password. Reenter the
command line with the correct password in the file specification,
d:filespec;password.

Reading
Reading

file H E L P . H L P
HELP.HLP index
HELP error. An error occurred while reading HELP.HLP. This message indicates a damaged disk. Ensure that the disk is in place and
retry the operation. If the error persists, the disk is damaged and
must be replaced. Use PIP to copy as much of the damaged disk as
possible to a fresh disk, and copy the HELP.HLP file from your backup copy of the system disk.

REQUIRES CONCURRENT C P / M
CHSET, DATE, DIR, ERA, ERAQ, HELP, PIP, SET error. This
version of the utility can only be run under Concurrent CP/M Release 3. I.
Select

Error
SET error. This message indicates one of two errors:
• The drive specified is not supported by your system. Concurrent C P / M supports a maximum of 16 drives, lettered A
through P. Check the documentation provided by the manufacturer to find out which of these drives your particular system configuration supports. Reenter the command line with
a valid drive code specification.
• This error occurs when there is a hardware error on the disk.
Refer to Section A.2.3 of this appendix for a listof possible
hardware errors and their solutions.
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(centtmmi)

Meani.g

Too many directory entries for query
CHSET, ERAQ error. You used a wilck:ard and specified too many
files to query. Try breaking the group of files into two or more smaller
groups, for example, all the files with a .DOC filetype and all the
files with a .CMD file~pe. Enter a separate command for each group,
A>ERAQ *.OMD

A>ERAQ *.DOe
Use CMD or blank filetype in CHSET command line
CHSET error. Only CMD (command) files are valid input to CHSET.
If you do not specify the filetype, CHSET assumes a CMD file. Be
sure that your filespec is a CMD file or you cannot use CHSET to
operate on the file.
Wildcsrds are not allowed when using CHSET to change a s e t t i n g
CHSET error. Use wildcards in the filespec only when displaying
command file header information.
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A.2 Common Error Handling Procedures

This sectiondiscussess~vc~aldass~ of exlx~, theirca=es, and some recovery ~ s .
A.2.1 Checklist for Using Files
If you receive frequent error messages that Concurrent CP/M cannot find your files, cannot
find the commands you enter, or cannot access files because they are password protected,
you might use this checklist.
m Is the file set to DIR or SYS? If you do not understand file attributes, refer to the
description of the SET command in Section 3.
--Files with the DIR attribute can be accessed only if they ere in the default user area
on the default or specified drive, except when using DIR, or PIP with the G option.
--Command or submit files with the SYS attribute can be accessed if they are in the
default user area or user 0 of the default or specified drive, or in the default or user
0 area of the system drive.
• Did you specify a drive when entering the command line? If a drive is specified,
Concurrent CP/M looks for a file only in the default and user 0 areas of the specified
drive.
• Does the drive have a label? (Refer to the SET command if you do not understand
labels.) If the drive has a label and password protection is turned on for the drive,
then you need a password to access any password protected files on that drive.
• Is the password protection mode set to READ, WRITE, DELETE, or NONE? (Refer
to the SET command if you do not understand the password protection mode.) Use
SDIR to show the password protection already set for your files.
- - I f the password protection mode is set to READ, then you need a password to read
the file.
- - I f the password protection mode is set to WRITE, you can read the file without
supplying the password, but you need the password to write to the file.
- - I f the password protection mode is set to DELETE, you can read or write to the
file, but you need the password to erase it.
- - I f the mode is set to NONE, the password is erased: you no longer need it at all.
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The path Concurrent CP/M uses to search for command files is shown in the following
table. Tbe Prosrammer'~ Guide discusses the file system in rnor¢ detail.

Table A-2.

Concurrent CP/M Starch Path

I

User
Number

I

Search
Order

Drive
Number

File
Attribute

Ist

Default

Default

DIR/SYS

2rid

Default

0

SYS

3rd

System

Default

SYS

4th

System

0

SYS

A.2.2 Corrupted Files
Files may be corrupted by unforeseen events. Power outages are the most common cause.
Replace the damaged file from your back-up copy. If you do not have a back-up copy, a
command file can be replaced by n~uscmhling the source code. Data files must be recreated
by whatever method you used to create them the first time. If you are writing your own
programs, it is possible to create one that writes over other flies on the disk, or which corrupts
the directory. If this class of error occurs after you have run a program of your own, debug
your program carefully before attempting to run it again.
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A.2.3 Hardware Errors Checklist
Hardware errors are typically disk errors. Either the disk is incorrectly inserted or the disk
itself is damaged. Use the following checklist to locate the error.
• Is the disk correctly inserted?
- - I f there is no disk in the drive, you might receive a CP/M Bad Sector, or Nonrecoverable error. Ensure that you have a disk in the drive before you continue.
- - I f the disk is not securely in place or if the drive door is open you also receive
CP/M Bad Sector or Nonrecoverable errors. Ensure that the disk is correctly inserted
and the drive door securely closed before you continue.
--This class of errors can also occur when the disk is not in the correct drive. If you
are not quite sure which drive is the default drive and what letter designation it has
(drive A, B, C, etc.), refer to the documentation provided with your particular
system.
• Is the disk the correct density for the drive?
--Some systems allow you to change the density of both drives and disk to single or
double. Refer to the documentation provided by your particular system's manufacturer to find out if it is possible for you to change the density of your disks
and drives. If your system allows you to change density, ensure that both the disk
and the drive are set to the same density. Again, refer to the manufacturer's
documentation for instruction on setting the density.
- - I f you are using a single-sided disk in a drive set for double-sided disks, you will
receive many strange errors. Check the manufacturer's documentation to ensure
that your disks are correctly formatted for your particular system configuration.
Is the disk physically write-protected? Your disk might be physically write protected.
Usually, a tab can be punched out, or you can cover a notch with a piece of tape.
Note that 5-1/4-inch diskettes are write-protected in the absence of a notch on the
upper-right diskette edge, while g-inch disks are write-protected by the presence of
a notch on the bottom of the disk. Check the documentation provided by the disk
manufacturer for instructions on removing the write-protection on the disk.
If the error is not caused by one of the above problems, the disk might be damaged.
Use the PIP command to copy as much of the information on the disk as possible to
a fresh disk. Replace any files you cannot copy with the files from your back-up disk.
If you have not maintained a back-up disk, you must recreate the missing files.
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• If the errorreoccurs,them might be a hardware problem with your sysmm.
~ C b e c k for loose connections.
~ I f the connections all m e m tight,the drive might be damaged. Contact tlm place
you purcb.as~ your system for assistance.

A.2.4 No Memory
This error might also occur when them is space in memory, but the availablememory is
fragmented. Use the SYSTAT utilitymemory option to look at memory use. If you have
enough mml space availableto run all the programs at the same time, try running them in s
differentorder. If you simply do not have enough space, referto tim rnam~fscmrer'sdocumentation or contactthe pl~-e you purcha~d your system to see if it is pouible to add mere
memory boards to your system configtm~on.

The Programmer's Guide discusses memory allocation in more detail.
A.2.5 GENCCPM Options
A number of system characteristics, such as the PD table size, the system lock list, the
open file limit, file opening modes, compatibility atlributes, and several otben, are determined by parmneters specified when running GENCCPM.
GENCCPM is a sys~n utility used by manufacturers to tailor Cohere'rent CP/M to their
particular system configuration. If you find you are receiving error messages regarding lack
of sper~, files opened in incompatible modes, or if applications sold as running in the
Concurrent CP/M envirnnment do not run under Cnncm'w.nt CP/M, contact tim customer
rapport representatives at the plsce you purchased your systern and at fl~¢ mmmfscmrer's
offices (and, if necessary, consult the customer suppo¢( representatives of the applications
software's manufsctm~).
Refer to the following section "Reporting Potential Software Problems" for a list of the
information you need to supply. The A~/stem Guide discusses GENCCPM in detail,and
Ixovide~ a systems pmgrmnmer with the information needed to use GENCCPM to reconfigure
your system.
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A.2.6 Reporting Potential Software Problem~

If you receive a message indicating an error, hut the message is not documented in this
manual, it may be an error in the system or one of the utilities. Contact your dealer for
assistance. Be prepared to provide the following information:
• Indicate which version of the operating system you are using.
• Describe your system's hardware configuration: the number of drives, quantity of
memory, and additional equipment like printers, modems, and so forth.
• Provide sufficient information to reproduce the error. Indicate which programs were
running at the time the error occurred. If possible, provide a disk with a copy of the
program.
• Provide the text of the error message you received.

End of Appendix A
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Concurrent CP/M Control Character
Summary
Table B-1.

Keystroke

i:'

Concurrent CP/M Control Characters

[

Action

CTRL-C

Aborts a process currently running at a given console.

CTRL-E

Forces a physical carriage return, but does not send command to
Concurrent CP/M.

CTRL-F

Flushes virtual console disk buffer.

CTRL-H

Same as BACKSPACE.

CTRL-J

Line feed; terminates input at the console.

CTRL-M

Same as carriage return.

CTRL-O

Supresses current virtual console output until another CTRL-O is
entered. CTRL-O is useful when you switch-in a background buffered console and want to avoid screen output.

CTRL-P

Echoes all console activity at the printer; a second CI'RL~P ends
printer echo. ~ - P
only works if your system is connected to a
printer.

CTRL-Q

Resumes console display after CTRL-S.

CTRL-R

Retypes current command line; useful after using RUB or DEL key.

CTRL-S

Stops console display temporarily; CTRL-Q resumes the listing.
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Table B-I. (continued)
~'(*I .~II'OA t"

[

.o~c'liOll

CTRL-U

Cancels line. displays # . cursor moves down one line and awaits a
new command.

CTRL-X

Deletes all characters in command line.

CTRL-Z

String separator for PIP and ED; terminates console input when console is used as a source device with PIP.

End of Appendix B
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Appendix C
Filetypes
Concurrent CP/M identifies every file by a unique file specification, which consists of a
drive specification, a filename, a filetype, and an optional password. The filetype is an
optional three character ending separated from the filename by a period. The filetype generally
indicates a specific kind of file. The following table fists common filetypes and their meanings.

Table C-I,

Filetype

[

Ffietypes

Indication

A86

Assembly language source file; the Concurrent CP/M assembler, ASM86, assembles or translates a file of type .A86 into machine language.

BAK

Back-up file created by a text editor; an editor renames the source
file with this filetype to indicate that the original file has been processed.
The original file stays on the disk as the back-up file, so you can
refer to it.

CMD

Command file that contains instructions in machine executable code.

H86

Program file in hexadecimal format.

LST

Printable file that can be displayed on a console or printer.

PRN

Printable file that can be displayed on a console or printer.

RSP

Resident System Process file that may be included in the operating
system during system generation.

SUB

Filetype required for SUBMIT program containing one or more Concurrent CP/M commands. The SUBMIT program executes the commands in the submit file providing a batch mode for Concurrent
CP/M.
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Tnble C'-I. (continued)
File! 17,e

h?t/lcul lon

TEX

Text file.

$,$$

Temporary file.

End ofAppendk C
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Appendix D
Drive and File Status Summary
The tables in thisappendix tellyou what information you receive with various combinations
of the inquiry commands, DIR, SDIR, DIR[S], and SHOW. Each command, or combination
of commands, provides you with quick information about the status of your files,drives or
disks.

Table D-I.

Display File Size

#of

#of

Bytes
in File

Recs
in File

SDIR

X

X

SDIR [SIZE]

X

Command

Table D-2.
Command

Last
Rec#

SYS

RW

or
DIR

or
RO

SYS Files
displayed?

X

X

User
#

Archivel
User Def.
Attribute

X

X

X

DIR filespec [SYS]

X

SDIR

X

Table D-3.

SDIR

Totals

Display File Attributes

DIR [SYSl

Command

Free
Diskette
Space

X

X

Display Time Stamping and Protection Modes

Creation or
Last Access

Last
Update

Password
Mode

XFCB

X

X

X

X
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Table D-4. Ways to Dlsplay Diskette, Lahel, and System Status
RO
or
RW

Free
Diskette
Space

SHOW

X

X

SHOW d:

X

X

SHOW SPACE

X

X

Carnmand

SHOW DRIVE
SHOW USERS
SHOW LABEL

Drive
Display

Active
Users

Active
Files

X

X

Label
Display

X

X
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D Drive and File Status Summary

A>SHOW [DRIVE]
A:
1,248:
156:
64:
64:
128:

Drive Characteristics
128 Byte Record Capacity
Kilobyte Drive Capacity
52 Byte Directory Entries
Checked Directory Entries
Records / Directory Entry
8: Records / Block
52: Sectors / Track
i: Reserved Tracks

B:
1,248:
156:
64:
64:
128:

Drive Characteristics
128 Byte Record Capacity
Kilobyte Drive Capacity
32 Byte Directory Entries
Checked Directory Entries
Records / Directory Entry
8: Records / Block
32: Sectors / Track
i: Reserved Tracks
Figure D-I.

Directory
Label

Sample SHOW DRIVE Display

Passwds Stamp Stamp Label
Req'd
Create Update

TOMSDISK.DAT

on

on

Figure D-2.

on

Created Label

Updated

07/04/81 i0:30 07/08/81 09:30

Sample SHOW LABEL Display

End of Appendix D
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ambiguouJ lilename: Hlename that contains either of the Concurrent CP/M wildcard
characters, ? or *, in the primary filename or the filetype, or both. When you replace
characters in a filename with these wildcard characters, you create an arnbiguotu fil~ame
and can easily reference more than one Concurrent CP/M file in a single command line.
applications program: Program that runs under an operating system. Typical applications
progrmns are business accounting packages, word processing (editing) programs, mailing
list programs, and so forth.
archive attribute: Hie attribute that indicates whether or not the file has been backed up.
When you use PIP with the Archive option, it turns the archive attribute on. When a program
changes a file, Concurrent CP/M turns the archive attribute off, indicating that the file is
new, and not backed up.
argument: A symbol, usually a letter, representing a number, letter, or name. Replace the
symbol with an actual number, letter, or name to complete the command.
ASCII: ASCII refers to the American Standard Code for Information Interchange, a standard computer code for representation of numbers, letters, and symbols. An ASCII text file,
such as the files produced by the ED editor, is a file that can be interpreted by your computer
and intelligibly displayed on the video screen or printed on paper.
attribute:

A file characteristic that can be set to on or off.

background/foreground: A virtual console is switched-in to the foreground, appearing
on your screen, or switched-out to the background, with output invisible.
back.up:
file.

A copy of a disk or file made for safekeeping, or the creation of this disk or

bit: A switch in memory that can be set to on (1) or off (0). Eight bits grouped together
comprise a byte.

:
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An area in memory or space on a disk reserved for a specific use.

boot, bootstrap: The process of loading an operating system into memory and starting it
up. Bootstrap procedures vary from system to system. The boot for an operating system
must be customized for the memory size and hardware environment that the operating system
will manage. Typically, the boot is loaded automatically and executed at power up or when
the computer is reset. Sometimes called a cold start. The name of the process comes from
the concept of the computer starting itself "by its own bootswaps".
buffer: An area of memory or disk that temporarily stores data
information.

during r ~

transfer of

buff~ed mode: A switched-out mode where progntm output does not appear on your
~ - e n but is stored in a buffer. Contrast with dynamic mode.
bulB.In commands: Commands that permanendy reside in memory. They respond quickly
because they are not accessed from a disk.
byte:

A unit of memory or disk storage containing eight bits.

command: Elements of a Concurrent CP/M command line. In general, a Concurrent
CPIM commL, s:l h u tb.ree parts: the command J~'yword, the c ~
tall, and a ,cerriaf,e
return.
command file: Series of coded, machine executable instructions stored on disk as a program
file, invoked in Concurrent CP/M by typing the command keyword next to the system prompt
on the console. The Concurrent CP/M command files generally have a filetype of CMD.
Files are either command files or data files. Same as a command pmgnun.
command keyword: A name that identifies a Coacurrent CP/M command, usually a file
of type CMD. or the name of a Resident System Process. The command keyword precedes
the command tail and the carriage return in the command line.
command syntax: A statement that defines the correct way to enter a command. The
correct structure generally includes the command keyword, the command tail. and a carriage
return. A syntax line usually contains symbols you should replace with actual values when
you enter the command.
command tall: A part of a command that follows the command keyword in the command
line. The command tail can include a drive specification, a filename and/or filetype, a
password, and options or parameters. Some comnumds do not require a command tail.
!; DICJTN.tU...qRJ~CH"
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A term that describes one of PIP's operations: copying two or more ~parate
files into one new file in a specified sequence.
concatenate:

console: The primary input/output device. The console is a screen and a keyboard through
which you communicate with the operating system or applications program. Under Concurrent CP/M, a virtual console is one of four consoles sharing all system re~urces, including
the screen and keyboard. See virtual console.
control character: A nonprinting character combination that sends a simple command to
the currently executing process. To enter a control character, hold down the control (sometimes marked CTRL) key on your terminal and press the character key specified. In this
document, the control key is represented by CTRL. A CTRL-X, for example, erases the
command line. See Appendix B.
A one-character symbol that can appear anywhere on the console screen. The
cursor indicates the position where the next keystroke at the console will have an effect.
cursor:

data file: A nonexecutable collection of information used by the operating system or by
an applications program.
default: The disk drive, user number, password, console, or list device obtained if you
give any one of these without specifying a particular one. Any command that does not
specify a disk drive or a user number references the default drive and default user number.
When Concurrent CP/M is first invoked, the default drive is the system drive. The default
user number varies from console to connie, until changed with the USER command. A
default display is a display generated by a command keyword without any options.

delimiter: A special character that separates different items in a command line. For example, in Concurrent CP/M, a colon separates the drive specification from the filename. A
period separates the filename from the filetype. A semicolon separates the filename and type
from the password, and square brackets separate any options from their command or file
specification. Commas separate one item in an option list from another. All of these special
characters are dehmiters.
directory: A portion of a disk that contains entries for each file on the disk. In response
to the DIR command, Concurrent CP/M displays the filenames stored in the directory.
DIR attribute: A file attribute that causes a file to be accessible from the default user
number and drive only.
directory label: Same as label. See label.
'- DIGITAL P,ESEARCH•
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disk, diskette, Boppy disk: Magnetic media for storing information. Programs and data
are recorded on the disk in the same way that music is ~
on a cassette tape. The term
diskette refers to the smaller capacity 5 1/4-inch removable floppy disk. Disk can refer to
an g-inch floppy disk, or a fixed (nonremovable) hard disk.
disk drive: A peripbeml device that reads and writes on hard or floppy disks. Concun~nt
CP/M assigns a letter to each drive under its control. For example, Concurrent CP/M can
refer to the drives in a four-drive sysmm as A, B, C, and D.
drive label: Santo as label. See label.
dynamic mode: A switched-out operating mode where program output is not saved on a
file. All but the last screenful of output is lost. Contrast with buffered mode.

edltor: A utURy program that creams and modifies textfilm. An editorcmat~s docuraents,
data files,or sour~ code for compumr progrmns. The Concur~nt CP/M editor is involmd
by typing the command F.D next at tbe system prompt. (Sec the detailedE D descriptionin
Section 4 of this mmmal.)
e~ecutable: An adjective meaning "ready to be run by the computer". Exzcutable code is
a series of instructions that can be carried out by the compute. For example, the computer
cannot execum m u m ~ m d addmmm, but it can e.x~um a program flag Ixintaall ~ a m rmrm
and ~klmsses on mailing Inbels.
File Control Block. A structure defining file attributes, used by the system calls.
Refer to the/b'ogrammer~ Gu/d~ for further details.

FCB:

k k l : A portion of a record ccaamining or~ data item such as a person's rmz~, an add~,ss,
or a phone numlx,r.

file: A collection of characters, instructions, or data stored on disk. You create document,
data, or source files on disk with RD or a word processing applications program.
File Comtrol Block: A stng:ttu¢ defining file ata-ibutes, used by tbe system calls. Refer
to the Peo&rammer'$ Guide for further detsils.
file specification: A uniquo file identifier used by Coneurrent CP/M to locate a single
specified file. A complote Coneurrent CP/M file specification includes a drive specification
followed by a colon (d:), a filenarne of one to eight characters followed by a period, a
filetype of zero to three characters followed by a semicolon, and a password. For example,
b:exarnple.tex;password is a complete Concurrent CP/M file specification.
. f DIGITAL R E ! ~ C H •
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fdename: The name assigned to a file. A t~lenax~ is one to eight characters; a period
separates the primary filename from the filetype.
flletype: An extension to a filename, often defining the type of file. A filetype can be from
zero to three characters and must he separated from the primary filename by a period. Certain
programs require that files to be processed have certain filetypes.

floppy disk: A flexible magnetic disk used to store information. Floppy disks come in
5 1/4-and 8-inch diameters.
foregrmmd/baekground: A virtual console is switched-in to the foreground, appearing
on your screen, or switched-out to the background, with its output invisible.
global option: A use of parameters, delimited by square brac~ts, to affect more than one
file in a directory or on a drive. Contrast with local option.
hard disk: A rigid, platter-like, magnetic disk sealed in a container. A hard disk stores
more information than a floppy disk.
hardware:

The physical components of a computer.

hex file: A hexadecimal representation of a command (machine language) file.
hexadecimal notation: Notation for the base 16 number system using the symbols 0, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, and F to represent the 16 digits. Machine code is
often converted to hexadecimal notation because it can be easily represented by ASCII
characters and therefore printed on the console screen or on paper. In this manual we follow
the industry standard of prefacing hexadecimal numbers with 0 and ending them with an
"H": OFH-I is hexadecimal FE
input: The data going into the computer, from the terminal or from a program reading
from the disk.
interface: A device that allows two independent systems to communicate with each other,
such as an interface between hardware and software in a microcomputer. The wire connecting
two telephones could be considered an interface between them.
I/O:

Abbreviation for input/output.

keyword:

See command keyword.
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~yte:
1024 bytes denoted as IK. 32 kilobytes equal 32K. 1024 kilobytes equal one
megabyte, or over one million bytes.
label: An entry in the directory. The optional label contains information that describes
special attributes of the disk to the operating system. For example, the label tells Concurrent
CP/M whether or net time stamping and password protection arc turned on for that drive.
You can give a label a name to help identify the data that is sorted on a given drive.
list device: A device, such as a printer, that lists or prints data.
local option: A use of parameters, delimited by square bracket~, to effect a single file in
a directory or on a drive. Contrast with ~
option.
lowed in: Made known to the operating system, in reference to drives. A drive is logged
in when it is selected by the user or an executing Im3cess and remains selected or logged in
until a command is given to change the drive.
logical: A conceptual representation of something that may or may net be the same in its
actual physical form. FOr example, a hard disk occupies one physical drive, yet you can
divide the available storage on it to appear as ff it the data were in several different drives.
Such apparent drives are called logical drives.
megabyte:

Over one million bytes; 1024 kilobytes (sen byte).

microprocessor:
microcomputer.

A semiconductor device that is the Central Processing Unit (CPU) of the

multitMklnl|: The capability of the system to execute more than one program at a time.
The microprocessor actually cannot execute multiple programs simultaneously, but it can
switch between tasks so rapidly that it looks as if it is running programs concurrently.
multiuser: The ability of an operating system to support two or more users running
programs at the same time.
operating systmn: The program that supervises the running of other programs and the
management of computer resources, An operating system provides an orderly input/output
environment between the computer and its peripheral devices.
option: A character or string appended to a command that modifies its operation. See
parameter.
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The data sent to the console, drive or printer.

parameter: A value in the command tail that provides additional information for the
command. Technically, a parameter is a required element of a command. An option modifies
the operation of a command; a paramcmr is data used by a command.
password: An extension to a filename that enables the user to add ~ t r a protection to his
filesby restrictingaccess to itto those having the password. A password can be up to eight
characters long and include any numeric or alphabeticcharm:mrs and some specialcharacmrs.
peripheral devices: The devices external to the processor itself. For example, terminals.
printers, and drives are common peripheral devices that are not part of the processor, but
are used in conjunction with it.
p h y s ~ d : The actual hardware of a computer. The physical environment varies from computer to computer.
process:

W h e n Concurrent C P / M runs programs, it refers to them as processes. See the

Programmer's Guide for further details.
program:
computer.

A series of coded instructions that performs specific tasks when executed by a

prompt: A character displayed on the video screen to help the user decide what the next
appropriate action is. A system prompt is a special prompt displayed by the operating system:
it indicates to the user that the operating system is ready to accept input. The Concurrent
C P / M system prompt is two characters followed by an angle bracket. The firstcharacter is
numeric and indicates the default user number. The second character is alphanumeric and
indicates the default drive. Some applications programs have their own special system
prompts.
queue: Concurrent C P / M uses data structurescalled queues as filesin memory. Queues
keep track of locked files,ready to run processes, and other system dam, and also pass
information between processes. Refer to the Prosrammer's Guide for further discussion.
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Read.Only: Every file and drive is either Read-Only or Read-Write. When assigned to a
file. the Read-Only attribute allows you to read from that file hut not write any changes to
it. When assigned to a drive, the Read-Only attribute allows you to read any file. but prevents
you from adding a new file. erasing or changing a file. renaming a file, or writing on the
disk. The SET command sets a file or a drive to Read-Only. The default setting for drives
and files is Read-Write. but an error in setting disk density or other error found by Concurrent
CP/M automatically sets the drive to Read-Only until the error is corrected.
Read.Write: The Read-Write attribute allows you to reed from and write to a specific
Read-Write file or to any file on a drive set to Read-Write.
record: A collection of data. A Concurrent CP/M record is 128 bytes long. A file consists
of one or more records stored on a disk.
Resident System Process: A process that is made pert of Concurrent CP/M during system
generation. An RSP can be associated with a queue accessed by a command keyword. The
file containing the code might be stored as a file of type RSP.
R/O:

Abbreviation for Read-Only.

RSP:

Resident System Process.

run a program: Start a program executing. When a program is running, the computer is
executing a sequence of instructions.
R/W:

Abbreviation for Read-Write.

sector:

A portion of a disk track. There are a specific munbeT of sectors on each track.

software: All pmgrmns are software. They are rnach/ne readable instructions to the computer, as opposed to hardware, which is the actual physical components of a computer.
source file: An ASCII file that is an input file for a lXoceuing program, such as an editor,
text formatter, assembler or compiler.
syntax: The format for entering a given command.
system attribute: An attribute assigned to a file enabling that file to be accessed from
other than the default drive and user number. System files are generally placed on the system
drive in user 0 because they are most easily and efficiently accessed from that location. A
file can have either the SYS attribute or the DIR attribute.

G~m~y-s
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system console: Same as console. A console that displays a Concurrent CP/M system
prompt.
system drive: The drive on which Concurrent CP/M looks for files with the SYS attribute
after checking the default or specified drive and failing to find them there.
systems program: Part of the operating system package, such as the Concurrent CF/M
utility programs described in this user's guide.
system prompt: A symbol displayed by the operating system indicating that the system
is ready to receive input. See prompt.
terminal:

Generally, the same as a console.

time stamp: A record of when a file was created, accessed, or updated. In Concurrent
CP/M, the SET command turns the time stamp on. The time and date information is appended
to a file in the XFCB. The time stamps are displayed by the SDIR command.
TMP: Terminal Message Processor; a part of Concurrent CP/M that manages the user
interface, returns certain error messages, and so forth. See the Programmer's Guide for
further details.
track: The areas on a disk containing data, analogous to the grooves on a phonograph
record. There are 77 tracks on a typical single-density eight-inch floppy disk.

turn-key application: Application designed for the noncomputer-oriented user. For example, a typical turn-key application is designed so that the operator needs only to turn on the
computer, insert the proper program disk and select the desired procedure from a selection
of functions (menu) displayed on the screen.
upward-compatible: Term meaning that a program created for the previously released
operating system (or compiler, etc.) runs under the newly released version of the same
operating system.
user number: Number assigned to a region of the directory so that different processes
need only deal with their own files and have their own directories even though they are all
working from the same drive. In Concurrent CP/M, there can be up to 16 users on a single
drive.
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utility: A program that lets you perform certain operations, such as copying files, erasing
files, and editing files. Utilities are created for the convenience of progranm'ters and users.
Concurrent CP/M is distributed with over 25 utilities.
virtual console: The computer console that is switched-in, appearing on your screen, or
switched-out and invisible. Programs run on individual virtual consoles regardless of whether
they appear on the screen or not.
wildcard characters: The special characters that match certain specified items. In Concurrent CP/M there are two wildcard characters, ? and *. The ? can be substituted for any
single character in a filenamc, and the * can be substituted for the primary filename or the
filetype or both. By placing wildcard characters in filenames, the user creates an ambiguous
filename and can quickly reference one or more files.
Extended File Control Block. XFCBs store passwords and time and date stamping
of files. See FCB and Block in the Programmer'sGuide.
XFCB:

End of Glossary
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Index
[,2-8
$, 2 - 8 , 3-60
$$, 3-61
$$$ filetype, 3 - 2 6
(), 2 - 8
(...), 3-4
*,2-8
.2-8
I, 2 - 8
:, 2 - 8
;, 2 - 8
<, 2 - 8
=, 2-8
>, 2 - 8
7,2-8

A
ABORT, 2-15, 3 - 6
access date, 3-59
access time stump, 3-53
accessing files, 2 - 6
allocate file space, 2-12
alternative items, 3 - 4
angle brackets, 2 - 8
applications programs, I - I
Archive attribute, 2-11, 3-28, 3-33,
3-42, 3-48
ASCII characters, 3-30
ASM86, 2-15
asterisk (*) as a wildcard, 2 - 8 , 3 - 5
attributes (file), 1-5, 3-47

B
back-up copy, 2-2, 2-12, 3-28,
3-31
background mode, I - 3 , 3-67
backspace, 2-14
basic editing commands (ED), 4 - 6
booting, 2-1
buffered mode, 1-3, 3 - 6 7

C
change filename, 3-40
change use~ number, 3 - 6 4
character
file, 3-25
pointer, 4 - 6
transfer, 3-29
CHSET, 2-15, 3 - 7
CMD header record, 3 - 7
colon, 2 - 8
combining files, 3-29
comma, 2- 8
command file, 2 - 5
command line, 3 - I
comment, 2-8
notation, 3 - 4
syntax, 3-1
command tail, 3 - I
commands, 3 - 6 0
accessing files, 2-10
control characters, 2-14
comment, 2 - 8
CON:, 3 - 3 0
concatenation (file), 3-29
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console, 1-2
current, 1-3
physical device, 3-30
virtual, I-3
control character commands, 2-7,
2-13
copy file, 3-25
copy files to and from logical devices,
3-29
create time stamp, 3-53, 3-58
creating a file. 2 - 6
~eation date, 3-58
CTRL-C, 2-14, 3-6, 3-61
CI'R~I, 2-14, 3-34. 3-37
CTRL-O, 2-14, 3-67
CTRL-P, 2-14, 3-46, 3-61, 3-64
CTRL-Q, 2-7, 2-14, 3-67
~'RI~S, 2-7, 2-15, 3-67
CTRI~Z, 3 - 2 9 . 3 - 3 0
~wcent user number, 1-5, 2-10, 3-65

disk, l-4
buffer, 3-67
damage, 2-2
directory, 2-12, 3-47
drives, 1-2, 2-3
label, 3-48, 3-50
display
file contents, 3-63
printer, 3-39
user number, 3-65
dollar sign, 2-8, 3-61
drive, 1-4
attributes, 3-47, 3-53, 3-54
characteristics, 3-56
code, 3-61
information, 3-56
specification, 2-3, 3-1, 3-41
dymm~ic allocation, 2-12
dynamic mode, 1-3, 3-66

E
D
date files, 2-5
DATE, 2-15, 3-10
DDT-86, 2-15
defmlt
changn, 2 - 4
drive, 2-3, 2-4, 3 - 4
format, 3-41
password, 3-51
user mmber, 3-65
delimite~, 2 - 8
devices, 2-3
file copy, 3-30
periptmral, 2-3
DIR, 2-12, 2-16, 3-1, 3-13
directc~, 1-4, 2-12
atuibute, 3-42
label,3-42, 3-56

ED, 2-16, 3-16, 4-1
error symbols, 4-28
file error messages, 4-29
l~om~, 4 - 2
text transfer commands, 4 - 3
editor, 4-1
ellil~is, 3-4
end of file (F_~F:), 3-30
ERA, 2-16, 3-17
ERAQ, 2-16, 3-19
error message, A-I
exclamation mark, 2 - 8
Extended Fde Control Blocks, 3-45
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file access, 2 - 5
file attributes, 1-4, 3-48
DIR, 2-11
PIP, 3-26
Read-Only, 2-11
Read-Write, 2-11
SYS, 2-11
file concatenation, 3-29
file copying, 3-25
file creation, 2 - 6
file families, 2 - 5
file management, 1-2, 1-5
file opening, 1-4
file organiTJtion, 2-10
file size, 3-42
file space, 2-12
file specification, 2-5, 2-8, 3-1, 3-2
file types, 2-5
filename, 2-5, 3-2, 3-41
files, 1-2, 2 - 5
opening, 1-4
erasing, 3-17, 3-19
organizing, 2-10
protecting, 2-10
start-up, 2 - 7
filespec, I-4, 3-3
filetype, 1-4, 2-5, 2-6, 3-2, 3-42
floppy disk, 1-5
foreground mode, 1-3
formatting disks, 2-2
full format, 3-42, 3-43

hard disk, 1-5
heeder record
CMD fle, 3 - 9
HELP, 2-16, 3-20
hexadecimal file formats, 3-33

G

I
I/O, 1-2
IN1TDIR, 2-16, 3-23, 3-48
insert mode, 4-13
Intel hexadecimal file
formats, 3-33
K
keyboards, 2-3
kilobytes, 3-43
L
labels, cre~t~I/updated, 3-58
library file, 4-24
line editing control characters, 4-13
line numbers, 4-4, 4-18
list files, 3-13
loading the system, 2-1
local variable, 3-61
logged in, 3-44
logical devices, 3-30
lowercase, 3-33, 3-.50
LST:, 3-30

GENCCPM, 2-16
GENCMD, 2-16
global options, 3-42
global variable, 3-63
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M
memory buffe~, 4 - 2
size, 4 - 4
multiple command mode, 3- 31
multiple file copy, 3-28
multituking, 1-2
N
non-system attribute, 3-48
NUL:, 3-30

PIP, 2-6, 2-10, 2-12, 2-16, 3-25,
3-32, 3-49
PRINT, 2-16, 3-37
printer, I - 2, 2 - 3
PRINTER, 2-16, 3-39
printer mmber, 3-62
printer output, 2-14
PRN:, 3-30
program files, 2 - 5
program termination, 3 - 6
bac~uad, 3-6
protecting files, 2-10

Q
O
question mark (7) as a wildcard, 2 - 8
object code files, 3-29, 3-34
opening files, 1-4
operatin8 system, 1-1, 1-2
organizing files, 2-10

R

+,

~
P
page ejects, 3-30
~
tape readers, 3-30
pezenfl~eses, 2- 8
parity bit, 3-35
password, 1-4, 2-5, 2-6, 2-10, 3-2,
3-19, 3-42, 3-44, 3-58
defeult, 3-52
disk label, 3-49
file, 3-50
HEL.P.HJ.P, 3-21
protection, 3-47, 3-49, 3-51,
3-58
wildcard filespec, 3-51
period, 2-7
peripheral device, 3-25, 3-30

tn,cl~,-+4.

y
(RO), 3-43, 3-44, 3-48,
3-54
access, 3-48
attribute, 2-11, 3-5, 3-35
Read-Write (RW), 3-43, 3-44, 3-54
sc.c.eu, 3-49
attribute, 2-11, 3-5
records, 3-42
recovering fx~n editing errors, 4-28
remove file, 3-17
RSN, 2-16, 3-40
renanm file, 3-40
PIP, 3-25
repeated ¢~eoution of editing
commands, 4-22
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T
save editing changes, 4-5
SDIR, 2-16, 3-26, 3-42
searches, 3-41
semicolon, 2 - 8
SET, 2-6, 2-10, 2-11, 2-16, 3-4,
3-48
shared code group, 3-7
SHOW, 2-17, 3-28, 3-50, 3-56
single file copy, 3-25
single-user system, 1-2
size format, 3-42
size
disk buffer, 3-67
slash, 2 - 8
special characters in file specifications,
2-8
square brackets, 2-8, 3-4
stamp access, 3-58
stamp create, 3-58
stamp update, 3-58
start-up files, 2-1, 2-5, 2-7
stares line, 1-4
stop scrolling, 2-15
SUB file, 3-60
SUBMIT, 2-5, 2-7, 2-17, 3-60
switched-in, 1-3
switched-out, 1-3, 3 - 8
syntax, 3-1, 3-4
SYS, 3-48
attribute, 2-11, 3-37
files, 3-34
system
attribute, 3-43, 3-47
disk, 2-1
drive, 2-3, 2 - 4
prompt, 2-1, 2 - 4

tab
expansion, 3-30, 3-37
space, 2 - 8
stop, 2-14
temporary file, 3-25
terminals, 2-3
time, 3-10, 3-23
stamping, 3-43, 3-48, 3-54, 3-58
TYPE, 2-5, 2-17, 3-64
U
update time stamp, 3-54, 3-58
uppercase, 3-50
translation, 4-12, 4-13, 4-20
USER, 2-10, 2-17, 3-65
user number, 1-5, 2-4, 2-10, 2-11,
3-37, 3-62, 3-64
user-defined atlributes, 3-43, 3-48,
3-49
utilities, 2-1
V
VCMODE, 1-4, 2-17, 3-67
vertical bar, 3 - 4
virtued consoles, 1-2, 1-3, 3-67

W
wlldcard characters, 2-9, 3-5, 3-28,
3-42, 3-51
X
X$$$$$$$.LIB file, 4-24
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